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SUMMARY 

This thesis investigates the use of pulsed laser deposition (PLAD) for the 

preparation of metallic films and magnetic multilayers. Initial work focuses on the 

effects of the laser wavelength and the laser pulse temporal profile on the deposition 

rates of nickel and silver and the droplet numbers deposited on to films. The results 

show that the deposition of silver films is affected by the sputtering of material from 

the substrate by energetic ions in the plasma and that this leads to saturation of the 

deposition rate at high fluences. The saturation features are not as pronounced in 

nickel deposition rates. We see that droplet numbers are only weakly dependent upon 

the laser wavelength, with fewer being present at shorter wavelengths. The effect that 

the number of pulses has on droplet numbers is also investigated. In the case of the 

pulse profile study more droplets were observed on films deposited using the 

picosecond (ps) pulse profiles. As for the nanosecond (ns) pulse profile the saturation 

in the deposition rates was observed in silver but not in nickel. The results of the ps 

laser pulse profiles showed that the ns background was dominant in the ablation 

process. 

Two further investigations into reducing droplet numbers were performed. 

These showed that a uniform beam profile was not sufficient for eliminating droplets 

from the PLAD process and that the use of a tape target in conjunction with a ps 

pulse profile did not reduce droplet numbers either. 

The aims of the second section of this thesis were to assess the suitability of 

PLAD for depositing multilayers and obtain PylPt multilayers showing a sensitive 

giant magnetoresistance (GMR) effect at low applied magnetic field. Samples 

prepared by two PLAD systems and by RF sputtering were compared. An anisotropic 

magneto resistance effect was measured, however GMR was not. The multilayer 

structures were characterised using x-ray reflectivity and cross sectional transmission 

electron micrographs. The results showed greater uniformity in the layers deposited 

by sputtering than PLAD. 
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Chapter 1 

1 Introduction 

1.1 Pulsed Laser Ablation Deposition 

Pulsed laser ablation deposition (PLAD) is a potentially simple technique for 

depositing thin films. It involves the removal of material from a target using a focused 

laser beam to produce high energy fluences at the target surface. Ablated material 

from the target forms a plasma ( or plume) perpendicular to the target surface. 

Material from this plume is deposited on to a substrate, usually placed parallel to the 

target, forming a film. Details of the ablation chamber and deposition conditions are 

given in section 4.1. 

PLAD is a highly flexible technique and is easily adapted to new materials, 

including compounds, by changing the target. It has become a popular technique for 

preparing high-T c superconductors such as YBa2Cu307-8, (YBCO), and a range of 

other oxides. In comparison, molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) requires a new gun for 

each element and thus is not able to deposit compounds easily, making it less flexible 

than PLAD. Sputtering on the other hand can be used to deposit compounds and thus 

competes with PLAD in this area. 

Although PLAD has become a widely used technique for the deposition of 

YBCO its progression to the deposition of metallic films has been much slower. This 

is because sputtering is already commercially available as a successful method for 

depositing metallic films. One advantage ofPLAD over that of sputtering is that 

material consumption can be kept to a minimum. Targets with an area of 1 cm2 are 

required for PLAD compared to target areas in the order of 5cm2 for sputtering. In 

the case of noble metal deposition, as in the work presented in chapter 6, the target 

size is an important financial consideration and thus PLAD could be a favoured 

deposition technique in such cases. 

One of the disadvantages, however, ofPLAD is the production of molten 

droplets in metal deposition, which deposit on to the film surface making it difficult to 
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obtain high quality films. For multilayer deposition where individual layers are of the 

order of3nm thick, droplets O.l-lOf.lm in size are detrimental to the desired sample 

properties. This thesis addresses the problem of droplet production in the PLAD 

process. It investigates whether optimising laser parameters can prevent the 

production of droplets. The advantage of this approach for reducing droplets, rather 

than filtering for example, is that further understanding of the laser-target interaction 

can be obtained. This may lead to the eradication of droplets from the process. Other 

methods, however, do not tackle the source of the problem and can result in some of 

the advantages of the PLAD technique, for example a high deposition rate, being 

compromised, as discussed in section J.6. 

One of the main problems encountered in the work presented here is the lack 

of control of the PLAD process. This is borne out in the comparison of multilayer 

samples deposited by sputtering and by two different PLAD systems in chapter 6. 

1.2 Outline of thesis 

This thesis discusses the application and problems ofPLAD for the deposition 

of metallic films and metallic multilayers. The remainder of this chapter discusses the 

literature relevant to the work presented in chapters 5 and 6. A brief overview of the 

development ofPLAD is followed by a discussion of previous work relating to the 

effects of laser parameters on droplet numbers. An extensive amount of work has not 

been published in this area; thus the results presented in chapter 5 provide additional, 

valuable information relating to the production of droplets during the deposition of 

metallic films by PLAD. 

The second half of this chapter reviews a range of multilayer samples 

deposited by PLAD. It also discusses a comparison of single metallic films deposited 

by PLAD, sputtering and thermal evaporation and sputter deposited multilayers 

containing noble metal spacer layers. This discussion along with the samples 

characterised in chapter 6 allow a comparison of multilayer deposition by sputtering 

and PLAD. The literature shows that there is still plenty of scope for the 
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development of PLAD for the deposition of metal films and multilayer devices if a 

competitive alternative to sputtering is to be achieved. 

Chapters 2 and 3 discuss the theory relevant to chapters 5 and 6 respectively. 

Chapter 2 presents the theory of PLAD and droplet production. The theory of 

magneto resistance is presented in chapter 3. 

Chapter 4 describes the experimental procedures carried out in this thesis for 

the deposition of films and the characterisation techniques employed. 

Chapter 5 investigates the effects oflaser parameters on the deposition of 

metallic films, including nickel, silver, gold and copper. Initial work focuses on the 

effect that the laser wavelength has on, the deposition rate of nickel and silver and the 

number of droplets produced. A similar investigation of the effect of the laser 

temporal profile is also presented. By changing the laser wavelength and laser 

temporal profile the absorption of energy into the target was altered, as described in 

section 2.2. The motivation for this was to minimise melting and thus prevent molten 

droplets from forming. However the results in chapter 5 show that droplets were still 

formed during the PLAD process under the different conditions. We also see that the 

deposition rates are affected by the sputtering of material from the substrate by 

energetic species in the plasma. 

The final section of chapter 6 investigates the effect on the production of 

droplets of using a uniform beam profile and the use of a Cu tape as a target. Again 

the complete eradication of droplets by these methods was not achieved. 

A comparison of multilayer samples deposited by two different PLAD systems 

and by sputtering is presented in chapter 6. The three deposition techniques are 

described in sections 4.5.1,4.5.2 and 4.5.3 respectively. The multilayers were 

deposited to investigate a sensitive giant magneto resistance response at room 

temperature, with low applied magnetic field, however the results show only an 

anisotropic magneto resistance effect. In addition the magnetisation curves for some 

of the samples are shown to confirm that they are ferromagnetic. The structure of the 

samples is analysed using high resolution x-ray reflectivity curves and cross sectional 
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transmission electron micrographs. The results show that the sputtered samples have 

the highest quality multilayer structure. 

To summarise this thesis addresses one of the major problems faced by PLAD, 

i.e., the production of droplets. The results show that droplets cannot be eliminated 

from the deposition process by altering the laser parameters alone. However they do 

suggest that the number of droplets can be reduced, and as a consequence greater 

control over the PLAD process can be achieved. In addition we see that the 

deposition rates of nickel and silver are dependent upon the energy of depositing 

species which can give rise to sputtering of the depositing films. This also has 

implications for the control offilm growth via PLAD. The comparison of the 

multilayer samples in chapter 6 shows that least uniformity is observed in samples 

deposited via PLAD. This further illustrates the importance of obtaining a controlled 

deposition process. Such control is required ifPLAD is to become a viable 

alternative to sputtering. 

1.3 The Development of Pulsed Laser Ablation Deposition 

Following the development of the ruby laser (Ready, 1963; White, 1963; 

Askar'yan et al., 1963) an interest developed in the laser-target interaction of both 

solids and liquids. This was quickly extended to the deposition of ablated material 

from the target thus forming a range of films by pulsed laser ablation. Early films 

included semiconductors and dielectrics (Smith and Turner, 1965). As higher power 

lasers were developed their application in material deposition was continually 

investigated. Renewed interest in PLAD was generated in 1987 when high T c 

superconducting films were successfully deposited by this technique (Dijkkamp et al., 

1987). Thus much of the early wo~k focused on the deposition of oxides and the 

technique enjoyed continued success in the deposition of the high T c superconductor 

YBCO. 

The important features in PLAD history which led to its substantial usage for 

the deposition of high Tc superconductors by this method are given in a review by 

Cheung (1994). The review covers the period 1965-1994 and also discusses the use 
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of PLAD for the deposition of ferroelectric thin films and other perovskite oxides. 

Other comprehensive reviews ofPLAD include Cheung and Sankur (1988), which 

gives a summary of materials deposited, and Jackson and Palmer (1994). An account 

of the deposition of a whole range of materials is given by Boyakovet et al. (1978). 

More recently PLAD has been successful in depositing rare earth manganites, 

which show colossal magnetoresistance properties, see for example Zhang et al. 

(1997), Koo et al. (1997) and Singh et al. (1996). Work also continues on YBCO, 

for an overview see Muenchausen and Wu (1994) and Li (1994). The use ofPLAD 

to deposit Si1_xGex with the eventual aim of fabricating heterostructures has also been 

investigated (Antoni et al., 1995) alth<?ugh films are often found to be non-epitaxial, 

germanium rich in comparison to the target, and contaminated by droplets as a result 

of the ablation process. Greater success is enjoyed by the deposition of diamond like 

carbon films, which are usually deposited by sputtering. Such films are useful as 

protective layers, infrared windows and electrodes on electronic components. See for 

example Sato et al. (1987), Martin et al. (1990) and Levoska and Leppavuori (1995). 

This thesis is concerned with the deposition of metallic films. Intuitively one 

might think that the deposition of single element and alloy films would be far simpler 

than that of complicated oxides yet the success of metals deposition has not equalled 

that of the well established perovskite deposition. The move to PLAD for the 

deposition of metals has been less popular for three main reasons. Firstly sputtering 

and.evaporation are already very successful techniques for the deposition of metals. 

Secondly to produce high quality films stringent deposition conditions are required. 

To prevent contamination of metal films high vacuum is needed. This can reduce the 

simplicity of deposition and increase the cost of a PLAD system. Finally the 

deposition of metals is accompanied by the production of molten droplets which 

deposit onto the films, reducing the film quality. A compromise between the 

deposition rate and the droplet production often has to be established. Whilst an 

increase in the deposition rate, by increasing the laser fluence at the target, reduces 
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contamination problems it is counterproductive in that higher fluences usually lead to 

increased droplet numbers. 

1.4 General Features of PLAD 

Kools (1994) discusses many of the general features associated with the 

deposition of metals by PLAD. We see that the deposition rates of -0. 003 nm/pulse 

or -1nm/s (Kools, 1994 and Hubler, 1994 respectively) are comparable with the 

deposition rates of -O.Inm/s determined in this thesis. These compare with 

sputtering, MBE and (chemical vapour deposition) CVD which have deposition rates 

of Inm/s, 0.3nmls and 2nm/s respectively (Hubler, 1994). This paper compares other 

aspects ofPLAD with those of differe~t deposition techniques. One aspect is the 

comparison of the energy of the species depositing onto the substrate. A region of 

10-1 OOe V is cited as being most desirable for good film production and PLAD fits this 

specification. However even at these energies some problems can arise with species 

in the plume being energetic enough to sputter deposited material from the substrate, 

especially if the target substrate distance is small, see section 5.2 for a more detailed 

discussion. It has been shown that this phenomenon can lead to non-stoichiometric 

deposition of films, as compared to the target, if preferential etching of one of the 

elements occurs. For example Van de Reit (1993a) et al. report a reduction in 

gallium content in FeSiGaRu films as the fluence is increased. Sputtering of copper 

films is also observed by Jordan et al. (1995). Stone et al. (1997) find that Tb-Fe 

films deposited by PLAD are terbium deficient. In this thesis we see the effects of 

sputtering on the deposition of material onto the substrate. At higher fluences the 

deposition rates tend to saturate. 

So far only the measurement of deposition rate has been discussed, i.e., the 

rate at which material is deposited onto the substrate. The measurement of ablation 

rate is also well documented in the literature. This, in contrast, is the rate at which 

material is removed front the target. By the nature of these two processes it follows 

that the ablation rate can be affected by processes at the target, usually as a result of 

the shielding of the laser pulse from the target. This is shown for example by Stauter 
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et al. (1996) and Kononenko et al (1997). Both show that ablation rates are reduced 

as a result of shielding of the laser energy from the target. Kononenko et al. (1997) 

shows saturation in the ablation rate at a range of wavelengths, 1078, 539 and 270nm. 

The effect is more prominent in steel and aluminium than in ceramics and is also 

enhanced when moving to picosecond pulse lengths from nanosecond pulse lengths 

and is attributed to the absorption of the laser energy by the plasma. Stauter et al. 

(1996) suggest that the saturation of ablation rates in ceramics ablated using a laser 

wavelength of 1060nm, occurs as a result of the target being shielded as the plasma 

density increases, however shielding is not observed at 248nm. This suggests that at 

248nm the plasma density is not high e,?ough for absorption to occur. This is in 

agreement with the discussion in section 2.3.1. 

In contrast to the ablation rate, the deposition rate can be affected by either a 

change in the ablation rate or processes of deposition at the substrate, i.e., by 

sputtering as discussed earlier in this section, or both. Thus when saturation of 

deposition rates is reported it is not always simple to ascertain which of these 

mechanisms is responsible. 

1.5 Mechanisms for Droplet EmissionlProduction 

One of the problems associated with PLAD is the production of droplets. The 

particulates seen on the metallic films are generally molten in origin as opposed to 

fragments broken from the target surface as seen for oxide targets. Thus a distinction 

is m,ade between 'droplets' seen on metallic films and 'particulates' seen on oxide 

films (and other films deposited using higher melting temperature targets). 

A comprehensive review of droplet mechanisms is given by Kelly and Miotello 

(1994), who illustrate the differences in particulate production arising from oxide 

materials and metals. For example in high melting point materials such as oxides, and 

also tungsten, repeated thermal shocks to the target from the laser pulses results in 

thermal stresses. Such thermal stresses cause cracking of features on the target, 

which are subsequently dislodged as particulates. Fracture features are evident in 

SEM micrographs of appropriate targets thus supporting the exfoliation mechanism 
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(Kelly et al., 1985b~ Muller et aI, 1993~ van de Riet et al., 1993b). For metals, 

however, the melting point is generally lower. This means that melting occurs at the 

target surface. The molten pool is disturbed as a result of the pressure exerted by the 

developing plasma. This leads to molten droplets leaving the target surface and 

depositing onto the films. This is the hydrodynamic mechanism presented by Kelly et 

al. (1985b) and is discussed in more detail in section 2.4.1.1. 

The formation of molten droplets is evident on a range of molten targets 

(Kelly et al., 1985b~ Thomas et al. 1992~ Bennett et al. 1995, Brailovsky et al., 

1995). This is also illustrated in this thesis for ns pulse ablation in section 5.6.3 where 

wave formations evident on the targets support the hydrodynamic mechanism of 
• 

droplet expulsion from molten material at the target surface, discussed in section 

2.4.1.1. 

Recent work on the factors affecting droplet emission includes that of Weaver 

and Lewis (1996). This work correlates the droplet distribution on aluminium with a 

Boltzmann probability distribution, i.e., the probability of a droplet of a certain size 

being emitted is related by Boltzmann statistics to the increase in the energy of the 

system resulting from the formation of the droplet. The theory supports the idea of 

volume vaporisation which gives rise to vapour bubbles disrupting the melt at the 

target surface thus emitting droplets. In Weaver (1998) the evolution of these vapour 

bubbles is homogeneous nucleation which enables droplet emission to be correlated 

with atomic number via the determination of the rate offormation of homogeneous 

bubbles per unit volume within the molten region of the target. Therefore in order to 

investigate this model different energy densities are required on the targets to ensure 

the same molten volume from target to target. Much of the work in the literature 

makes a comparison between materials at the same incident fluence. The constraint of 

having equal molten volumes on the target makes it difficult to ascertain the validity 

of this model with droplet numbers reported here and elsewhere. It is difficult to 

deconvolve the importance of the laser fluence and molten volume between different 

target materials. Certainly it is known that a decrease in fluence leads to fewer 
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droplets being present on the deposited films, however this is accompanied by a 

decrease in molten volume at the target and thus a decrease in homogeneous bubble 

nucleation. The crux of this matter is whether or not homogeneous bubble nucleation 

can be considered as the soul source of droplet emission from the target as opposed 

to say the hydrodynamic model of Kelly and Rothenberg (1985a), the development of 

capillary waves arising from the pressure exerted by the plume at the molten surface 

(Brailovsky et al., 1995) or the effects ofinertial forces acting on the melt as a result 

of phase changes and thermal expansion at the target (Bennett et al., 1995). 

1.6 The Reduction of Droplets 

The previous section shows that th,e main source of droplets on metal films 

arises from molten material at the target being expelled by the recoil pressure 

associated with the developing plume. This suggests that the reduction of such 

melting might result in the elimination of droplets from metal films deposited by 

PLAD. This is one of the areas under investigation in this thesis. In addition to this 

approach there are a range of other methods for reducing droplet numbers which are 

well documented by Cheung (1994), Chen (1994), Jackson and Palmer (1994) and 

Cheung and Sankur (1988). Methods subsequent to these papers are discussed 

below. 

Jordan et al. (1997) discuss the use of a curved magnetic filter previously employed to 

reduce droplets in vacuum arc deposition. This involves constraining the plasma to 

follow a curved solenoidal path dictated by a magnetic field. The droplets are not 

affected by the field and thus only material from the plasma is deposited at the end of 

the filter. A reduction in droplet numbers is observed on copper films deposited by 

PLAD using this filter. 

Gorbunov et al. (1996) re-examine the reduction of droplets using a crossed 

beam method first suggested by Gaponov et al. (1982). The system was developed to 

allow the deposition ofa wider range of materials than initially developed for high To 

superconductors. The crossing of the beams also acts as an energy band-pass filter 

Where medium energy particles form the dense part of the plasma whilst the fastest 
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and slowest, i.e., most and least energetic, particles pass through unaffected. 

Gorbunov et al. discuss the use of this method for deposition of artificially mixed thin 

films and multilayer structures. 

One ofthe disadvantages offilter methods is the reduced deposition rateat the 

substrate. The problems associated with this are two fold. Firstly by reducing the 

deposition rate the need for high vacuum conditions to avoid contamination problems 

is increased. Secondly the reduction in deposition rate below that used by sputtering 

reduces the appeal of the PLAD technique. Other methods have been suggested for 

aiding the reduction in droplets that do not involve reducing deposition rates. For 

example the correlation between target rOl.}ghness and particulate numbers is well 

established, see for example van de Reit et al. (1993b). Thus translating the target 

reduces the amount of roughness that develops on the target and consequently 

minimises droplet numbers. Another suggestion for reducing droplet numbers is the 

use of uniform beam profiles. This thesis investigates the use of a uniform beam 

profile in section 5.9 where the limited literature on this subject and the results are 

presented and discussed. 

This section has discussed recent topics associated with droplet formation and 

the pursuit of reducing droplet numbers. Some of these methods result in the 

decrease of deposition rates and make PLAD technologically more difficult. These 

detract from the fast and simple characteristics attributed to PLAD. Thus the next 

section discusses other parameters that might be exploited to reduce droplet numbers 

and thus improve the quality of deposited films. 

1.6.1 The effect of laser wavelength on PLAn 

In this thesis the effect of laser wavelength on the ablation process is discussed 

with the possibility of this parameter bringing about a reduction in droplets produced 

by the ablation of metals. Very little is published relating to the effect of wavelength 

on droplet formation. Misra and Palmer (1991), Kautek et al. (1990) and Koren et al. 

(1989) discuss the influences of wavelength on droplet production in YBCO, all of 

which report a reduction in particulates on films deposited at shorter wavelengths. 
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One of the few papers discussing the relationship of the production of particles 

with wavelength in metals is Dupendant et al. (1989). The authors claim that there is 

no clear wavelength dependence of particulate production. However the results· could 

indicate a weak dependence of droplet numbers on laser wavelength in metals. The 

results for aluminium, for example, seem to indicate fewer droplets at shorter 

wavelengths. A comparison of the velocity distribution of droplets with a fluence of 

15J/cm2 show higher droplet numbers at a wavelength of 1064nm than 532nm. The 

same is seen at a lower fluence of 4J/cm2 with the droplet numbers being greater at a 

laser wavelength of 1064nm than 335nm. A similar trend is seen in yttrium, although 

even at low fluences, i.e., 1.5J/cm2, a subs!antial number of droplets still remain. 

Hence it may be argued that there is a weak dependence of the droplet numbers with 

laser wavelength which could correspond with the findings in section 5.6.1. 

Many of the other references pertaining to wavelength are associated with 

more general features such as ablation and deposition rates. Fabbro et al. (1982) is 

one of the earliest works relating ablation to wavelength. It shows an increase in the 

ablation rate with shorter wavelength resulting from increased absorption by the 

target. The results suggest that the mass ablation rate depends on the laser power 

density and the laser wavelength. 

Svendsen et al. (1996) discuss the deposition rates of silver with fluence at 

wavelengths of355nm and 532nm. At 532nm a linear increase in deposition rate with 

increasing fluence is observed, however above 10J/cm2 there is a greater spread in the 

data and the initial trend becomes less clear. For 355nm the initial deposition rate is 

equivalent to that of 532nm, however at slightly higher fluences the deposition rate 

begins to saturate and therefore appears lower than for 532nm. For example at 

15J/cm2 the deposition rates are measured as 3.0xl013 Ag/cm2 and 4.5xl013 Ag/cm2 

for 355nm and 523nm respectively. This corresponds with the results in this thesis 

where deposition rates are initially higher at shorter laser wavelengths but saturate 

more quickly. Similar features are seen in the ablation rate data presented by Stauter 

et al. (1996). This shows an initially high ablation rate of Si3N4 at a laser wavelength 
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of 53 2nm which falls off compared to the ablation rate at 1060nm. However it should 

be noted that even though the behaviour in the deposition and ablation rates appears 

similar the origin of the saturation characteristics of the deposition rates in Svendsen 

et al. (l996) and the ablation rates in Stauter et al. (l996) are not necessarily the 

same as discussed earlier in section 1.4. 

The work ofKononenko et al.(1997), which shows ablation at 1078nm and 

270nm, gives no clear indication of a relationship between the ablation rates and laser 

wavelength for aluminium nitride, aluminium and steel. This highlights the 

discrepancies still arising in the literature concerning the effect of laser wavelength on 

the ablation process. 

1.6.2 The effect of laser pulse length on PLAD 

Much of the work relating to the laserMtarget interaction using a variety of 

pulse lengths has occurred in the area of microMmachining where it is of particular 

importance to achieve precision machining with little thermal damage to the sample. 

Much of this work draws conclusions relevant to PLAD. In this area it is found that 

there is less damage caused to the target at shorter pulse lengths, usually sub

picosecond. This occurs because there is insufficient time within the duration of the 

pulse for heat to diffuse into the target. For example a reduction of a factor of 100 in 

the heat affected zone of a gold target is observed when moving from ns pulses to fs 

pulses (Rosenfeld and Campbell, 1996), which suggest that melting does not occur 

within the length of the pulse. These aspects are discussed in detail in section 2.4.2. 

Momma et al. (l997) discuss the variation in the laser-target interaction arising from 

the variation in pulse length. This work vividly highlights the reduction in melting of a 

metallic target as a result of moving to shorter pulse lengths. The micrographs are 

reproduced in figure 1.1. It shows two steel targets, the first ablated using a pulse 

length of3.3ns and laser fluence of 4.2J/cm2 and the second using a pulse length of 

200fs with a laser fluence ofO.5J/cm2, both at a laser wavelength of 780nm. The 

fluences used are the minimum fluences required for material damage at the target, 

i.e., threshold fluences. The figure clearly shows that melting occurs on the steel 
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sample ablated using the ns pulses and not on the target ablated using the fs pulses. 

One might expect that the low fluence at the target in the fs regime can be attributed 

to the reduction in melting, however others show that melting can still occur in metals 

at low fluences for ns pulses, for example see Dupendant et al. (1989). Hence this 

paper illustrates another feature of ultra short pulses which is generally observed. That 

is, the fluence required for ablation using shorter pulses is an order of magnitude 

lower than for ns pulses, also see for example Sandy-Lee et al. (1992). This implies 

that the ablation efficiency of picosecond and shorter pulses is higher than for ns 

pulses. 
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Figure 1.1 SEM micrographs of holes drilled through a 100~m steel foil. 

(a)rp=3.3ns, F=4.2J/cm2, A=780nm. (b) Tp=0.2psns, F=0.SJ/cm2, A=780nm. 

Momma et al. (1997). 

One of the first papers examining the differences in laser-target interaction 

using ps and ns pulses was by Corkum et al. (1990). It concluded that for copper and 

molybdenum the threshold fluence for damage of the target for pulses less than 1 ns 

was independent of pulse duration. This is not borne out by Rosenfeld and Campbell 

(1996) who show different thresholds at 130ps and 8ps for both gold and nickel 
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targets in the form offilms. They show that the thresholds at 130ps and 8ps for nickel 

film targets greater than l~m in thickness are-0.Scm
2 

and -0.2J/cm2 respectively and 

for gold they are -0.7SJ/cm2 and 0.OSJ/cm2 respectively. In addition they also show 

that the fluences required for ablation at ns pulse lengths are far higher than for 

shorter pulse lengths, with the threshold fluences for nickel being l.SJ/cm2 for lSns 

pulse length and for gold being 2.0J/cm2 for 20ns. These compare favourably with 

measured values in Table S.3. 

Limited work has been carried out on the effects of pulse length on film 

quality. Muller et al.(1993) investigate the effect of using SOOfs and 30ns pulse 

lengths on the film qualities of diamond lik~ carbon (DLC) films, copper films and 

silicon films. For both DLC and silicon films there is an improvement in film quality 

with SOOfs pulse length. For silicon this is borne out by the decrease in the number of 

droplets on the films deposited using fs pulse lengths. This correlates well with the 

damage observed on the targets, with larger cone structures being present from the ns 

ablation and smaller structures with fs pulses, in accordance with the droplet sizes 

observed. For the DLC film improved structural qualities are obtained with the fs 

pulse lengths. The copper ablation characteristics are not necessarily in agreement 

with other observed characteristics at short pulse lengths. Muller et al. (1993) report 

a higher deposition rate using fs pulses than ns pulses due to a more peaked angular 

distribution on the ablation plume with fs pulses. In addition the deposition rate 

saturates. In the fs regime this is likely to be due to the increase in kinetic energy of 

the plume species which cause sputtering at the substrate surface. In contrast the 

deposition rate does not saturate with ns pulses. The higher power density is found to 

give a lower threshold fluence as demonstrated by many authors. Although droplets 

are still present on the copper films deposited using ns pulses the fs films are found to 

have a sub-micron granular texture which leads to highly porous films. This may arise 

because, in the absence of melting at fs pulse lengths, fragments are removed from the 

copper target by an exfoliation method, Kelly et al. (198Sb). The outcome of this 

work appears to be that SOOfs pulses work well to improve the film quality of silicon 
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and DLC but are less effective for copper films, which appear to be free of droplets 

arising from the target melt at this short pulse length but still do not have good film 

quality. 

Kononenko et al. (1997) show ablation rates of AlN ceramic at different pulse 

lengths and they do not appear to be affected in the same way as metals. At 1078nm 

the ablation of AlN is greater for ps than ns pulses whilst at 539nm the deposition is 

less for ps than ns pulses. For steel however it is generally found that ns pulse 

ablation rates are greater than ps pulse ablation rates. The comparison of these results 

with those presented in this thesis is difficult since the fluences are so different. 

Maximum fluences used in this thesis are 20J!cm2 in the ns regime and 10x10-3J/cm2 

in the ps regime. The work presented by Kononenko et al. (1997) covers fluences up 

to 104J/cm2 and gives very little data at the low end of the scale corresponding with 

fluences used in this thesis. 

When moving to shorter pulse lengths it is generally understood that heat 

diffusion into the targets followed by melting is no longer valid. The processes 

involved in the ablation of materials using short pulses are less clearly understood. 

Multiphoton ionisation, Joule heating and collisional ionisation are processes that have 

been suggested for ablation at short pulse lengths, see for example Stuart et al. (1995) 

and Du et al. (1994). 

1. 7 A Review of Metallic Films and Multilayer Samples Fabricated by PLAD 

and Other Deposition Techniques. 

Metallic multilayer samples are deposited with two main objectives, either for 

use as a device showing giant magnetoresistance (GMR) or as x-ray mirrors. The 

deposition of multilayers has largely been carried out using sputtering and molecular 

beam epitaxy (MBE), with sputtering being most commonly used. In the second half 

of this chapter the deposition of a range of multilayer devices by PLAn and other 

deposition techniques are discussed. Particular emphasis is placed samples prepared 

by PLAn and also on multilayers incorporating the noble metals specifically but 

prepared mainly by sputtering. Both of these aspects allow comparisons to be made 
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with the Nio.8Feo.2IPt multilayers presented in chapter 6. However before discussing 

multilayer samples a comparison of metallic films deposited by PLAD, sputtering and 

thermal evaporation is presented. 

1.7.1 A comparison of metallic films deposited by PLAD, sputtering and 

thermal evaporation 

Hubler (1994) compares different deposition techniques and shows that PLAD 

provides ions in the desired energy range for deposition compared to the commonly 

used sputtering. Consequently we see that sputtered, thermally evaporated and 

PLAD films have largely the same characteristics Krebs et al. (1995a, 1995b, 1997). 

Some differences between films deposited via sputtering and PLAD are however 
• 

reported. For example, smaller grain sizes were observed in iron, niobium, silver, 

titanium and tungsten films deposited by PLAD (Krebs et al., 1995a). Larger lattice 

spacings were also observed in the growth direction of Fe and Ag films deposited by 

PLAn compared to the bulk. 

Texturing was another feature offilms deposited via PLAD. For example, 

texturing of Fe and Ag films gave rocking curve widths of 0.5 0 compared to 10 in 

Sputtered films (Krebs et al., 1995b). Unusual compositions of alloys were obtained 

in films deposited by PLAD. Similar features were observed for alloys as well (Krebs, 

1995a). Larger lattice spacings were reported in Fe-Nb, Fe-Ag, Ni-Ag, Cu-Co, Co

er and texturing was also a feature of alloy deposition (Krebs, 1997). In addition 

alloy films were subject to unusual compositions. For example, single phase Fe(Nb) 

Was achieved with 13 atomic% (at%) Nb, whereas for sputtered films two phases 

existed, a Fe(Nb) phase with 11 at% Nb and as amorphous Fe-Nb phase. This latter 

phase was not present in the PLAD films. A supersaturated Ni(Ag) phase with 20 

at% Ag was also achieved by PLAD. 

Krebs et al. (1995a and b) ascribe the differences in PLAD films, compared 

with sputtered and evaporated films, to the high instantaneous deposition rates 

achieved by PLAD. These can be up to 105 times higher than for sputtered/thermal 

evaporation rates which are of the order ofO.lnm1s. In addition, the average kinetic 
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energy of the species in the ablation plume is generally considered to be higher than 

the species deposited by sputtering/evaporation. This is particularly true when the 

fluences used in PLAD are considerably higher than the ablation threshold, 

i.e.,-lOJ/cm2
• These factors all have implications for the growth mechanism and can 

give rise to some different features of films deposited via PLAD. 

1. 7.2 PLAD and the deposition of multilayers 

The deposition of multilayer devices by PLAD has by no means been 

exhaustively researched. Indeed the use ofPLAD for metal film deposition is still 

developing with the literature on this subject expanding (Lunney, 1995; Kools, 1994). 

Initial multilayers deposited by PLAD were for use as x-ray mirrors. Gapanov et al . . 
(1979) carried out the earliest work depositing multilayers by PLAD. This work 

showed the possibility of heteroepitaxial deposition of a range of semiconductor films, 

such as InSb-CdTe, and demonstrated the use ofPLAD for successful layer 

deposition. Gapanov and co workers continued to deposit a range of multilayer 

devices for use as x-ray mirrors with considerable success (Gapanov et al., 1983; 

Akhsakhalyan et al., 1984). 

Uniformity is of utmost importance in such mirrors. In order to achieve high 

reflectivity in the 14-17nm wavelength range layer thicknesses of -0.5nm and an 

interface roughness of the order of 1-2 atomic layers are required. The problem of 

aChieving sharp interfaces between layers was discussed by Mai and Pompe (1992) 

where good interfaces were achieved in carbon/nickel and carbon/tungsten mirrors. 

Improved interface sharpness was achieved by ensuring that the deposition species fell 

within a certain energy range. Different energy ranges promote different growth 

regimes at the film surface. For example, for incident ions with energy -0. leV, 3D 

growth is promoted since ions have insufficient energy for surface diffusion once they 

are deposited at the surface. At higher energies, -10eV, layer by layer growth occurs 

at the substrate. As long as the incident energy is less than the displacement energy 

( ..... 3 Oe V) the incoming species have sufficient energy to be mobile on the film surface 

after impact. Above 3 Oe V atomic mixing of layers occurs which gives rise to a loss of 
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interface sharpness (Kools, 1994). The energy of the incoming species can be 

controlled by using different fluences. Although Mai and Pompe (1992) do not 

explicitly state the fluences at which their multilayers were deposited they do discuss 

how choosing appropriate ablation conditions can optimise the energy of the species 

in the ablation plume to obtain good interfaces in multilayer samples. This enabled 

Mai and Pompe to deposit layers with thicknesses ranging from 1-10nm with interface 

roughness <O.5nm. A similar amount of interface roughness, -O.6nm, is obseIVed by 

Enrech et al. (1994) in Co/Pd multilayers deposited by PLAD. 

Krebs et al. (1997) compares multilayer samples deposited by PLAD and 

Sputtering. In the case ofFelNb multilayers interface mixing is found to be more 
• 

pronounced in the case ofPLAD samples than sputtered samples. However Fe/Ag 

and PdINb multilayers were successfully deposited by PLAD with interface roughness 

of around one to two monolayers. In the case ofFelNb the system has a negative 

heat of mixing, whilst for Fe/Ag and PdINb systems the heat of mixing is positive. 

This plays a major role in the definition of the deposited multilayers. Thus it is the 

high instantaneous deposition rates and atomic mixing which affect the quality of 

multilayer samples. This intermixing at the interface is a feature obseIVed by others. 

GeHman etal. (1997) show intermixing ofFe/Al multilayers and find that the mixing 

is dependent upon whether Al is deposited on to Fe or Fe deposited on to Al, as well 

as shOWing that intermixing is more prominent in PLAD than thermal evaporation. A 

similar asymmetry in interdiffusion at NiIW interfaces is seen by Rothman et al. 

(I997) with the diffusion being 2nm for Ni on Wand 1.3nm for W on Ni. Intermixing 

problems are also encountered in the fabrication ofMo/Si multilayer soft x-ray 

reflectors by PLAD (Kim et al., 1998). In addition droplets were also present on the 

deposited muItilayers. An attempt to eliminate these droplets was made by using a 

shorter wavelength and by using two synchronised laser pulses, as described in section 

1.5. However the droplets were not completely eliminated. Analysis of these Mo/Si 

multilayers by x-ray reflectivity revealed asymmetric interdiffusion as for the Al/Fe 
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multilayers deposited by Geilman et al. (1997). This led to a lower reflectivity at 

normal incidence being measured. 

Some work has been carried out on the deposition of multilayer samples for 

giant magnetoresistance devices. For example Kools et al. (1993) deposited Co/Cu 

multilayers. The deposition was carried out in UHV which, as discussed in section 

1.3, is desirable for good metallic deposition at a relatively low fluence of3J/cm2 and 

a chopper was also used to minimise the number of droplets deposited on to the films 

(see section 1.5). The samples were deposited onto Si(lOO) and an example of one 

structure was Si(100)/20nmCu(1.0nmCul1.6nmCohs. XRD spectra of these samples 

revealed that the FWHM: of the x-ray peaks )Vere comparable to those seen in 

sputtered samples. 

The nature ofPLAD means that in theory the layer thickness can easily be 

controlled by the number of pulses provided the deposition per pulse is known. In 

practise, however, variations in the deposition per pulse arise, increasing the difficulty 

with which uniformity in layer thickness can be achieved. Kools (1992) observes that 

this variation in the deposition rate per pulse can be as much as 10%. Macquart et al. 

(1991) have had similar success in depositing W/C x-ray multilayer mirrors to Mai 

and Pompe (1992). They report an interface roughness ofO.4nm with good 

reflectivity. However variations in layer thickness arise which are detrimental to the 

quality of the mirrors. Thus we see that roughness arising at interface as a result of 

mixing and the variation in the deposition per pulse are major limiting factors when 

using PLAD for the deposition of metallic multilayers. These are problems 

experienced in this thesis and are discussed in chapter 5. 

The extent of the published work on the PLAD of metallic multilayers is fairly 

limited, due mainly to the difficulties encountered in PLAD and also to the success of 

Sputtering in this area. 

1.7.3 Nobel metals used in giant magnetoresistance multilayer devices 

This section reviews the use of multilayer devices deposited by methods other 

than PLAD to obtain giant magnetoresistance (GMR). Particular attention is paid to 
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multilayers which have noble metals as non-magnetic spacer layers and Ni, Fe or an 

alloy ofNi and Fe as the magnetic layer, since such devices follow the basic structure 

of the multilayers presented in chapter 6. A comprehensive review of metallic 

multilayer devices showing GMR is given by Parkin (1995). Parkin (1995) discusses 

a wide range of multilayer systems, for example Co/Cu, F e/Cr and granular alloys of 

Co/Cu also exhibiting GMR. The oscillatory behaviour of interlayer coupling arising 

from changing the non-magnetic spacer layer thickness and other spin engineered 

devices are discussed. Of particular interest are the multilayers of permalloy/gold 

(Nio.8Feo.2/Au) for comparison with multilayers discussed in chapter 6. (The alloy 

Nio.8FeO.2 known as permalloy will be abbreviated to Py). 

The original reports of GMR were in 1988 by Baibich et al. (I988) and 

Binasch et al. (1989). They reported GMR values of 5% in Fe/Cr multilayers and up 

to 3% in Fe/CrlFe sandwiches at 4.2K respectively. However the fields required for 

magnetic saturation were large and thus the devices were not suitable as low field 

sensors. Once GMR was discovered a whole range of multilayer systems were 

investigated. An important aspect in the multilayer system was found to be the choice 

of non-magnetic spacer layer. A popular choice for the layer was Cu followed by 

other transition metal (TM) spacers. Parkin (1991) began to show that a systematic 

variation of the interlayer coupling strength existed. He investigated eleven different 

3d, 4d and 5d transition metals sandwiched between Fe, Co, Ni and Ni alloy layers. 

The Coupling strength was seen to increase from the 5d to 4d to 3d metals and also 

Increased exponentially as the d-band of the spacer layers filled across the 3d, 4d and 

Sd periods. Thus the variation in the coupling strength was dependent upon the 

position of the transition metal spacer layer element in the periodic table. The trends 

in interlayer coupling strength are summarised in Table 1.1. 
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Ti V Cr Mn Fe CO NL .. Cu 

NC FM FM FM 

Zr Nb Mo Tc Ru Rh Pd Ag .. 
".. 

NC NC NC 

Hf Ta W Re Os Ir Pt Au .. ... 
NC NC NC 

Table 1.1 Part of the periodic table summarising the interlayer coupling strength of 

transition metals, as observed by Parkin (1991). FM=ferromagnetic, NC=no 

COupling, ~ increase in coupling strength. In some cases coupling was observed 
• 

subsequent to this work, see for example Parkin (1994). 

For example the coupling strength increases along the period from V or Cr or 

Cu and up a column from W to Mo to Cr in the case of ColTM multilayers Similar 

behaviour was also reported for multilayers ofFelTM, NilTM, PylTM and 

Nio.8CoO.2/TM. However at this time coupling was not observed for all the transition 

metals, for example in Co/TM multilayers containing Pd, Ag, Pt or Au. Structural 

defects were cited as a possible explanation for the lack of antiferromagnetic coupling. 

The coupling in Co/Au layers had however been observed by Dupas et al. (1990). 

Further work on multilayer systems containing Au, i.e., Co/Au (Grolier et al., 

1993), Py/Au (parkin et al., 1994) and Fe/Au (Shintaku, 1993) showed the oscillation 

of the antiferromagnetic coupling between magnetic layers with inter layer thickness 

previously observed by Parkin et al. (1990). Despite showing this oscillatory 

behaviour no simple variation in the antiferromagnetic coupling with spacer layer 

thickness has been established (parkin, 1995). 

The results of Parkin (1991) enabled spacer layers showing weak coupling 

between magnetic layers to be identified. Thus weakly antiferromagnetically coupled 

magnetic multilayers could be deposited in which saturation occurs at low magnetic 

fields, leading in tum to increased sensitivity in the GMR of the device. Thus 

according to Parkin (1991), Au shows weaker coupling than Ag, which shows weaker 
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coupling than Cu. Therefore we might expect that multilayers containing Au would 

have a higher GMR sensitivity and saturate at lower applied magnetic fields than 

similar multilayers containing Cu or Ag. This is demonstrated by considering Hylton 

et al. (1993) and Parkin et al. (1994). Hylton et al. (1993) reported GMR values 

>2% at room temperature in sputtered Py/Ag multilayers, with a sensitivity of 

5-12%/mT. In comparison Parkin et al. (1994) report~d the lowest saturation field 

obtained in metallic multilayers at room temperature from sputtered Pyl Au samples 

with sensitivities -1 0-20%/mT. These sensitivities are generally higher than for the 

similar samples with Ag spacer layers. Other multilayers containing Ag, for example 

NilAg (Yang et al., 1994; Rodmacq et al., 1?92) and Py/Ag (Rodmacq et al., 1993) 

show GMR up to 8%. However saturation fields in these cases are of the order of 

1.6MNm (J..loH=2T), therefore the same sensitivity is not achieved. We see that the 

sensitivity of the Py/Ag multilayers produced by Hylton et al. (1993) is not achieved 

by Rodmacq et al. (1993), and indeed Parkin (1991) does not initially report coupling 

in Pyl Au, implying that the deposition conditions of such multilayers are critical. 

Thus in this thesis multilayers ofPylPt are investigated. According to Parkin (1991), 

Pt should show weaker coupling than Au and may therefore result in an increase in 

the GMR sensitivity and the reduction in the saturation field. However the critical 

deposition conditions do not make fabrication ofPylPt devices showing GMR easy. 
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Chapter 2 

2 Pulsed Laser Ablation Deposition Models 

2.1 Introduction 

There are two aspects of pulsed laser ablation deposition (PLAD) which need 

to be addressed: the laser-target interaction, which con~titutes the laser ablation 

process, and the deposition of material onto the substrate. The ablation process 

encompasses the mechanisms by which material is removed from the target as a result 

of energy supplied by the laser. The removal of material from the target is principally 

through plasma formation but may also be achieved by the formation of molten 

droplets. The ablation process also extends to the effect that the forming plasma has 

upon the laser-target interaction. These processes may have consequences for the 

deposition of material onto the substrate. In addition the deposition of material onto 

the substrate may be affected by the interaction of the plasma and the film forming at 

the substrate. Aspects of both the laser ablation and deposition processes are 

discussed in this chapter. 

2.2 Laser-Target Interaction: The Ablation Process 

This section introduces the kinetic model for the heating and removal of 

material from the target. The kinetic model assumes that the energy supplied to the 

target by the laser is entirely involved in the heating, melting and evaporation of 

material from the target surface and ignores the process of plasma formation. It also 

assumes that the laser pulse length is sufficiently long that the time taken for energy 

transfer (from the electrons to the lattice of the solid) may be neglected. By making 

these assumptions we can introduce the thermal diffusion depth, Lth 

(2.1) 

Where 1C is the thermal conductivity, cpm is the molar specific heat capacity, Pm the 

molar density, and Tp the laser pulse length and is taken as 20ns throughout this 

chapter unless otherwise stated. 
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A second parameter of importance in PLAD is the optical absorption depth, 

cr 1, given by 

(2.2) 

where A is the laser wavelength and k is the extinction coefficient. These two 

parameters determine the depth to which the laser energy is absorbed into the target 

(preuss et al., 1994). The dependence of Lth on Tp and d l on A suggests that the laser 

wavelength and the laser pulse length have a direct effect on the ablation process. 

This is illustrated in figure 2.1 where the effect of altering the pulse length on the 

magnitude of the thermal diffusion length in r.elationship to the optical absorption 

depth is seen in metals where Lth>cr1 with L th-l Ilm for Tp=20ns and crl -20nm and 

Lth-l0nm for Tp=5ps at ultraviolet (UV) wavelengths. We also see how these 

parameters vary in different materials. For example in YBCO a.-1>Lth with L th-l0nm 

for a 20ns pulse length compared with C('1-50nm (Gavigan, 1990). 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

figure 2.1 Schematic representation of Lth and «1 for (a) metal target and ns pulse 
~hs (b) metal target and ps pulse length and (c) YBCO target and ns pulse length at 

wavelengths. 
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If we assume that there is no phase change in the target surface then a peak 

temperature for the target surface can be estimated for both cases, i.e., Lth>ci l and 

a-I> Lth . Taking into account the reflectivity, R, of the target at the laser wavelength 

the total amount of energy absorbed per pulse by the target is (I-R)ITp, where I is the 

laser power irradiating the target and I Tp=F the laser fluence, or energy density on the 

target. This heats a layer Lth . Thus for Lth>ci1 the rise in the temperature of the 

target surface per pulse is given as (Saenger, 1993) 

(2.3) 

PmCpm is the heat capacity per unit volume. Pm is taken as the average of the solid 

density at 300K and the liquid density at the melting temperature. Thus 

Pm == (Pm.(s) + Pm.(/) 12 (2.4) 

Similarly cpm is the average molar heat capacity between 300K and the vaporisation 

temperature. 

For the case where ci I> Lth an exponential temperature profile along the 

depth, z, of the target occurs as a result of the exponential absorption, thus 

~T8(Z) ~ (1- R)h pae-
az 

(2.5) 
pmcpm 

In both cases material will be removed from the target if the heat supplied per unit 

volume is greater than the energy density corresponding to the latent heat of 

vaporisation, pmMltv. The energy density corresponding to heating the target to the 

vaporisation temperature and the latent heat of fusion are insignificant compared to 

the term for the latent heat of vaporisation. Thus for Lth>ci l a threshold fluence can 

be determined 

(2.6) 
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The threshold fluences for nickel and silver are calculated at 193nm, 248nm and 

351 nm using his model and the results are presented in Table 2.1 below where 

Lth==6.8Ilm for silver and 2.61lm for nickel. 

Wavelength Nickel Silver Reflectivity Reflectivity 

J/cm2 J/cm2 of nickel of silver 

193nm 5.9 8.0 0.37 0.24 

248nm 6.5 8.1 0.43 0.25 

351nm 6.9 33.7 0.46 0.82 

Table 2.1 Shows the threshold fluences calculated using equation 2.6 at three laser 

wavelengths and the reflectivities used in the calculations (eRe, 1992). The values 

used in the caluclation are Tp=20ns, Lth=6.8Ilm for silver and 2.61lm for nickel and 

M1'v==378.8kJ/mol for nickel and 254.2kJ/mol for silver (eRe, 1992). 

These values are higher than the threshold fluences measured for nickel and 

silver in section 5.3.1. This is because in this simple model the energy required to 

Overcome the latent heat of vaporisation is significant. The high value for silver at 

351 nm is related to the high reflectivity at this wavelength. During the ablation 

process the roughening of the target may reduce the reflectivity thereby reducing the 

calculated threshold closer to the observed values. 

By using a kinetic model an expression for the amount of material removed 

from a target can be calculated. Such a model is outlined by Kelly and Rothenberg, 

(1985a). It equates the flux of material removed from the target as a result of the 

increase in the energy supplied by the laser with the flux of molecules condensing at 

the surface. In keeping with the kinetic model we can assume that the laser pulse 
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length has a top hat temporal profile. For example an estimate of the time to reach 

the vaporisation temperature can be obtained by rearranging equation 2.3 which gives 

the heating rate as 

Rate ~ 1(1-R) 
LthPmCpm 

(2.7) 

Hence for 20ns pulses the rise time in metals is 3x10-9s, this is ....,15% of the complete 

pulse length. Therefore within the length of the pulse there is time for the target 

surface to reach the vaporisation temperature for fluences of the order of lOJ/cm2. 

From the kinetic theory of a perfect gas an expression for the fraction of 

molecules with mass m, travelling between velocities u and u+du, normal to the target 

surface can be obtained, assuming the velocities follow a Boltzmann distribution as 

outlined in Tabor (1979). This fraction is given by 

dn ( m )1/
2 (mu 2

) -:: - exp --- du 
n 27tkT 2kT 

(2.8) 

where T is the temperature of the gas and k the Boltzmann constant. Using a one

dimensional model the number of molecules hitting the surface of a liquid per unit 

area per unit time can be determined. Consider molecules with velocities u to u+du in 

a volume with unit cross sectional area and length u. The number of molecules in this 

VOlume, u, with velocity u is u dn, where dn is the number per m3 and these will all 

strike the surface in one second. The total number of molecules is the integral of u dn 

with the limits of 0 to 00, which takes into account only those molecules heading 

toward the surface. From equation 2.8 the integral is evaluated to give 

Condensing flux = pvs(27tmk1)-1/2 atoms/m2s (2.9) 

where Pvs is the vapour pressure that would exist in equilibrium. In such a condition 

the condensing flux is equal to the vaporising flux. Therefore 

Vaporising flux = Po{ exp( -Ml/Jk1)} (27tmk1)-112 atoms/m2s (2.10) 
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where po is a constant and IMh is the latent heat of vaporisation. The exponential 

term gives the probability of atoms having sufficient energy to leave the surface. Thus 

an expression for the depth of material removed per pulse can be derived as 

(2.11) 

where N is the number density in the condensed phase. From equation 2.3 we see that 

for O<t~ip then ATocfll2. At times greater than ip then AT=AT( ip)+(oATlot)Tp(t-ip). If 

equation 2.11 is integrated and the units converted from T to t the following 

expression for depth/pulse is obtained. 

T I/2 
d h/ Pva 8 T P 6 ept pulse ~ 1/2 x1.53x10 nm/pulse 

M Mllv 
(2.12) 

Mis the molecular mass in mass units u, MI/v is in eV/atom, Ts is the surface 

temperature of the target and PVI is in atmospheres. To calculate this quantity the 

boiling point temperature is used as this is the scope of the kinetic model presented. 

Values for nickel and silver are 0.057nm/pulse and 0.055nm/pulse respectively. These 

values are compared with ablation rates measured from nickel and silver targets in 

chapter 5. 

2.3 Formation of the Plasma 

The model presented above describes evaporation from the target surface, 

however the PLAD process is sufficiently energetic to form a plasma. Thus the 

formation of the plasma is briefly introduced in this section. The plasma is the 

primary method by which material is removed from the target. Phipps and Dreyfus 

(1993) discuss the different regions of the forming plasma in detail. Four regions are 

identified. Firstly a dense region close to the target where the plasma density is as 

high as 1021_1023cm-3, i.e., very close to solid values. These densities are high enough 

for some absorption to occur through inverse Bremsstrahlung and other absorption 

processes, as discussed in the following section. This region extends for only a few 

hundred nanometers, of the order of the laser wavelength and one-dimensional 
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expansion takes place. Beyond this region the plasma density decreases to below 

10
21

cm-3 and expansion is three-dimensional. Due to the high number of collisions 

this expansion is beam like in behaviour. Such expansion forms a Knudsen layer 

(Phipps and Dreyfus, 1993). In the third region the number of electron collisions 

decreases significantly and the plasma density drops to between 1016_1012cm-3. Some 

absorption may still be possible at longer wavelengths and longer pulse lengths. 

Finally in the outer region of the plasma energetic electrons escape from the plasma 

and a thermal distribution of ions continue to expand outwards to reach the substrate. 

2.3.1 Absorption by Inverse Bremsstrahlung 

The formation of a plasma of significant density can absorb incoming laser 

radiation primarily through inverse Bremsstrahlung. One of the consequences of such 

absorption is the reduction in the amount of laser energy reaching the target, which in 

turn reduces the amount of material removed. Inverse Bremsstrahlung is the opposite 

process to Bremsstrahlung radiation where the emission of photons occurs as a result 

of electrons being involved in inelastic collision with ions. In the case of inverse 

Bremsstrahlung absorption, free electrons oscillating in the electromagnetic field at 

the laser frequency collide with ions in the plasma. This distorts the oscillating motion 

thus heating the plasma. The energy dissipated to the plasma in the form of heat is 

obtained from the absorption of photons from the laser radiation. 

In order for such absorption to occur the plasma frequency tip, must be 

greater than the frequency of the incoming photons. The plasma frequency is 

governed by the electron density no and is given as 

(2.13) 

Where e is the electronic charge and t11e the mass of the electron. For UV 

wavelengths co for the laser is -5_10xlQlSs-1. Thus for absorption to occur via inverse 

Bremsstrahlung the electron density must be -1 022cm-3. Whether such densities, and 

consequently significant absorption by inverse Bremsstrahlung can be achieved in 
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metal ablation using UV wavelengths is questionable. Phipps and Dreyfus (1993) 

suggest that very close to the target densities of up to 1023cm-3 are possible. 

Increased ionisation at shorter UV wavelengths compared to IR wavelengths may 

occur and thus increase the chances of achieving high enough densities. Despite this 

they Comment that although absorption via inverse Bremsstrahlung does occur it is 

not significant enough at UV wavelengths to shield incoming laser energy from the 

target. More recently Hermann et al. (1998) extrapolate electron densities ~ 1 019 cm-3 

at 1=0. This also suggests that absorption via inverse Bremsstrahlung will be 

negligible at UV wavelengths if indeed it occurs at all. In chapter 5 saturation in the 

deposition rates of nickel and silver is observed. lIowever in the light of this 

discussion absorption via inverse Bremsstrahlung is not pursued as a likely 

explanation for this saturation. 

2.4 The Deposition of Material onto the Substrate 

There are distinct differences between the deposition of films by PLAD and 

other methods. For example the pulsed nature ofPLAD involves a high instantaneous 

influx of material followed by a long period before the next pulse. For 1'p-20ns the 

deposition of the plasma onto the substrate occurs over -lms (Horwitz and Sprague, 

1994). If the laser repetition rate is 20Hz then the time between pulses is 50ms. In 

Contrast to other deposition techniques the flux of incoming material is constant. 

Another difference with PLAD is the energy of the depositing species. For 

example the species impinging upon the substrate have an average energy of up to 

1000eV (Horwitz and Sprague, 1994) compared with several hundred for sputtering 

and only a few e V for MBE. The range of energies and species within the plume are 

also diverse with ions of energy up to a few keY and neutrals with energies of several 

eV. 

As a result of these differences the nucleation and growth of films by PLAD 

does not follow the standard mechanisms such as Volmer-Weber (three-dimensional 

island growth), Frank-van der Merwe (two-dimensional monolayer growth) or 

Stranski-Krastinov (two-dimensional growth of mono layers followed by three-
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dimensional island nucleation). An alternative theory of film growth via PLAD has 

been developed by Metev and Meteva (1989) and Kashchiev (1977). This involves 

the simultaneous filling of monolayers governed by a time constant. The time 

Constant of film growth plays an important role in governing the deposition conditions 

for film growth via PLAD (Metev, 1994). 

2.4.1 Sputtering of the depositing film 

In addition to the these possible nucleation and growth modes another process 

that can occur is the sputtering of depositing films by the incoming ions from the 

plasma. This can give rise to reduced deposition rates being observed in PLAD. A 

situation might arise where material already deposited on the substrate is removed by 

inCOming ions thus preventing the deposition rate from increasing continuously with 

increasing laser fluence. Such a situation would arise where the incoming plasma 

Species are highly energetic, i.e., 100-1000eV (Metev, 1986; Jordan et al., 1995). 

The removal yield Y(E), atoms/ion, for low energy incident ions E(ke V) can be 

expressed as 

Y(E) = ~ ~ Z f (,IE - O.09~Uo ) 
o / 

(2.14) 

Where Uo is the sublimation energy of the film on the substrate and Zfis the atomic 

number of the film. The value of/is given by 

( 
Zp )2/3 +(Z f J2/3 

/ == Zf Zp 

2 
(2.15) 

Where Zp is the atomic number of the projectile, i.e., from the ablation target (Zalm, 

1984). 

The expression is valid for ion energies s; lkeV. This is suitable for use in 

PLAn since ion energies in the plasma range up to lOOOeV. For PLAD ions in the 

region of 100eV are of interest for deposition (Hubler, 1994). Since/only varies 

slowly with (Zp'Z,ft, the yield expression suggests that sputtering yield is mostly 
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dependent on the projectile energy and not their species. With higher energy ions 

present in the plume at high fluences (Jordan, 1995) one would expect a greater 

degree of sputtering from the film. Sputtering yields for silver depositing onto silver 

and nickel and nickel depositing onto silver and nickel are shown in figure 2.2. Values 

for Uo are for nickel= 4.46 eV/atom and for silver=2.96 eV/atom, (CRC, 1992). 

These yields are discussed with respect to the observed deposition rates of nickel and 

silver that are presented in section 5.2. 

2.4.2 Models for droplet production 

Models predicting the origin of droplets and consequently their size are found 

in Kelly and Rothenberg (1985a), Bennett et al. (1995) and Dreyfus et al. (1994). 

Considering the Kelly and Rothenberg (1985a) model first, the formation of droplets 

IS expected if the amount of material removed from the target is greater than the 

removal rate measured at the target surface. Such a comparison between calculated 

removal rates due to vaporisation and measured ablation rates is carried out for nickel 

and silver in section 2.5. 

An expression for the radius of droplets is obtained by considering the change 

in dimension t1.L that a forming asperity undergoes due to thermal expansion. The 

force F that the forming asperity has to over come in order to separate from the 

molten surface is given by 

(2.16) 

It is assumed that the asperity is spherical and that r is the surface energy of the 

molten surface. Provided that the momentum of the forming droplet exceeds the 

product of F ~t, where ~t is the difference in time of the pulse length and the time 

taken to melt the target surface, i.e., 

(2.17) 

where Mmol is the molar mass in glmol and 
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with Ts and Tm being the surface temperature of the target and the melting point 

temperature respectively, then 

L\L = 2r~(Ts _ Tm) + 2r(pm.(s) - pm.(l)/3pm.(s) (2.19) 

with ~ being the coefficient of linear thermal expansion. Thus a minimum droplet size, 

r min, can be obtained 

r min == l 30'2r (L\t)2 
{ }

l/l 

. 10 M mol pm. (l)M 
(2.20) 

In Bennett et al. (1995), the emission of droplets is explained in terms of the 

acceleration of the surface melt and Rayleigh-Taylor type instability. Such instabilities 

occur when a heavier fluid lying on top of lighter fluid is displaced. This results in a 

tendency for the fluids to exchange positions making the system unstable. If the 

inertial forces associated with the acceleration of forming asperities exceeds the 

surface tension then molten material leaves the surface as droplets. This acceleration 

arises from the phase change at the liquid-solid interface. Wave-like features formed 

at the target surface, as a result of instabilities in the melt, are shown to have a 'most 

dangerous wavelength', AD, the characteristic wavelength at which droplet emission 

occurs. Hence 

(2.21) 

and 0' is the surface tension, giving a droplet dia~eter 

(2.22) 
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where a is the mean acceleration of the solid-liquid interface. Hence the acceleration 

of the melt forms waves which can lead to the expulsion of droplets. The magnitude 

of the acceleration of the melt due to the phase change is given by 

(2.23) 

where aj is the mean acceleration of the liquid-solid interface determined for lJ/cm2 as 

-4.6xl06m1s2
• This gives an acceleration ofO.58xl09m1s2 for both nickel and silver. 

Hence from equations 2.20 and 2.22 the minimum droplet sizes for nickel and silver 

are calculated along with the characteristic wavelengths and presented in Table 2.2 . 
• 

The calculated results give droplet sizes for ns pulses which are of the same order as 

the droplets found on the films discussed in chapter 5 and are consistent with values in 

Bennett et al. (1995). 

Sample AD D 2rmin 

"-
(J.lm) (J.lm) (J.lm) 

Ni 6.7 2.1 2.6 

Ag 4.6 1.5 1.9 

--
Table 2.2 Characteristic surface damage wavelength, AD and minimum droplet 

diameters, D and 2r min for nickel and silver. (Bennett et al., 1995; Kelly and 

Rothenberg, 1985a). 

2.4.3 Limitations of the kinetic model at shorter pulse lengths 

The model for laser-metal interactions shows that when moving to shorter 

pulse lengths, the time scale in which energy is transferred to the target lattice, i.e., 

the electron-phonon relaxation time -1-2ps, is no longer negligible. This implies that 

within the duration of the pulse there is insufficient time for heating of the target to 

OCCur. 
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The transfer of energy to the target occurs in two stages. Firstly the energy is 

absorbed by free electrons which thermalise rapidly via electron-electron collision, 

with a characteristic relaxation time, Te' Energy from the electrons is then transferred 

to the lattice by electron-phonon interactions characterised by TJ, the electron-phonon 

relaxation time, where Te«T/. By varying the pulse length three situations can arise. 

(i) Te«Tp«TJ, i.e., where femtosecond pulses are used for deposition the 

pulse length is shorter than the electron-phonon relaxation by three orders of 

magnitude. In this regime Lth is confined to the surface and heat conduction into the 

target can be neglected within the length of the pulse. 

(ii) Te«T~Tp, i.e., for ps pulses the pulse length is at least comparable 

with the electron-phonon relaxation time. In this regime Lth~ 10 nm for metals and the 

time taken to heat the target may no longer be negligible. 

(iii) Te«T/«Tp, i.e., for ns pulses the pulse length is sufficiently long for 

extensive heating of the target. 

Thus in metals when using shorter pulse lengths for deposition the transfer of 

energy to the lattice which heats the target does not take place within the duration of 

the pulse and thus the kinetic model in section 2.2 is no longer valid. 

In this thesis ns pulses and shorter ps pulses are used for PLAD, thus we are 

concerned with the second and third regimes described above. Ablation models 

Within the literature extensively use the assumptions discussed in section 2.4.2 in 

relation to the kinetic model. This makes it difficult to present a good model for 

material removal using shorter pulse lengths. The problems associated with using the 

models described in this chapter at shorter pulse lengths will be discussed in detail in 

chapter 5. 
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Chapter 3 

3 Magnetoresistance 

In chapter 6 the magnetoresistance of multilayer samples is presented. In 

order to interpret the results three magnetoresistance effects need to be discussed. 

These are ordinary magnetoresistance (OMR), anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR) 

and giant magnetoresistance (GMR). 

3.1 Ordinary Magnetoresistance 

This is a phenomenon observed in non-ferromagnetic metals where the 

resistance of the sample varies with applied magnetic field. There are two aspects of 

OMR, longitudinal and transverse magnetoresistance. In the former the magnetic 

field is applied such that it is parallel to the current in the sample. This causes the 

conduction electrons to move in helical paths as a result of Lorentz forces. The radius 

of curvature of the electrons' path is inversely proportional to the field strength. The 

Increase in the conduction electrons' path results in an increase in collisions and thus 

an increase in resistance. In the transverse orientation, the magnetic field is applied 

perpendicular to the direction of the current. This causes conduction electrons to 

move in a direction perpendicular to both the magnetic and electric fields. Again this 

Increases the conduction electrons' path and therefore increases the number of 

COllisions. In general the magnetoresistance is proportional to the square of the 

applied field, H2, at low fields and saturates at high fields (McGuire and Potter, 1975) 

and transverse MR is greater than the longitudinal MR. The magneto resistance ratio . 

is given by 

MR ratio=ilp/ Po (3.1) 
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where Po is the resistivity in zero field and fJ.p is the change in resistivity due to the 

applied magnetic field. In this case fJ.pis positive, i.e., the resistivity increases with 

increasing applied magnetic field. 

The size and shape of the sample can also affect the resistivity, particularly if 

the mean free path for electron scattering is of the same order as one of the 

dimensions of the sample. The mean free path in metals at room temperature is 

10-7-10-8m. Thus for films greater than 100nm in thickness it is considered that the 

resistivity is almost the same as for bulk samples, (McGuire and Potter, 1975). When 

measuring magnetoresistance offilms the shape can effect the resistivity, although it is 

not usually significant (Meaden, 1966). For example in the parallel arrangement, if 

the radius of the helical path of electrons is larger than the film thickness then we 

might expect this to have an effect on the resistivity. However the radius of the 

helical path decreases with increasing field, thus making the constraints placed on the 

helical electron path by the film thickness less significant at higher fields. 

For the perpendicular geometry used in this work the film thickness can have 

an effect on the resistivity. The geometry is such that with the current and magnetic 

field in the plane of the film the deflection of the conduction electrons is out of the 

plane of the film. Since the total film thickness of the samples are of the order of the 

mean free path, i.e., 50-90nm, the resistivity may be increased in this geometry. 

Typically the OMR effect is of the order of a few percent in metals at room 

temperature (Smit, 1951). 

3.1.1 Anisotropic Magnetoresistance 

In ferromagnetic materials the phenomenon of AMR is observed. In such 

materials a magnetisation already exists and thus the orientation of the direction of 

magnetisation with respect to the current and the applied magnetic field becomes 

Important. The transverse and longitudinal geometries still apply to the geometry of 

the current and the applied magnetic field as for OMR. Resistivities in these 

geometries are P ...Land Pffrespectively. In a polycrystalline sample the magnetic 

domains are aligned by a small internal field of <5mT, induced by a small applied 
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magnetic field. The values of P .land Pllin this initial alignment are different with 

P/f>P.1- This initial difference is the anisotropic magnetoresistance, LlPAMR, i.e., 

(3.2) 

It is usual to quote magnetoresistance measurements as ratios, thus the normalised 

AMR. ratio is given as 

AMR. ratio = LlPAMP./ Pave (3.3) 

where Pave=1I3PIAni+2/3p .lini' with the subscript 'ini' denoting the resistivities of the 

sample from the initial alignment of the magnetic domains by a low magnetic field. 

Some of the literature is unclear about this ratio and gives Pave as 1I3Plf2/3P.l, i.e., 

not the initial values. This suggests that Pave varies with the magnetic field and thus 

does not give a strict normalisation. 

At room temperature Smit (1951) shows that from zero field to the field for 

initial alignment, i.e., <5mT, Pgincreases and P.l decreases, see figure 3.1. However, 

as the external field is increased to a few Tesla the resistivities PI! and P 1. both 

decrease. The decrease in resistivity is the same in both orientations, thus LlPAMR 

remains constant at higher fields. In making measurements of AMR the resistivity at 

zero field, rather than initial alignment, is usually taken as these values are similar 

(McGuire and Potter, 1975). Thus practically the total anisotropic magnetoresistance 

ratio is taken as the ratio of the difference in Piland P.l with the sample fully 

magnetised and the resistivity with the sample fully demagnetised. 
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Figure 3.1 A schematic representation of the parallel and transverse resistances of 

ferromagnetic metals, (Smit, 1951). 

In contrast to OMR the overall effect of a magnetic field on a ferromagnetic 

material is to reduce the resistivity. AMR depends on the direction of the 

Spontaneous magnetisation, whereas OMR depends on the magnitude of the applied 

magnetic field. In general for AMR Pit P.L If the magnetisation of the ferromagnetic 

sample is considered as having the same effect as an applied magnetic field one would 

expect the resistance to increase with increasing magnetisation as for the OMR case. 

Since the reverse effect occurs the OMR model fails to explain AMR. In a simple 

classical model s-electrons are responsible for conduction and scattering of s-electrons 
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in to available d-states gives rise to resistance. However the direction of the spin 

must be preserved in the s-d transition. With this model the effect of an applied 

magnetic field is to decrease the density of parallel d-states at the Fermi surface with 

increasing magnetisation, this results in a decrease in the resistance since fewer 

parallel s-d transitions are possible. However this does not account for the 

anisotropic MR observed in ferromagnetic materials, i.e., that the resistivity is 

dependent upon the orientation of the current in the sample and the applied magnetic 

field. The anisotropy arises as a result of the interaction between the spin system and 

the lattice via spin-orbit coupling which allows mixing of parallel and antiparallel 

d-states. Therefore when the s-electrons are moving orthogonally to the orbit, i.e., 

the current is perpendicular to the applied magnetic field, the simple classical model 

works and the applied magnetic field reduces the density of available parallel d-states 

thus reducing the resistance of the sample. However when the s electrons are moving 

parallel to the orbit, i.e., the current and the magnetisation are parallel, the spin-orbit 

COUpling mixes the parallel and anti parallel states. This increases the density of 

available parallel d-states thus giving and extra contribution to the resistivity of the 

sample. This explains why p/rP.1-

The AMR percentage for a 60nm Nio.S2Feo.lS film was found to be 2.97% 

(McGuire and Potter, 1975). This is higher than measured for the multilayers 

discussed in chapter 6 where the thickness ofNio.sFeo.2Iayers within the samples is 

mUch less than 60nm. 

3.1.2 Giant Magnetoresistance 

A spin dependent scattering model can be used to explain the GMR effect. A 

simple model of the GMR effect in multilayers with the current in the plane of the 

sample is shown in figure 3.2, with a resistor model for each of the parallel and anti

parallel alignments. In this schematic representation the resistance of the layers to the 

two Possible conduction bands, i.e., parallel and anti-parallel, is shown. The 

resistance Occurs as a result of spin dependent scattering at the interfaces of the 

alternating ferromagnetic and non-magnetic layers of the multilayer. As electrons 
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reach the interface of a ferromagnetic layer those with spins anti-parallel to the 

magnetisation in the layer are predominantly scattered whilst electrons with parallel 

spin to the magnetisation pass through the interface. In the non-magnetic layer the 

scattering of the two conduction channels are the same. Ideally in zero field the 

nOnmagnetic layer thickness is such that the magnetisations in successive 

ferromagnetic layers are anti-parallel, i.e., antiferromagnetically coupled. Thus the 

two conduction bands are alternately scattered at the interfaces of alternate layers 

resulting overall in a high resistance state. However, when the multilayer is placed in 

a magnetic field the magnetisations align, consequently, only one of the spin channels 

is predominantly scattered at the ferromagnetic/non-magnetic interfaces resulting in a 

reduction in resistance. The difference in resistance of these two states is illustrated 

Using the resistor model in figure 3.2. The model shows that the overall resistance is 

higher when the magnetic layers are antiferromagnetically coupled and lower when 

ferromagnetically coupled. The spin dependent scattering gives rise to a change in 

resistance far greater that OMR and AMR with values up to 70% in Co/Cu 

multilayers at room temperature being reported (parkin, 1995). 
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Figure 3.2 A schematic representation of spin dependent scattering at the magnetic/non-magnetic interfaces of a multilayer film. ( a) shows both 
parallel and anti-parallel spin species being scattered for the anti-parallel magnetic alignment. (b) shows the parallel alignment where the electrons 
with spin anti-parallel to the magnetisation undergoing more scattering than electrons with spin parallel to the magnetisation. Based on a figure 
provided by E.W. Hill (private communication). 
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Chapter 4 

4 Experimental Procedures 

4.1 The Standard Pulsed Laser Ablation Deposition Chamber 

In this thesis the pulsed laser ablation system used for the deposition of films 

Was of a standard set up, Green et al., (1994). It consisted of a stainless steel 

chamber with a series of radial ports. A silica window on one of the ports allowed 

laser radiation to enter the chamber. A XeCI Lambda Physic excimer laser operating 

at a wavelength of308nm with -20ns pulse length provided the laser radiation. The 

InComing laser beam was focused onto the target at 45° using a O.4m focal length 

silica lens. The chamber was pumped by a turbo pump and depositions were carried 

Out in a vacuum of -1 0-6mbar with a target-substrate separation of 4cm. In order to 

reduce roughening of the target surface the target was rotated and the laser spot 

rastered on the target by moving the focusing lens up and down. This also prevented 

the preferential etching of the target surface caused by the laser hitting the target at 

45°. As a result the number of particulates arising from the ablation process was 

reduced and a constant plume direction was maintai~ed throughout the deposition. 

Four targets and four substrates could be placed into the chamber. The target 

hOlder was supported through one port and a second port was used to couple the 

targets to a motor through a rotary feedthrough. Details of the four way target holder 

with rotation mechanism and the lens 'wobbler' are described in Jackson et al. (1995). 

It was found that with these precautions the damage created by the laser had little 

effect on the·direction of the plume thus helping to maintain uniform ablation. Since 

no change was seen in the directionality of the plume throughout the deposition 

period it was assumed that the level of damage to the target had little effect on the 

deposition rate and that this level of damage was reached quickly in comparison to the 

length of the deposition period. Therefore any initial effects due to changes at the 

target remained insignificant. Hence new targets were not required for each 

deposition. 
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The four way substrate holder consisted of four faces of a cube which could 

be rotated into the ablation plume, one of which was adapted to hold a 5MHz crystal 

quartz oscillator to determine the deposition rates. The 5MHz driver is detailed in 

Callegaro et al. (1994). 

Targets were prepared from pieces of the required metal-lcm2 in area. 

These were polished using pI 000 SiC paper. Both the targets and the substrates were 

cleaned in acetone followed by ethanol. Glass microscope slides were used as 

substrates for the droplet study discussed in chapter 5 and silicon for the multilayers 

discussed in chapter 6. This system was used to deposit multilayer samples PyPt2, 

PYPt3 and PyPt4 in chapter 6 and is based at the University of Warwick. 

4.2 Determining Laser Fluences 

Fluences, i.e., energy densities on the target, were determined by measuring 

the pulse energies and the spot sizes produced by the laser beam. For the system 

deSCribed above the laser pulse energy was measured using an energy meter internal 

to the excimer laser, which had been previously calibrated using a Gentec energy 

meter. In the case of the Questec laser in the wavelength investigation (section 4.4.1) 

and the laser used at Exitech (section 4.4.3) the pulse energies were measured directly 

using a Gentec energy meter. In the case of the ps pulse train and single ps pulse 

regimes (section 4.4.2) the average power was measured. Provided the repetition rate 

of the pulses was known the energy associated with each envelope and thus each ps 

Pulse could be determined. However some problems in doing this were experienced. 

Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show schematic pulse profiles of the ps pulse train the single ps 

Pulse envelopes respectively. They are representative of the pulse envelopes observed 

On an oscilloscope. In both of these cases there is background radiation associated 

with the ps pulse envelope. Thus in each case an estimate of the energy associated 

with each part of the pulse envelope was required in order to determine the fluence of 

each part. The determination of the different fluences for the ps pulses and the 

background associated with the envelopes is discussed in section 5.7.1. 
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Figure 4.1 A schematic representation of the ps pulse train profile. 
The individual pulses are 5ps and the background 25ns. 

Figure 4.2 A schematic representation of the single 5ps pulse 
profile. 
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Throughout the ablation experiments discussed in this thesis the attenuation of 

the laser beam by the focusing lenses and chamber window was taken into account by 

measuring the beam energy before and after the lens/window. Typically the total 

attenuation amounted to 35%. 

The spot sizes were taken as the region of visible damage on the target. The 

size of the damaged region was measured using a scanning electron microscope 

(SEM). In some cases the spot sizes were confirmed with Talystep stylus 

measurements of the crater. It must be noted that plasma heating of the target and 

thermal conduction can increase the area of the visible damage at the target, resulting 

in lower fluences being reported. 

In general, taking the energy associated with the ps pulses and the measured 

Spot sizes, the fluences of the ps pulses were found to be at least two orders of 

magnitude less than for ns pulse length. Overall the error in the fluence measurements 

Was ±10%. 

4.3 Determining Deposition Rates 

The rate of deposition of the films being deposited was measured using a 

quartz crystal oscillator at a range oflaser pulse energies. The oscillator control was 

based on a design given by Callegaro et al., (1994). The film thickness, s (om), 

deposited on to the crystal was calculated using 

s=:KL\v (4.1) 

where L\v is the variation in frequency after deposition (Hz) and K is the constant of 

proportionality in om Hz-I. K is calculated using 

(4.2) 

where C is the crystal quartz constant (Hz cm2 got) and p the film material density 

(g cm-3
). C was taken as 0.474xl0-8 Hz cm2 g-t (Callegaro et al., 1994). The film 

thickness deposited in a 10 minute period was used to determine the deposition rate at 
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a particular fluence. The presence of droplets on the deposited film meant that the 

deposition rate data could not be used to determine precisely the thickness of films to 

be grown. Generally, however, film thickness could be measured with the crystal to 

within 10% and this was confirmed from measuring the thickness of films using a 

Talystep instrument. Deposition rates up to 0.2nm1s were obtained. 

4.4 Variations to the Pulsed Laser Ablation System 

Variations to the PLAD and laser systems used in this thesis are outlined in the 

follOwing sub-sections. The results in chapter 5 discuss the effect of laser wavelength, 

the temporal profile of the laser pulse, the use of a tape target and a homogenous 

beam profile on the production of droplets in the PLAD process and on deposition 

rates. In order to carry out these investigations facilities in the Laser Plasma X-ray 

Laboratory at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory (RAL) and at Exitech, a company 

for advanced laser research and development were utilised. The facilities used at RAL 

are described in sections 4.4.l., 4.4.2 and 4.4.4 and the equipment used at Exitech is 

described in section 4.4.3. 

4.4.1 Laser wavelength investigation 

The system described in this section was used in determining the effects of the 

laser wavelength on the deposition rates of silver and nickel in section 5.3 and on the 

number of droplet produced during deposition in section 5.6.1. The system was based 

at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory. 

A Questec 2440 laser provided the ns pulse source. Gas mixtures ArF, KrF 

and XeF were used to give wavelengths of 193nm, 248nm and 351nm respectively. 

This laser was operated at a repetition rate of 20Hz with a pulse length of 20ns. The 

laser Was operated at fixed energy, -200mJ. This energy was higher than required for 

the ablation experiment thus a series of quartz and glass plates were used to attenuate 

the beam. Once attenuated, the energy per pulse was measured at -100m] giving a· 

tYpical peak power of 5x 106W. The beam was focused using a O.4m focal length 

lens. The position of the lens needed to be adjusted at each wavelength to find the 

exact focus, see section 4.4.3.l. By obtaining the optimum focus, i.e., smallest spot 
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size, variations in the deposition rate arising for different spot sizes are minimised. 

The optimum focus was taken as the position giving the largest plume. Once focused, 

fluences ranging up to 20J/cm2 were available. It was found that the spot size at 

248nm was larger than those measured for 193 nm and 351 nm, this was attributed to 

the fact that the brightness of the plume did not vary over a 1 cm range of the lens

target distance, thus making it' difficult to obtain the exact focus. The spot sizes at 

193nm and 351nm were similar, so droplet densities obtained from films deposited at 

these two wavelengths were compared in the wavelength investigation. 

The investigation was carried out using the PLAD chamber and conditions 

described in section 4.1. Nickel and silver targets were used and the deposition rates 

for these metals were determined using the quartz crystal oscillator. The results of 

deposition rates measured by this method are discussed in section 5.3 and 5.7.2. A 

series of nickel and silver films were deposited over a range of fluences on to glass 

sUbstrates. Deposition times were from 5 minutes up to 1 hour. For each ablation 

run the beam energy was measured before and after the films were grown to monitor 

variations. Typically the final beam energy was 85% of the initial value. The 

uniformity of the films was of utmost importance both from the point of view of good 

eXperimental analysis and for the ultimate goal of producing multilayer devices. Film 

uniformity was monitored by masking over one of the substrates in the chamber with 

a 12fJ.m thick copper grid. Thus subsequent to the deposition process, the thickness 

uniformity across the films was checked using a Talystep stylus instrument. The 

thicknesses of these films were found to have a tolerance of 5nm in 50nm. For the 

remaining films thickness was measured at four points around the film edge. 

To estimate the droplet density and area,· digital SEM images of the centres of 

the films were taken and analysed using an image processing package. From a series 

of five digital images the number of droplets on the films was calculated, the results 

are presented in section 5.3.1. 
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In the wavelength study presented in chapter 5, films deposited at similar 

energy fluence and where possible similar thickness are compared. Where similar 

thicknesses were not possible, the droplet densities were scaled accordingly. 

4.4.2 The laser pulse temporal profile investigation 

The temporal profiles described in this section were used in conjunction with 

the standard PLAD system described in section 4.1 to obtain the results presented in 

sections 5.7 and 5.8. Experiments using this system were performed at the 

Rutherford Appleton Laboratory. 

The effects of the temporal profile of the laser pulse on the pulsed laser 

ablation deposition of metallic films was studied .• Nickel and silver films deposited on 

to glass substrates using ps pulse train, single ps pulse and 20ns pulse profiles at a 

wavelength of 248nm were compared. The ps pulse train profile consisted of a 20ns 

pulse envelope operating at a repetition rate of 20Hz which contained sixteen, 5ps 

Pulses. It was produced using an oscillator/amplifier system consisting of a sync 

pumped dye laser pumped by a mode locked YAG to provide pulses at 748nnm. By 

SPlitting the beam appropriately sixteen 5ps pulses were obtained forming the pulse 

envelope. The envelope was then amplified and converted to 248nm. Further details 

of the system are given in Turcu et al. (1994). To obtain a single ps pulse all except 

one beam arising from the beam splitting required for the production of the ps pulse 

train were blocked. The remaining pulse was amplified and converted to 248nm as 

for the ps pulse train. The Questec laser described in section 4.4.1 was used to give 

ns Pulses at a repetition rate of 20Hz for this investigation. 

The ps laser operated at -O.3J/envelope. These energies were higher than 

required for the ablation experiment hence the beam energy was attenuated as for that 

of the ns pulses, section 4.4.1, using a series of glass and quartz plates. Once 

attenuated the peak power for a ps pulse was _1012W, with the ns envelope taken into 

account and 109W for the ns pulses. 

The deposition of firms using the ps pulse train, single ps pulses and ns pulses 

were carried out inthe same way as described for the wavelength study, section 4.4.2, 
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with the results being discussed in section 5.7. For the purpose of the temporal 

profile investigation the focus was not altered between the series of films deposited to 

compare ns pulse and ps pulse train profiles deposition and between the films 

deposited by the ns and single ps pulse profiles. 

The problems associated with ascribing fluences to the films deposited using 

ps pulses, see section 5.7.1, meant that films of similar thickness to those deposited 

Using ns pulses were used to compare droplet numbers. 

4.4.3 Homogenous laser beam investigation 

The system described in this section was used to investigate the effects of a 

homogeneous energy profile on the deposition of. gold films. It incorporates the 

standard PLAn system described in section 4.1 with a different laser and imaging 

optics. Experiments using this system were performed at Exitech and are presented in 

section 5.9. 

An excimer laser operating at 308nm with a pulse length of20ns and 

repetition rate of20 Hz was used in this investigation. The size of the beam profile 

Was large, i. e ........ 1 Ocm2, compared to the lasers used in the previous two 

Investigations, -1 cm2. This meant that the beam was substantially apertured to obtain 

a suitable beam profile and pulse energy to be incident upon the imaging optics. The 

initial pulse energy of the beam was >500mJ. After the aperture the pulse energy was 

measured as -20mJ. The profile was measures using a ccd camera and imaged using 

software provided by Exitech. Figure 4.3 shows that the energy density profile of the 

apertured beam was uniform. To achieve a non-uniform beam two cross hairs of 

around 30J.1m were placed at the aperture. This was imaged by the optics onto the 

target at -1J.1m. The non-uniform beam profile is shown in figure 4.4. 

4.4.3.] The imaging optics 

In this investigation the beam at an aperture was imaged on to the target, 

rather than focused as with the other studies. Simple optics show that the focal length 

of the lens I, image distance v and object distance u are related by equation 4.3. 
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These parameters can be chosen to give a demagnification of the aperture resulting in 

a sUfficiently high energy density on the target for ablation. The demagnification M is 

given by 

M
_u --

v 
(4.4) 

The focal length 1 of the lens also varies for different incident wavelengths. Provided 

the radius of curvature of both sides of the lens, Rl and R2, and the refractive index, n, 

at the given wavelength are known, 1 can be calculated using equation 4.5. 

(4.5) 

In this experiment a plano-convex lens was used, which meant that R2=oo and at 

308nm 1=82.5mm. The lens was placed such that u=1984.5mm and v=86.1mm which 

gave a demagnification of 23. This was confirmed by comparing the dimensions of 

the aperture, 7.8mmx6.5mm with the dimensions of the spot on the target, 

O.333mmxO.311mm which give ratios of -23. The fluence arising as a result of the 

demagnification was -5J/cm2• Figure 4.5 shows a schematic representation of the 

Optics used to obtain a uniform beam profile. 

4.4.3.2 The deposition of gold films 

The droplet numbers on Au films deposited on to glass substrates using the 

Uniform and non-uniform beam profiles were compared. For the imaging optics the 

deposition rates were of the order O.05nm1s. The depositions were performed in the 

chamber described in section 4.1 with a fluence of the order 5J/cm2 and a repetition 

rate of 20Hz. The spot sizes were determined as for the spots produced using a 

focused beam and film thicknesses were measured with a TaJystep instrument. 
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Figure 4.5 A schematic representation of the homogenising optics used for depositing gold films at Exitech_ 
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4.4.4 The use of a tape target in PLAD 

The system described below was used to deposit copper films using a spooled 

tape target and the ps pulse train profile described in section 4.4.2. The experiments 

Were performed at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory and are discussed in section 

5.10. 

The tape target was spooled at -0.02m1s. The ps pulse train punched a hole 

through the 25f..tm Cu tape and some material was ejected behind the tape. Scanning 

electron micrographs of the samples were taken to measure the droplet density on the 

films. 

The chamber was a large chamber situated in the Laser Plasma X-ray 

Laboratory at RAL. The system used was basically as for the production of x-rays by 

Turcu et al. {1991} with a few variations, see figure 4.6. The chamber was evacuated 

USing a turbo pump to 10·5mbar, as opposed to the usual operation in an atmosphere 

of Ar. The substrate/quartz crystal holder described in section 4.3 was placed into the 

chamber so that deposition rates could be determined. Typical deposition rates were 

0.05nm/s. The target-substrate distance was 6cm, slightly larger than for previous 

deposition experiments. The details of the laser parameters and pulse production are 

as for those in the pulse length investigation in section 4.4.2. 

4.5 Details of the Deposition of Metallic Multilayers 

MuItilayers of platinum and permalloy (py), a nickel-iron alloy (Nio.SFeO.2)' 

Were deposited by two different pulsed laser ablation deposition systems and by 

Sputtering. Details of the deposition techniques are given below. These multilayers 

Were then analysed by cross sectional TEM and x-ray reflectivity to characterise the 

multilayer deposition. In addition the magnetoresistance of the multilayer samples 

Was measured using a dc, four point probe method. Magnetisation curves are also 

preSented for selected samples to confirm whether or not they are ferromagnetic. 
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Figure 4.6 A schematic representation of the tape target and ps pulse train deposition 

system at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory. (Turcu et aI., 1991) 



4.5.1 Pulsed laser ablation deposition of multilayer samples at the University of 

Warwick 

The deposition conditions and target preparation used to deposit the 

multilayers were as for the standard PLAD chamber described in section 4.1. The Py 

target was prepared by pressing the powder into a pellet using a load of 20ton on a 

1 ~ inch die followed by sintering at 1200°C for 1 hour. Three silicon substrates and a 

qUartz crystal oscillator were placed in the substrate holder. Two each of Pt and Py 

targets were placed on the target holder. At a tluence of 3-4J/cm2 and repetition rate 

of 30Hz, deposition rates ofPt and Py were measured as -0.05nm/s and -0.07nm/s 

respectively. From the measured deposition rates, a known thickness of each layer 

could be deposited. Samples PyPt2, PyPt3 and PyPt4 are deposited by this method 

their layer thicknesses are shown in Table 6.1. The deposition rates did vary during 

the deposition of the multilayer samples. Thus they were determined at intervals 

throughout the deposition process, and the times for layer deposition were adjusted 

accordingly. 

4.5.2 Pulsed laser ablation deposition at the Moscow Engineering Physics 

Institute 

The pulsed laser evaporation deposition equipment described here is situated 

at The Moscow Engineering Physics Institute, Department of Solid State Physics. 

The differences between this system and that described in the previous section are that 

fluences close to threshold are used in the Russian system. Thus, in addition to 

ablation, the lower tluences give rise to a substantial amount of evaporation. The 

depOSition was carried out using a Nd-Y AG laser at a wavelength of 1064nm and 

pulse length of 15ns. At a repetition rate around 30Hz and tluence of -3J/cm2 the 

depOSition rates were of the order ofO.03nm1s. The base pressure of the chamber 

Was 4xI0-9mbar. The system was fully automated with the lens position being 

adjusted to achieve the threshold tluence for each individual target material. The 

structure of the PylPt multilayer sample m6 deposited on to silicon substrates is 

sUmmarised in Table 6.1. 
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4.5.3 RF magnetron sputtering 

These samples were prepared at the Centre for Data Storage Materials at the 

University of Coventry. The samples were prepared by RF magnetron sputtering in a 

Nordiko 2000 system. The base pressure was -1.3xI0·7mbar and the sputtering 

presSure -4x 10·3mbar. The power used to sputter the targets ranged from 80-250W. 

and deposition rates of the order O.lnmls were achieved. PylPt multilayers with 

tantalum buffer layers were deposited at room temperature on to microscope slides. 

Both the targets and substrates were sputter cleaned in situ before deposition was 

carried out. In order to deposit Ni-Fe alloy mosaic targets were used. The structures 

of the multilayers are summarised in Table 6.1. The samples deposited by this method 

are nm23 and nm25. 

4.6 Cross Sectional Transmission Electron Microscopy of Multilayer Samples 

Cross sectional specimens of the multilayer samples were prepared in order to 

compare the uniformity of the multilayers deposited by the different deposition 

methods and to support the x-ray reflectivity data collected. 

4.6.1 Preparation of samples 

To prepare cross sectional samples for TEM, two strips -2mm wide of each 

multilayer sample were cut using a diamond scribe. These strips were stuck film side 

together using standard Araldite which was gently heated to remove bubbles. The 

dOUble strips were then set using warmed Araldite in a brass tube with a total 

diameter of 3 nun, this was the size of the specimens required for the TEM specimen 

hOlder. Disks were cut from the tube using a diamond saw. These disks were 

mechanically polished/thinned and dimpled to a thickness of -50~m. The final 

thinning stage was carried out by argon ion beam thinning at a low angle of 15° and 

an ion energy of 5-6keV. Problems were experienced during the ion beam thinning of 

the Sputtered samples deposited on to glass substrates, i.e., sample nm23 and nm25. 

Thus thin sections to view in the TEM were limited in these samples. 
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4.6.2 Imaging of the multilayer samples using TEM 

The layers of the cross sectional samples were imaged on a 2000FX mOL 

200kV transmission electron microscope. In order to image the layers very low 

illUmination intensities were required at a magnification of 250kX. The maximum 

magnification of the microscope is 800kX giving a resolution of the order 0.3nm. At 

the high magnification and low illumination the imaging was difficult and very 

sensitive to appropriate imaging conditions. Calibration of the microscope at the 

magnification of250kX showed that the scale markers were 15% too long. This 

meant that samples appeared smaller than they really were. The multilayers appeared 

as a series of light and dark layers. The contrast arises because higher density 

materials scatter more strongly and thus appear darker in the image. In this case Pt 

has a higher density, 21.450g/cm3
, than Py, which, based on the Nio.8Feo.2 ratio, has a 

density of the order 8.7g/cm3 (Kaye and Laby, 1986). Thus Pt appears darker in the 

micrographs presented in section 6.3.2. 

4.7 X-ray Reflectivity of Multilayer Samples 

X-ray reflectivity of the multilayer samples were measured by performing a 

9-29 scan at low angles on a Philips high resolution diffractometer. The small x-ray 

wavelength makes it useful for studying atomic dimensions and their penetration 

allows sub-surface regions to be analysed. The scans were performed for 8=0-2°. 

MOdelling is required for detailed analysis of multilayer structures, including the 

amOunt of diffusion between layers and the roughness and variation of thickness of 

the layers. However for the purposes of this investigation the important features of 

the X-ray reflectivity curves can be used to determine the repeat layer thickness and 

give an indication of the roughness. 

The curves obtained in this thesis show strong Bragg peak reflections and 

smaller peaks between the Bragg peaks. The intensities and widths of the Bragg 

peaks and smaller peaks give important information concerning the multilayer 

structure. 
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The position of the Bragg peak, B, can be used to determine the bilayer 

thickness, d, of the multilayer sample from the Bragg condition. 

d:::~ 
2sinB (4.6) 

where m is the m-th order Bragg peak and A the x-ray wavelength. In this 

case the source was CUKcx.l with A=0.1541nm The total layer thickness can be 

determined from the subsidiary peak separation by using the angular separation in the 

Bragg condition equation 4.6. The precision of the diffractometer was 0.01°, 

however broadening due to roughness increased the error in determining peak 

Positions. 

Roughness in the sample results in the intensities and shapes of the Bragg and 

subsidiary peaks being altered and can arise from two sources. Roughness that is 

propagated from layer to layer, usually arising from an imperfection at the substrate, is 

known as correlated roughness. Local diffusion and roughness at layer interfaces and 

variations in layer thickness generally gives uncorrelated roughness. Uncorrelated 

roughness results in the decrease in intensity of the Bragg peaks whilst the correlated 

roughness broadens the Bragg peaks. The subsidiary peaks are also affected by 

roughness in the multilayers, one of the major features being the smearing of the 

Oscillatory behaviour. Modelling of x-ray reflectivity data allows these features to be 

qUantified and can give detailed information about the diffusion and roughness in the 

ll1ultilayer sample (Kim et al., 1996). In the data shown in chapter 6 the reduction in 

Intensities of the data at higher angles and the broadening of the peaks are compared 

to allow a qualitative conclusion of the varying amount of roughness and diffusion 

between samples. 

4.8 Magnetoresistance Measurements of Multilayer Samples 

A standard four point probe method was used to measure the 

ll1agnetoresistance of the multilayer samples. The probes were spring loaded points 

ll10unted in a line. A constant current of 2mA was maintained in the films through the 
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outer most probes. This was provided by a Thurlby PL320 power supply connected 

across a 320 resistor, in series with the sample. Provided the resistance of the sample 

Was less than 320 the current remained constant. Typically the sample resistance was 

of the order of IOn. The potential across the inner two probes was measured using a 

nano-voltmeter. The change in the potential across the sample was measured as a 

function of applied magnetic field. Typically the change in voltage was a few m V. 

Thus the change in resistance of the sample with magnetic field was calculated from 

the potential drop and constant current. 

The applied magnetic field was supplied by an electromagnet. Between the 

Pole pieces a maximum field of up to O.SSkA/m (lloH=1.1 T) was possible with good 

field uniformity across the sample space. The field was measured using a hall probe 

placed at the pole pieces, and close to the position of the sample. 

The sample holder was restricted by the gap between the pole pieces. Thus 

the samples were Smmx3mm. The sample was placed between the pole pieces such 

that the applied magnetic field was in the plane of the film. The sample could be 

rotated within the applied magnetic field to obtain measurements with the current 

parallel or perpendicular to the magnetic field. These measurements were used to 

ascertain whether the magnetoresistance was isotropic or not. 

The field cycle for measurement of the MR was as follows. The magnetic 

field was set at a maximum applied field strength. Once this was obtained the 

potential across the sample was measured. The magnetic field was then set to zero 

and the potential measured again. This gave an idea of the overall change in the MR 

thus allowing an absolute value of the change to be determined straight away. The 

field Was then returned to maximum and swept through zero into the reverse direction 

and back to the initial field setting. The potential of the sample was measured during 

the sweeping of the magnetic field. The step sizes for the field were less in the region 

near to zero magnetic field. In the case of anisotropic magneto resistance the rate of 

change in resistivity greatly increases at low field. Thus smaller steps enabled the 

change in resistance at low magnetic field to be more precisely recorded. The cycling 
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of the magnetic field described above meant that virgin curves for MR measurement 

were not obtained. 

4.9 Magnetisation Curves of Warwick Multilayer Samples 

The magnetoresistance results presented in section 6.4 suggest that samples 

PYPt2, PyPt3 and PyPt4 are not ferromagnetic, thus the magnetisation curves were 

measured to establish whether or not they were. 

An Oxford Instruments MagLab vibrating sample magnetometer (vsm) was 

used to measure the magnetisation curves of these samples. The samples were 

measured in five quadrants, starting at zero field and rising to an applied field of 

O.80Alm (~oH=l T), sweeping through zero to -O.~OAlm and back to 0.8A1m. 

The raw magnetisation curves had to be corrected to take out the diamagnetic 

response of the silicon substrates. The diamagnetic response due to the platinum in 

the samples was found to be negligible since the mass of platinum was 2.2xlO·s% of 

the mass of the silicon. The diamagnetic response of silicon was measured using the 

vsm and subtracted from the raw magnetisation curves. In addition the diamagnetic 

response for the silicon substrates was calculated from the diamagnetic magnetisation 

per atom, Amo, given by 

(4.7) 

where r is the atomic radius, Z the outer electrons of the atom (4 for silicon) 

and Il1e the mass'ofthe electron. From the mass of the sample the value for the 

diamagnetic response of the multilayer samples was determined. Both of these 

correction methods are discussed in section 6.5. 
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Chapter 5 

5 An Investigation into the Effects of Pulsed Laser 

Ablation Deposition Parameters on the Deposition of 

Metallic Films 

5.1 Introduction 

In this chapter the effects of changing four parameters of the PLAD technique 

on the deposition of metallic films are presented. In particular we see how these 

parameters affect the deposition rates of the films and the density of droplets 

deposited on them. Equations 2.1 and 2.2 show that the removal of material from the 

target by PLAD is dependent upon the laser pulse length and laser wavelength 

through the thermal diffusion length and optical absorption depth respectively. 

Therefore the effects that changing the laser wavelength and temporal profile of the 

laser pulse have on the deposition rates and production of droplets are investigated. 

In addition the use of a tape target and a uniform energy beam profile on the 

production of droplets are also investigated. The results presented elucidate some 

aspects of the laser-target interaction mechanisms that take place during ablation. 

These might be exploited for the control of deposition rates and the reduction in 

droplet formation. 

5.2 The Effects of Laser Fluence and Film Thickness on the Deposition Rate 

Characteristics of Nickel and Silver 

The results presented in this section were obtained from experiments 

performed at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory using the PLAD system described 

In section 4.4.1. 

The deposition rates in this section are quoted in units of nm/pulse/cm2. 

Whilst the nm/pulse is measured at the substrate as a deposition rate, this value is 

scaled with the ablation spot seen on the target to allow some comparison between 

ablation experiments with different spot sizes. However it must be noted that 
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different spot sizes give rise to different plume expansion and therefore it is not 

necessarily valid to assume that the deposition rate varies linearly with the area of the 

Spot size. The errors in the fluences and deposition rates are ±10%, however for 

clarity the errors bars are left out of some deposition rate figures. 

The data presented here highlight different deposition characteristics for nickel 

and silver. For silver, figures 5.1 and 5.2, we see that at higher fluences the 

deposition rates tend to tale off or reduce in magnitude, thus showing saturation. 

Similar behaviour is seen for nickel in figure 5.3 at fluences above 9J/cm2. In figure 

5.4, however, saturation of the deposition rates at 193nm, 248nm and 351nm is not 

observed. The data at 248nm do not contradict the results shown in figure 5.3 

because the fluences do not exceed 9J/cm2, thus a tendency towards saturation is not 

observed. 

In section 2.4.1 self sputtering is suggested as the origin of the saturation 

characteristics of the deposition rates. The deposition rate data in figures 5.1, 5.2 and 

5.3 suggest that a portion of incoming ions are energetic enough for self sputtering to 

occur at fluences >5J/cm2 in silver and >9J/cm2 in nickel. This is in agreement with 

the sputtering yield expressions, figure 2.2, which show that silver is more easily 

removed by either incoming nickel or silver ions. The data also suggests that the 

thickness of films already present on the quartz monitor can affect the deposition rate 

of inCOming material. This is in accordance with the self sputtering phenomenon 

which points to the importance of the order in which deposition rate data are 

determined as to what value is obtained. For example, if a film of silver is present on 

the quartz crystal at the start of a silver deposition then the deposition rate of silver is 

found to be different to the case where a film of nickel is initially present on the 

Substrate. Thus the order of in which deposition rates are determined influences the 

results. To test the theory of self sputtering, as the origin of the saturation 

characteristics observed, further details of the deposition procedures are outlined 

below. Where deposition rate series are not discussed directly in the text details of 

the deposition measurements are given in appendix A for further reference. 
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,.... 
Order Fluence Deposition Thickness Accumulated Thickness 

(J/cm2) rates Deposited (nm) On Quartz Monitor (nm) 
nm/pulse/cm2 

Series 1 New Crystal 

1 14 0.54 54 54 (Ag) 

2 14 0.22 22 76 (Ag) 
I-

3 4.1 0.17 17 93 (Ag) 
i---

4 11 0.17 17 110 (Ag) 

5 6.8 0.20 20 130 (Ag) 
~ 

6 2.3 0.060 6.0 136 (Ag) 

Series 2 136 (Ag) 
~ , 

1 14 -0.086 -8.5 127.5 (Ag) 
I--

2 14 -0.085 -8.4 119.1 (Ag) 
I-

3 14 -0.047 -2.8 116.3 (Ag) 
I-

4 8.8 0.061 6 122.3 (Ag) 
~ 

5 5.8 0.13 12 134.3 (Ag) 
i---

6 1.9 0.28 27 161.3 (Ag) 
I-

7 14 0.007 0.7 162.0 (Ag) ... 
Series 3 100.0 (Ni) 
~ 

1 13 0.17 18 18 (Ag) 
i--

2 7.8 0.17 17 35 (Ag) 
I-

3 5.5 0.17 16 51 (Ag) 
I-

4 3.1 0.15 15 66 (Ag) 

5 2.1 0.058 5.7 71.7 (Ag) -6 1.4 0.045 4.4 76.1 (Ag) -7 4.4 - 0.13 13 89.1 (Ag) 

8 6.8 0.12 12 101.1 (Ag) -9 13 0.021 2.5 105.6 (Ag) 
i---

10 16 0.008 2.1 105.7 (Ag) 
'-

Table 5.1 The silver deposition measurements of series 1, 2, and 3 shown in figure 

5.2. A=248nm. 
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The first indication that sputtering of the depositing film occurred was the 

low/negative deposition rate seen in the silver deposition at high fluence, shown in 

Table 5.1 by measurements 1,2 and 3 of series 2, which pointed to material being 

removed from the crystal. For example deposition 1 was carried out on to 136nm of 

silver at a fluence of 13.6J/cm2 giving a deposition rate of -O.086nm/pulse/cm2. 

In contrast silver layers deposited onto nickel layers had higher deposition 

rates. For example deposition 1 of series 1 in Table 5.1 gives a higher deposition rate 

ofO.54nm1pulse/cm2 at the same fluence as the conditions described previously. This 

difference is also highlighted when silver and nickel depositions are alternated. For 

example a silver deposition rate ofO.007nm/pulse/~m2 was measured when depositing 

on to 162nm of silver at a fluence of IIJ/cm2. Whereas a higher deposition rate of 

O.032nm1pulse/cm2 was measured for silver deposited on to 37nm of nickel at the 

same fluence. This was followed by a decrease in the deposition rate of silver to 

O. OI5nm1pulse/cm2 as the silver film thickness increased. Thus the behaviour was 

consistent with the deposition rate being dependent upon whether a silver or nickel 

layer had previously been deposited on to the crystal. This is shown in figure 5.5, 

where the deposition rates of silver films onto different accumulative thickness of 

silVer are plotted for fluences >5J/cm2, from the data in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. 5J/cm2 

Was chosen as the cut off for high fluence because this is the point at which the 

saturation of silver becomes evident. The figure indicates that where silver was 

depOsited at high fluences on to -100nm layers of silver the deposition rates tended to 

be reduced whereas when deposited on to thinner layers of silver a comparatively 

higher deposition rate was measured. This observation helps to explain the shape of 

the series 3 deposition in figure 5.2. Initially (deposition 1, series 3) silver is 

depOsited on to lOOnm of nickel, at 13J/cm2, 18nm of silver is deposited overall. As 

the silver film deposits some self sputtering occurs. The second deposition, at a 

fluence of7.8J/cm2, gives the same deposition rate. At this lower fluence one would 

expect less material to be removed from the target but also expect less sputtering to 

OCCur at the substrate therefore keeping the overall deposition rate the same. The 
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third deposition is at 5.5J/cm2 where the effects of sputtering are less again so the 

overall deposition rate does not decrease. The next three deposition rates down to 

1.4J/cm2 are all below the threshold for sputtering to occur, i.e. <5J/cm2, and thus the 

deposition rates give an indication of the amount of material being removed from the 

target. As the fluences are increased again the 7th measurement is still below the 

Sputtering threshold and does not show a lowered deposition rate. The final 

depositions, 8, 9 and 10 are all above the sputtering threshold and are carried out onto 

-lOOnm of silver. From the observations in figure 5.5, which suggests that once 

lOOnm of silver is laid down the effects of sputtering can become significant, one 

might conclude that for depositions, 8, 9 and 10 the rates should be lower than for the 

first deposition in this series. However a physical explanation supporting the 

Sputtering characteristics observed in figure 5.5 is difficult to describe since the mean 

free path of silver ions with energy in the region of30-300eV is much less than 

100nm. Hence further work is required to investigate this observation more fully as 

deSCribed in section 7.1. One further point concerns measurement 6 in series 2. This 

measurement appears to have a high deposition rate at a low fluence. The origin of 

this is not known and it appears to be beyond the spread of the data presented in 

figure 5.5. 

This explanation for the rate limiting deposition can also explain the data in 

figures 5.1 and 5.4. However, the low fluences and the order in which the depositions 

Were measured (see Table 5.2) mask the effects that previously deposited material 

have Upon deposition rates. 
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Order Fluence Deposition rates Thickness Accumulated Thickness 
(J/cm2) (nm/pulse/cm2) Deposited (nm) On Quartz Monitor (nm) 

Series 305.7 (Ni) 
248nm 

f-

1 6.6 0.273 30.4 30.4 (Ag) 
2 6.6 0.305 34 64.4 (Ag) 

'-

3 10.5 0.316 70.3 134.7 (Ag) -4 3.8 0.097 21.3 156 (Ag) -5 2.4 0.025 5.6 161.6 (Ag) 
r--
6 3.3 0.049 10.5 172.1 (Ag) --
Table 5.2 The silver deposition measurements at 248nm shown in figure 5.1. 

In nickel, however, the deposition rates remain fairly stable irrespective of the 

previous layer. This is indicated in figure 5.6, which shows deposition rates, at 

fluences >9J/cm2. Figure 5.6 shows that there is no reduction in the deposition rates 

when depositing nickel on to a nickel layer and suggests that nickel layers are not as 

readily self sputtered. A tendency for rate limitation at higher fluences may be 

Suggested in figure 5.3, although this is not borne out in figure 5.6. Thus further 

work at higher fluences is required to establish whether sputtering of nickel films does 

OCCur through PLAD. 

5.3 The Effects of Laser Wavelength on the Deposition Rates of Nickel and 

Silver 

The results presented in this section were obtained from experiments 

performed at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory using the PLAD system described 

In section 4.4.l. 

5.3.1 Threshold fluence 

The threshold fluences of nickel and silver are determined from figures 5.1, 

5.2,5.3 and 5.4 are shown in Table 5.3. The values in figures 5.1 and 5.4 were 

Ineasured as the fluence at which the plasma was no longer visible. The values 

determined from figures 5.2 and 5.3 were inferred from the other deposition rate data. 

It is apparent that the threshold fluences for ablation decrease with decreasing 
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wavelength for both nickel and sliver. From equation 2.6 we see that the threshold 

fluence for metals is dependent on the laser wavelength via the reflectivity of the 

surface. The model predicts that the threshold fluence increases with increasing 

wavelength as seen in the results. The values calculated in Table 2.1 are however 

much higher than those obtained from experiment. The model takes into account the 

energy required to overcome the latent heat of vaporisation. Clearly this is an over 

simplified model and other processes are involved in laser ablation (Saenger, 1993). 

For example the model does not take into account absorption of the laser energy by 

the fOrming plasma. Although inverse Bremsstrahlung has been ruled out as an 

absorption mechanism, absorption does still occur although the mechanisms have not 

yet been clarified (Lunney and Jordan, 1998). However models that do take 

absorption into consideration give ablation fluences closer to experiment than the 

model discussed here. 

Sample Wavelength Threshold Saturation 
nm Fluence J/cm2 Fluence J/cm2 

±1O% ±0.5J/cm2 

Ni 193 0.8 

248 1.7 

248* 1.4 

351 2.3 

Ag 193 1.2 1.8 

248 1.5 4.5 

248* 1.8 3.0 

351 2.0 15.2 

Table 5.3 Threshold fluences and saturation fluences for nickel and silver. * signifies 

values obtained from figures 5.2 and 5.3 . 

5.3.2 The onset of saturation in the deposition rate 

The onset of saturation in the deposition rate is defined as the point at which 

the initial rise in the deposition rate and saturation deposition rate coincide. These 
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values are determined from figure 5.1 for silver at 193, 248 and 351 nm and from 

figure 5.2 at 248nm as given in Table 5.3. It is apparent that the onset of saturation in 

silver occurs at lower fluences at shorter wavelengths until at 193 nm saturation it is 

almost immediate. Chuang and Tam (1989) report a similar wavelength dependence 

of the saturation of deposition rates. The error in the values determined from these 

figures is estimated at ±O.5J/cm2
• The error arises as a result of the subjectivity of 

drawing a guide to the eye. This is evident when comparing the saturation fluences 

determined for 248nm from figures 5.1 and 5.2. In order to reduce the errors 

involved in determining the saturation fluence further measurements are required. 

The saturation deposition rates are all different. This is due to the difficulty of 

taking spot size and subsequent plasma expansion into account, as discussed in 

section 5.2. If the deposition data were adjusted so that the saturation deposition 

rates all coincided then we would see that the initial deposition rate of silver is highest 

at 193 nm and lowest at 351 nm in addition to the saturation of the deposition rate 

occurring at lower fluences for 193nm as shown in figure 5.7. We have seen that the 

deposition rates of silver are dependent upon the energy of the incoming species and 

the thickness of silver previously deposited. At 193nm and 351nm the amount of 

silVer previously deposited is usually less than 50nm (see Tables A.l and A.3 in 

appendix A) and thus has no significant consequences for self sputtering. Therefore it 

is the energy of the incoming species that is of most importance in governing the 

deposition characteristics at the different wavelengths. Metev (1994) has shown that 

for titanium the average energy of the species in the plasma is lower for shorter 

Wavelengths, see figure 5.8. This would suggest that for the same fluence on the 

target the average energy of species in the plasma is in fact lower at 193 nm than at 

351 urn. Thus at 193 nm there would be less chance of sputtering occurring. This 

explains why the initial deposition rates for silver are greater at 193 nm than at 351 nm. 

It is widely known (Jordan et al., 1995; Fahler and Krebs, 1996) that the average 

energy of the ions increases with increasing fluence thus as the fluence increases for 
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all of the wavelengths the saturation condition appear to be reached where sputtering 

becomes significant. 

5.4 Discussion of Deposition Rate Characteristics 

The deposition rate data in figures 5.1 to 5.6 show that the characteristics of 

nickel and silver deposition rates could be ascribed to sputtering of the depositing 

layer. Sputtering yields for silver and nickel io~s incident upon silver substrates are 

much higher than for those ions incident upon nickel. This is indicated in figure 2.2, 

where the highest sputtering yield is for the self sputtering of silver which is indicative 

of the reduced deposition rates seen when depositing silver films especially on to a 

silver surface. Deposition rates of silver on to nickel will be initially high since the 

yield of nickel from the surface will be negligible in comparison with incident silver 

Ions. As a silver film develops the deposition rate will start to decrease with 

Increasing thickness, as shown by figure 5.5. 

For the deposition of nickel on to a silver surface one would expect that silver 

would be sputtered off giving a lower deposition rate. However since the self 

Sputtering of nickel is negligible a nickel film quickly develops preventing the 

Sputtering of silver from the surface. Thus saturation of nickel deposition rates would 

only be possible at much higher fluences than for silver. 

In general, features of the nickel and silver deposition rates are in agreement 

with other reported data for metals. For example Svendsen et al. (1996) show 

deposition rates at 355nm for silver that indicate saturation and are thus reminiscent 

of data reported here in figure 5.1. 

Van de Riet et al. (1993a) and Jordan et al. (1995) have demonstrated the 

Sputtering of species from the substrate by energetic particles in the plasma. Van de 

Riet et al. (1993a) discuss the problem of non-stoichiometric film deposition as a 

result of preferential etching of species from the substrate. In ablating FeSiRuGa 

targets is was found that above 3.2J/cm2 the percentage of gallium in the films was 

reduced through preferential etching. In the case of copper ablation Jordan et al. 
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(1995) find that at a fluence of only 2J/cm2 there is significant sputtering at the 

sUbstrate. 

Metev (1986) discusses the laser power density dependence of the maximum 

film thickness deposited per laser pulse. The maximum film thickness per pulse is 

shown to saturate at high power densities, this is attributed to sputtering from the 

substrate by energetic species in the plasma. 

Svendsen et al. (1996) also show threshold fluences in general agreement with 

those reported here. From Table 5.3 we see that at 351nm the threshold fluence for 

nickel is 2.3 J/cm2, compared with U/cm2 at 355nm measured by Svendsen et al. 

Another feature of the Svendsen et al. (1996) results is the scatter in the deposition 

rate data above lOJ/cm2. This is ascribed to difficulties in reproducibility of the laser 

beam profile. The results presented here suggest that above 10J/cm2 sputtering 

Contributes most significantly to the variation in measurements. 

From the data presented here we have seen that the deposition rates are 

dependent upon a number offactors including the thickness of material previously 

deposited on the substrate and the incoming energy of the species in the plasma. Thus 

it is concluded that self sputtering does playa significant role in the deposition of films 

via PLAD. However, in order to make more conclusive statements regarding the role 

of self sputtering in PLAD a more detailed study of the effects of underlying material 

on the substrate and further depositions at higher fluences are required. In addition 

the energy distribution of the ions present in the plasma during deposition should be 

measured. 

5.5 A Comparison of Ablation Rates Measured at the Target 

Table 5.4 compares the calculated ablation rates of nickel and silver from the 

target with measured values. The experimental values were determined from craters 

left on the target after a 10second exposure to the laser operating at 5.6J/cm2
• This is 

equivalent to 200 pulses. Calculated values were determined using equation 2.12 

(kelly and Rothenberg, 1985a) in which the temperature was taken as the boiling 

Point temperature and the vapour pressure as 1 atm. 
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Nickel Silver 

Calculated 0.081 0.065 
depth/pulse 
(runlpulse) 

Measured 5 4 
depth/pulse 
(runlpulse) 

Table 5.4 Evaporation rates for nickel and silver. Calculated values were obtained 

Using equation 2.12, after Kelly and Rothenberg (1985a). Measured values were 

obtained from crater depths left on the targets by 200 pulses at 5.6J/cm2. 

We find that the measured removal rate at the target is far higher than 

estimated from the kinetic evaporation model. This is due in part to the fact that the 

kinetic model does not extend well to higher temperature and pressures which occur 

during ablation and therefore the model predicts low ablation depths. For example 

the evaporation model in Lunney (1995) is,not used to estimate ablation rates in 

copper much beyond 2J/cm2 where the boiling point tempertaure of the target is 

exceeded. In the region of2-3J/cm2 the model predicts ablation rates of 0.04-

20nmlpulse for copper. Above 3J/cm2 ablation rates of 25-50nmlpulse were 

measured which agree more closely with the theory presented by Phipps et al. (l988), 

and are much higher that the ablation rates determined using the evaporation model 

discussed in section 2.2. Boardman et al. (1996) show ablation rates for copper, from 

experiment and theory, as high as 100nmlpulse at fluences of6J/cm2. At these higher 

fluences the ablation rate rises rapidly once the boiling point temperature of the target 

IS exceeded. Svendsen et al. (1996) report ablation rates of 1 nmlpulse for silver at 

2J/cm2 and Inmlpulse for nickel at 5J/cm2. These values are similar to those 

determined in this thesis for silver and nickel at a fluence of 5J/cm2. The results in 

Table 5.4 suggest that the ablation rates measured here are somewhere between 

values predicted by the evaporation model discussed in section 2.2 and the values 

obtained for higher fluences as discussed by Lunney (l995) and Boardman et al. 
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(1996). In addition the ablation rates may also be raised if material is also being 

expelled in the liquid state as droplets. 

5.6 The Production of Droplets in Pulsed Laser Ablation Deposition. 

The results presented the following subsections were obtained from 

experiments performed at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory using the system 

described in section 4.3.1. 

5.6.1 The effect of laser wavelength 

The droplet density and the area they cover have been studied as a function of 

wavelength. In figures 5.9 and 5.10, two nickel films grown at 193 nm and 351 nm 

respectively are compared. Similarly figures 5.11 and 5.12 show micrographs of 

silver films. In each case the films being compared are grown at the same fluence to 

the same thickness, allowing a direct visual comparison~ their growth conditions are 

summarised in Table 5.5. Two nickel films, grown at the same fluence to different 

thickness, are also considered where the droplet densities and the area covered for the 

thinner film are scaled for comparison. 

From figures 5.9 and 5.10 it is clear that there are more droplets on the film 

grown at 35lnm and that these droplets appear larger when compared with the film 

grown at 193 nm. A similar trend is seen for the silver films, figures 5.10 and 5.11. 

This visual comparison is confirmed by the quantitative analysis, showing that fewer 

droplets are present on the films grown at shorter wavelength. 

The results suggest that in the case of metal ablation droplet numbers may 

depend on the wavelength used. However the reduction in droplet numbers is 

nowhere near as marked as seen in oxide materials, see for example Misra and Palmer 

(1991). This is because of the difference in the optical absorption and thermal 

diffUsion between metals and oxides. In oxides 

cr1>Lth where as in metals Lth>a-1. Therefore in metals one might expect 

Wavelength dependence to be less marked than in oxides since changes in wavelength 

alter the optical absorption depth. 
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Figure 5.9 Ni film deposited at a fluence of9.8J/cm2 to a thickness of26nm. 

A,::::193nm, Tp=20ns. 

Figure 5.10 Ni film deposited at a fluence of lOJ/cm2 to a thickness of33nm. 

A,::::351nm, Tp=20ns. 



Figure 5.11 Ag film deposited at a fluence of 16J/cm2 to a thickness of 44nm. 

A==193nm, 'fp=20ns. 

Figure 5.12 Ag film deposited at a fluence of lSJ/cm2 to a thickness of 40nm. 

A==3S1nm, 'fp=20ns. 



Sample/ Growth Fluence Film Thickness Droplet Density % Area Covered 

Wavelength (J/cm2) ± 10% (nm) ± 5nm (No./J.Jm2)xl0-3 By Droplets 

± 15% 
± 15% 

Ni 193nm 9.8 26 3.2 0.3 

Ni 351nm 10.0 33 7.2 1.1 

Ni 193nm 12.4 23 2.5* 0.3* 

Ni 351nm 12.7 46 9.2 3.8 

Ag 193nm 15.7 44 7.5 1.0 

Ag 351nm 15.4 40 13.4 2.2 

Table 5.5 Growth conditions and droplet analysis for films grown at different 

wavelengths. * Values multiplied by 2 to take account of difference in thickness. 

5.6.2 The effect of pulse number on droplet production 

Some work has shown that droplet numbers vary with the number of pulses 

that a target sees. For example Kautek et al. (1990) and van de Riet et al. (1993b) 

show that the number of droplets increases with roughness at the target which in tum 

Increases with the number of laser pulses incident upon the target. Only a weak. 

dependence of droplet number on wavelength is suggested in the previous section. 

The dependence of droplet density on the number of pulses during deposition is 

therefore examined. 

The droplet density on the depositing film per laser pulse is determined via the 

Overall droplet density and the deposition time. This assumes that the production of 

droplets stays ~onstant throughout the deposition time. The translation of the target 

prevents one area from being repeatedly hit by the laser and thus reduces the overall 

damage to the target surface. This ensures that the number of droplets does not 

Increase significantly due to the damage at the target surface. In order to test this, 

further work on ablation from 'virgin' targets and damaged targets would be required. 

Films deposited at the same fluence are required in order to compare samples 

since the differences in fluence lead to differences in droplet production. However the 

variation in droplet numbers with fluence is not clear. Many workers see an increase 
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in droplets with increasing fluence (Weaver, 1998; Blank etal., 1992). Whilst a 

reduction in droplet number with increasing laser fluence has also been reported 

(van de Riet et al., 1993b; Guilfoyle et al., 1997). 

In addition one cannot simply plot droplet density vs number of pulses. Films 

of similar thickness are required to allow a fair comparison, therefore figures 5.13 

shows droplet density/pulse vs thickness of silver films deposited at -8.IJ/cm2 and of 

nickel films deposited at 9J/cm2
. Depositions at 193,248 and 35Inm are included in 

both sets of data. Figure 5.13 shows that the presence of a variation in droplet 

numbers with the number of pulses is convincing for silver and may occur in nickel. 

The overall number of droplets produced in nickel is less and therefore further data 

are required to confirm this. 

In contrast the droplet density/pulse for the silver films shown in figures 5.11 

and 5.12 and for the nickel film in figure 5.9 and 5.10 are summarised in Table 5.6. 

Despite the fact that these films have been deposited at the same fluence and thickness 

there seems to be no correspondence between droplet density and number of pulses. 

This suggests that further work would be required to establish whether the pulse 

number dependence or the wavelength dependence has the greatest effect on droplet 

numbers. 

r--
Sample/ Droplet Density Number of Droplet 

Wavelength (No./J,lm2)xIO-3 Pulses DensitylPulse 

± 15% 
(No./J,lm2)xI0-8 

t--
/pulse ± 15% 

Ni 193nm 3.2 54540 5.9 
t--

Ni 351nm 7.2 60000 12.0 r--
Ag 193nm 7.5 67440 11.12 

I--

Ag 35Inm 13.4 23080 58.1 

Table 5.6 Summary of droplet number/pulse for nickel and silver films shown in 

figures 5.9, 5.10, 5.11 and 5.l2. 
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5.6.3 Features on targets irradiated with nanosecond pulses 

Figures 5. 14 and 5.15 show the targets of nickel and silver after 10 shots of ns 

pulses. For the silver target the development of asperities leading to droplet emission 

are apparent. Their sizes are , .... ,] Jlm, in accordance with the droplet sizes seen on 

silver films. The same highly developed asperities are not visible on the nickel targets 

indicating that, compared to silver, droplet emission is not as prevalent. Figures 5.14 

and 5.15 indicate that fewer droplets might be expected on nickel films when 

compared with silver films grown at similar fluences and thickness. For example one 

should compare figure 5.12, a silver film, with figure 5.16, a nickel film grown at 

similar fluence to a similar thickness. 

The presence of asperities forming on the silver target indicates that the 'most 

dangerous wavelength' condition for droplet emission has been achieved. From figure 

5.15 we measure this characteristic wavelength at A as -10Jlm. This is of the same 

order of magnitude as the values calculated in Table 2.2. The absence of forming 

asperities on the nickel target suggests that such a condition has not yet been reached, 

therefore we do not give a measured characteristic wavelength. 

By calculating the melt depths of nickel and silver the differences in the 

features on the targets can be explained. For a target that has melted the surface 

temperature can be calculated using a modified version of equation 2.3. As it stands 

equation 2.3 calculates the surface temperature without taking into account the 

energy required to melt the target. Thus the latent heat of fusion, Mlsl, can be 

introduced as an equivalent temperature giving 

(5.1) 

where To is the initial temperature of the target, which for the purposes of this 

calculation is taken as room temperature. An approximation of the temperature 

Profile can be found in (Weaver, 1998) 

T{x. T p ) = Ts,'r e -2. 2 x/LtIJ 
p 
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Figure 5.14 Ablated Ni target after 10 pulses at a fluence of the order of 10J/cm2. 

A.==248nm, 'fp=20ns. 

Figure 5.15 Ablated Ag target after 10 pulses at a fluence of the order of 1 OJ/cm2. 

A.==248nm, 'fp=20ns. The characteristic wavelength is indicated at A. 



Figure 5.16 Ni film deposited at a fluence of 16J/cm2 to a thickness of39nm . 

.1==351 nm, Tp==20ns. 



where Ts. fP is taken as the surface temperature at the end of the laser pulse. The melt 

depth Xm is then given by 

(5.3) 

Using equation 5.1 and 5.3 the melt depths after one pulse were calculated as O.5~m 

and 1.9~m for nickel and silver respectively. Where the fluence was 5.6J/cm2
, 

'l"p==20ns and Lth was O.68~m and 2.6~m for nickel and silver respectively. Although 

the targets shown in figures 5.14 and 5.15 have been subjected to 10 pulses there is 

sufficient time between pulses for the region of i1}terest on the target to cool 

completely. Therefore the melt depths for nickel and silver are calculated for one 

Plllse, i.e., O.5~m and 1.9~m respectively. This calculation shows that for the same 

fluences less melting occurs on nickel than on silver. This is borne out in figures 5.14 

and 5.15, which show less melting on nickel than on silver. Thus the production of 

droplets from nickel is less prevalent than for silver at the same fluence as already 

shown by figure 5.12 and 5.16. It must be noted that this calculation only gives an 

approximate value for the melt depths since the calculation of the surface temperature 

gives values in excess of the critical temperatures determined by Martynyuk (1983) 

Which far exceeds the validity of the model. 

5.7 The Effects of Laser Pulse Temporal Profile on the Deposition 

Characteristics of Nickel and Silver. 

The data presented in this section was intended to show the effects of reducing 

the laser pulse length on the deposition rate characteristic and the production of 

droplets in PLAD. However for technical reasons associated with the production of 

ps pulse lengths at a wavelength of 248nm it is questionable whether a purely ps 

regime was achieved. 

The results presented in the following subsections were obtained from 

eXperiments performed at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory using the deposition 

system described in section 4.4.2. 
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5.7.1 The laser pulse profiles 

Schematic representations of the pulse profiles seen on an oscilloscope are 

shown in figures 4.1 and 4.2 of the experimental procedures. The pulse profiles 

shown in figures 4.1 and 4.2 are 25ns envelope with an associated background 

energy. Superimposed upon the background are firstly sixteen 5ps pulses for the 

pulse train profile (figure 4.1) and secondly a single 5ps pulse for the single ps profile 

(figure 4.2). The background present in these pulse profiles is attributed to amplified 

spontaneous emission (ASE). Hence we need to calculate the energy associated with 

each part of the envelope to know how much the background energy associated with 

the pulse envelopes contributes to the ablation process. 

During deposition the repetition rate of these envelope was 20Hz. From the 

average power, Pave, measured using a power meter, see section 4.2, the power per 

pulse envelope was given by P avJ20. To determine the energy associated with each 

part of the pulse an approximation of the areas under the pulses is required. For 

figure 4.2 we approximate the pre-pulse area as 1hx2Sx10-9xO.8=1.0x10-8units of 

area and similarly for the ps pulse =lx10-11units of area. This implies that most of the 

energy associated with the envelope is associated with the background radiation. A 

similar process applies for the ps pulse train with less than 0.1 % of the energy of the 

pulse envelope being associated with individual ps pulses. 

To calculate how much each part of the pulse profile contributes to the 

heating of the target we will use equation 2.3, which predicts the change in the 

surface temperature. For Sps pulses the thermal diffusion length is calculated as 

1.1 x 1 0-6 cm for nickel and 4.1 x 10-6 cm for silver. For a measured average power of 

O.6W the fluence associated with the ns background is 3.86J/cm2 and for a ps pulse 

3.9x lO-3J/cm2, using the method described earlier in this section. The change in 

temperature for nickel and silver due to the ns and ps parts of the pulse profile are 

shown in Table 5.7. 
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Pulse Change in Surface Temperature (K) 
Length 

Nickel Silver 

25ns 5600 4000 

5ps 400 280 

Table 5.7 shows the change in surface temperature of nickel and silver targets for 

isolated ns and ps features of the pulse profile as predicted by equation 2.3. The 

values take into account the ±1O% error associated with the fluences of the ns and ps 

parts of the pulse profile. 

This shows that the amount of energy associated with the ps part of the pulse 
• 

profile has little effect on the heating of the target. The fluence associated with the 

background is significant for metal ablation and thus it is expected that the 

background makes a significant contribution to the ablation process. This brings into 

question the validity of considering the pulse profiles as single, isolated picosecond 

pulses. These points are borne in mind when interpreting the deposition data and the 

number of droplets produced in the deposition process. 

5.7.2 The deposition rates of nickel and silver 

The deposition rate data for single 5 picosecond pulses and a train of sixteen 

5ps pulses in a 25ns envelope are compared in figures 5.17 and 5.18. The production 

of these pulses is described in section 4.4.2. Deposition rates are presented in 

nm/pulse/cm2 to take into account the different number ofps pulses per second and 

nm/envelope/cm2 to allow comparison with ns ablation in section 5.2. From figure 

4.1 we see that the envelope contains 16 picosecond pulses and from figure 4.2 it 

Contains 1 picosecond pulse. The fluences associated with the individual ps pulses 

and the ns background are also shown. The errors in the deposition rates and fluences 

are 10%. In some cases the error bars are omitted from the figures for clarity. 

The two contributing factors, i.e., the ps pulses and the ns background, make 

it difficult to interpret the deposition rate data in the two picosecond profiles. In 

figure 5.17 the deposition rates are of the same order of magnitude as those seen for 
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ns pulses (figures 5.1, 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4) suggesting that the background radiation has a 

strong influence on the ablation process. For the silver deposition (figure 5.17) there 

is a wide spread in the data. This is attributed to an increased amount of self 

Sputtering and illustrates the difficulty in achieving reproducibility. 

Order Fluence Deposition Thickness Accumulated Thickness 

(ps/ns pulses) rates Deposited (nm) On Quartz Monitor 

(J/cm2
) 

(nm/pulse/ cm2
) (run) 

Single 55 (Ag) 
psprofile ps ns 

1 0.007 7.4 0.28 . 10 65 (Ag) 

2 0.007 7.4 0.26 9.2 9.2 (Ni) 
t--

3 0.01 10 0.37 13 22.2 (Ni) 

4 0.01 10 0.14 5.1 5.1 (Ag) 

5 0.01 10 0.069 2.5 7.6 (Ag) 
t--

6 0.004 4 1.0 36 43.6 (Ag) 

7 0.004 4 0.12 4.2 4.2 (Ni) 
,.... 

8 0.004 4 0.14 5.0 9.2 (Ni) 
'-

Table 5.8 The nickel and silver deposition measurements shown in figure 5.17. 

4==248nm. 

The deposition rate data in figure 5.17 is a mixture of measurements taken 

Using a quartz crystal monitor and rates determined from deposited films of known 

thickness and deposition time. The order in which the deposition rates of silver and 

nickel were measured on the crystal are summarised in Table 5.8. 
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Ifwe compare the first silver deposition rate ofO.28nm1pulse/cm2 at a ns 

fluence of7.4J/cm2 (i.e., a ps fluence ofO.007J/cm2) it is the same as that seen in 

figure 5.1. Ata higher fluence the deposition rate falls to 0.14nm1pulse/cm2 and is 

further reduced to 0.069nm/pulse/cm2 as the silver layer starts to form. Again these 

values correspond with those seen previously for ns ablation of silver. Finally the 

deposition at the lower fluence of 4J/cm2 is elevated at 1.0nmlpulse/cm2. This result 

does not fit with the remaining data and exceeds the high deposition rate seen in 

series 2 offigure 5.2. This suggests that an error occurred whilst measuring this 

result. One possibility is that a jump in the frequency of the crystal oscillator 

occurred. The similarities of the deposition rate data with those shown in figures 5.2 

and 5.1 further confirms that the ns background is the dominant contributor to the 

ablation process. In addition for ns fluences of7.4J/cm2 and 10J/cm2 sputtering 

Would be expected and this is suggested for the silver deposition rate data by the 

reduction in deposition rate as fluence increases. 

For nickel there is an increase in the deposition rate with fluence as expected. 

Again we see that the deposition of nickel is less problematic and this is attributed to 

the reduced amount of sputtering that occurs during the nickel deposition compared 

with silver deposition. The deposition rate for nickel at 7.4J/cm2 is given as 

0.2nm/pulse/cm2. This compares favourably with values of 0.2-0.4nm1pulse/cm2 seen 

in figures 5.3 and 5.4 at similar fluences. 

Despite reporting the deposition rate data in units of nmIpulse/cm2 to show the 

deposition per ps pulse it is clear that the dominance of the ns background in the 

ablation process masks this measurement. The deposition rate data are associated 

with the entire pulse envelope as reflected by the results. 

In figure 5.18 the deposition rates per ps pulse and per pulse envelope are 

shown. The effects of the ps and ns parts of the profile are difficult to elucidate for 

the ps train profile. When compared with the ns ablation of silver in figures 5. 1 and 

5.2 the deposition rates per envelopes are far too high for the laser fluences associated 

with the ns background. For example, in figure 5.1 the deposition rate at 248nm is 
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less than 0.05nm/pulse/cm2 below 3J/cm2. This is more comparable with the 

deposition rate associates with the ps pulses in figure 5.18. However the method used 

in calculating the deposition rates associated with the ps pulse may explain why this is 

the case and lead us again to the conclusion that the ns background is dominant in the 

ablation process. 

The deposition rate is determined by dividing the deposition rate per second 

by 20 to get the deposition per envelope and then again by 16 to get the deposition 

per ps pulse. However, while the ps pulse is 5ps long, the time allocated to 

calculating the ps pulse deposition rate is 1.7ns. 5ps is only 0.3% of this time and 

thus for 99.7% of the time only the ns background is incident upon the target. 

Therefore the influence of the background is also important in the ps pulse train 

regime. 

From the data given it is difficult to say whether the silver deposition rate 

saturates. According to the ns saturation characteristics we would not expect to see 

saturation at fluences as low as 3J/cm2
• Thus if the ns background is dominant we 

would not expect saturation to occur. However it could be suggested from the 

deposition rate data that saturation may occur even though there is evidence that the 

individual ps pulses do not contain sufficient energy to increase the kinetic energy of 

the ablated species to cause sputtering at these low fluences. To confirm whether 

saturation does occur more data are required in this and higher fluence regions. 

In summary, deconvoluting the ps and ns contributions to the ablation process 

causes difficulty in interpreting deposition rate data obtained using the ps profiles. 

The values of the deposition rates indicate that the ns background contributes most 

significantly to the ablation process. As for the silver deposition rates seen in figures 

S.1 and 5.2 there is evidence for some sputtering of the depositing films at higher 

fluences seen in figure 5.17. This results in a reduction in the deposition rates at high 

fluences and also makes reproducing data more difficult. For nickel, where sputtering 

IS not so prevalent, the reproducibility of the deposition rate characteristics is much 

Improved. 
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5.7.3 Threshold fluences for picosecond pulse profiles 

The calculated and measured threshold fluences for the ns background and the 

individual ps pulses are given in Table 5.9. The values are calculated using equation 

2.6. As for the threshold fluences determined in Table 5.3 the calculated values are 

larger than the measured values. 

Measured Threshold Fluences Calculated Threshold Fluences 

±10% 

ns U(].~n..""l lse ns 

Nickel 0.014 1.4 0.10 7.3 

Silver 0.014 1.4 0.13 9.0 

Table 5.9 shows the measured and calculated threshold fluences for ps pulses and ns 

background. The ps pulse data is determined from figure 5.18. 

The measured values for the ns background are similar to the values 

determined for silver and nickel in Table 5.9. This further increases support for the ns 

background being dominant in the ablation process for the ps profiles. 

5.7.4 Ablation rates measured at the target for picosecond profiles 

Ablation rates calculated for individual ps pulses and for the ns background 

are shown in Table 5.10. These values are calculated using equation 2.12. 

-
Nickel Silver -ps pulse ablation 2.0x 10-5 1.6x lO-5 

rate (nm/pulse) -
ns background 0.100 0.081 
ablation rate 
(nm/pulse) -

Table 5.10 Evaporation rates for nickel and silver for the ps profile. The values are 

calculated using equation 2.12, after Kelly and Rothenberg (1985a). 
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A measured ablation rate of 1.4nm/pulse was determined for nickel. The 

silver target was too rough to determine the ablation rate. The measured value is 

higher than the calculated values for both the ps pulse and ns background. As already 

discussed in section 5.3.1 the calculated values are only determined at boiling point 

temperatures and a pressure of 1 atmosphere since the model does not extend well to 

elevated temperatures and pressures. We also see that the calculated values show that 

ablation due to the ps pulses is negligible compared to the ns background as indicated 

throughout these results. 

5.8 The Effects of Laser Pulse Profile on the Production of Droplets in Pulsed 

Laser Ablation Deposition. • 

The results presented in the following subsections were obtained from 

experiments performed at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory using the deposition 

system described in section 4.4.2. 

As already seen for ns pulses molten droplets are a feature of the ablation 

process, where molten material at the target is expelled by the recoil pressure 

aSSociated with the developing plume. The reduction of such melting might result in 

the elimination of droplets from metal films deposited by PLAD. 

Thus in metals when using shorter pulse lengths for deposition the transfer of 

energy to the lattice which heats the target and causes melting needs to be taken into 

consideration. Work on laser drilling of metallic samples using ns, ps and fs pulses 

indicates less melting of metals at shorter pulse lengths (Luft et al., 1996; Chichkov et 

al., 1996; landeleit et al., 1996). At shorter pulse lengths the heat affected zone in 

the laser drilled holes is also reduced. This suggests that moving to even shorter pulse 

lengths could be advantageous in avoiding droplet production. However this would 

be at the expense of high deposition rates (preuss et al., 1995). However for silver 

and nickel the electron-phonon relaxation times, 'e-p' are 1-2 ps (Groneveld et al., 

1995; Preuss et al., 1994) and thus for 5ps pulses there is sufficient time for melting 

to Occur. In addition we also have the melting due to the ns background. Thus 
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molten material is present on the target and leads to droplets being expelled on to the 

film. 

In this section the number of droplets on films deposited using the ps pulse 

train and the single ps pulse profile described in section 4.4.2 are compared with films 

deposited using a 20ns pulse as in section 4.4.1. Films of similar thickness are 

compared to show visually the differences in the ns and ps regimes. Figure 5.19 is a 

silver film deposited using ns pulses at a fluence of6.8J/cm2. Figure 5.20 shows a 

silver film deposited using single ps pulses with a fluence of3.9xlO-3J/cm2, with a 

background fluence of3.9J/cm2. Both films are lO±2nm thick. Figures 5.21 and 5.22 

are silver films deposited by ns pulses and ps pulse trains respectively. The fluence for 

the ns pulses is 7.2 J/cm2 and for the ps pulses 1.6J/cm2 for the background and 

1.6x10-3J/cm2 for the ps pulses. Both films are 28±2nm thick. In both cases the 

silver films deposited in the ps pulse regime have the greater number of droplets on 

them despite being deposited at a lower background fluence. A similar 

correspondence is seen on nickel films when comparing figure 5.23 with figure 5.24 

and figure 5.25 with figure 5.26. Again more small droplets are present on the nickel 

films deposited using the ps pulses, although with droplets being less prevalent on 

nickel films it is not as easily shown. 

Despite the expectation that moving to a shorter pulse length would reduce 

the number of droplets the results have not shown this. Suggestions have already 

been presented to explain this counter intuitive result. One factor affecting the 

ablation in both of the ps regimes is the background radiation associated with each 

envelope. This background basically gives nanosecond ablation characteristics which 

heats the target and causes melting at the surface. The ps pulses then provide an 

additional impulse which results in the recoil of the molten surface splashing molten 

material onto the films. This process is discussed in detail below showing the extent 

of melting caused by the background radiation and the increased pressure exerted on 

the molten surface by a ps pulse which results in an increased number of droplets 

being deposited onto the films. 
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Figure 5.19 A lOnm silver film deposited using 20ns pulse length, 6.8J/cm2. 

A==248nm. 

Figure 5.20 A 10nm silver film deposited using the single ps pulse regime, with 

individual ps pulse fluence of 3. 9x 10-3 J/cm2 and ns background fluence 3. 9J/cm2. 

A==248nm. 



Figure 5.21 A 28nm silver film deposited using 20ns pulse length, 7.2J/cm2. 

A==248nm. 

Figure 5.22 A 28nm silver film deposited using the ps pulse train, with individual ps 

pulse fluence of 1.0x lO-3J/cm2 and ns background fluence O.OlJ/cm2. A==248nm. 



Figure 5.23 A 27nm nickel film deposited using 20ns pulse length, lSJ/cm2. 

A=248nm. 

Figure 5.24 A 24nm nickel film deposited using the single ps pulse regime, with 

individual ps pulse fluence of3.7x lO-3J/cm2 and ns background fluence 3.7J/cm2. 

A=248nm. 



Figure 5.25 A 33nm nickel film deposited using 20ns pulse length, 6.9J/cm2. 

A=248nm. 

Figure 5.26 A 36nm nickel film deposited using the ps pulse train, with individual ps 

pulse fluence of 1.0x lO-5]/cm2 and ns background fluence O.OlJ/cm2. A=248nm. 



This might also suggest that the number of pulses has an effect on the number 

of droplets seen on deposited films. For example we could say that a film deposited 

using the ps pulse train profile experiences roughly 16 times more pulses than a film 

deposited using the single ps pulse profile. However when comparing figure 5.20, a 

silver film deposited using the single ps profile, with figure 5.22, silver film deposited 

using the ps train profile one cannot say that the former figure shows fewer droplets 

than the latter, which would be expected if pulse number was a dominant feature of 

droplet production. A similar argument holds for the nickel films shown in figures 

5.24 and 5.26. In addition we have already shown that the effect of the ps pulse is 

significant in producing droplets because of the 'Vast increase in droplet numbers going 

from ns ablation to the single ps pulse profile, which is broadly the same number of 

pulses. 

5.8.1 The picosecond ablation model 

The single picosecond pulse envelope is described as a 25ns background 

radiation containing 0.023J and a picosecond pulse of 5ps containing 2.3x 10-51. This 

gives energy densities of the separate parts of the pulse as up to a maximum of 

3.9J/cm2 and 0.004J/cm2 respectively. 

We have shown in section 5.6.3 the changes in target temperature associated 

with the background and individual ps pulses. The calculation shows conclusively 

that the heating due to the background energy is sufficient to melt the target and that 

the effects of heating due to the ps pulses are negligible. In the case of the single ps 

regime the target is definitely melted by the time the ps pulse arrives at the target. 

However in the case of the ps pulse train some of the ps pulses may arrive before the 

target has melted. Using equation 2.7 we estimate that the target melts within 6.5ns, 

which is 25% of the pulse envelope. Thus by the time the fifth pulse arrives the target 

surface is molten and therefore a substantial number of the ps pulses from the train 

reach the target whilst the surface is molten. 
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5.8.1.1 Ablation pressure 

Having established that the target surface becomes molten before or whilst the 

ps pulses reach the target, we show that the effect of these shorter pulses on a molten 

surface is to eject material from the target surface as a result of the increased ablation 

pressure exerted on the molten surface by the expanding plasma. We follow the 

model presented by Phipps, Jr., et al. (1988), which gives an expression for the 

ablation pressure P a (dyn/ cm2) as 

(5.4) 

where 

(5.5) 

4 is in cm, A is the atomic number of the target, Z is the average degree of ionisation 

within the plume and] the power density at the target. The expression suggests that 

if the power density remains constant, the ablation pressure increases as the pulse 

length is reduced. In this case, the power densities for the ns and ps regimes are very 

different therefore we replace the power density with the flux density, where ]=F/ Tp' 

giving equation 5.4 in terms of the laser fluence at the target. 

(5.6) 

where F in J/cm2. Ifwe take the maximum fluences available in the 25ns pulse as 

lOJ/cm2 and that for the 5ps pulse as O.OlJ/cm2 then the magnitude of the ratios of 

the fluence term to the pulse length term, i.e., p3/4T//S, are 3.6xl010 and 2xlOll 

respectively. Thus the value for the ps pulse is an order of magnitude greater than for 

the ns pulse. This implies that the ablation pressure exerted by the plasma resulting 

from ps pulses is potentially greater than that for ns pulses. 

Care must be taken when considering this approximation since Phipps, Jr., et 

al. (1988) consider that short pulse, long wavelength experiments are not described 
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by this model. The experimental data supporting this model includes pulse lengths 

down to 500ps, which are two orders of magnitude greater than the 5ps pulse, thus, it 

appears that we are just in the short pulse length regime. However, Phipps, Jr., et al. 

(I988) stress that the model presented is valid for Lth>«l. For A=248nm and Tp=5ps 

We see that this condition is satisfied for silver, where Lth =41 nm and «1= 15 nm, and 

just satisfied for nickel, where Lth=llnm and a-1=9nm, and thus the model can be 

applied. 

One can also show that the Phipps, Jr., et al. model predicts ablation depths at 

the target which are comparable to the value measured for nickel in section 5.7.4, i.e., 

l.4nm/pulse. Phipps, Jr., et al. give the mass ablation, ;" as 

• 
m == 2.66 x 10-6 A-~'l'% (/ j'A,)Y: T p -~g/cm 2/s (5.7) 

From which the ablation depth, Xa, at the target is given by 

• 

(5.8) 

where pis the density of the target material. For 0.OlJ/cm2
, the maximum fluence 

associated with the ps pulses, and Tp=5xlO-12
S, ablation depths per pulse ofO.82nm 

and 0.58nm were calculated for silver and nickel respectively. Although the 

calculated values are less than the measured value one must take into account that the 

measured value also incorporates ablation due to the ns background. However the 

calculated values show a reasonable estimation of ablation depth per pulse and further 

Suggest that the ps regime presented in this thesis can be described using the Phipps, 

Jr., et al. model. 

5.8.1.2 Droplet sizes in the picosecond pulse regime 

The calculation of droplet sizes in the ps regime following the method set out 

In section 2.4.1.1 is summarised in Table 5.11. The calculation for ps pulses give 

small values. Many small droplets are seen on both the nickel and silver films 

deposited by the single ps pulses and the ps pulse train. There are in addition larger 
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droplets reminiscent of the droplets seen on the films deposited using ns pulses. 

These can be attributed to the ablation affects of the ns background. Despite this, the 

model presented in section 2.4.1.1 does not agree well with the droplet sizes seen on 

the films, in particular the silver films. 

Sample AD D 2rmin 

(Tp) (~m) (~m) (~m) 

Ni (ps) 0.035 0.0078 0.010 

Ag (ps) 0.029 0.0064 0.008 

Table 5.11 Characteristic surface damage wavelength, AD, for Ni and Ag and 

minimum droplet diameters, D and 2rmin, (Bennett et al., 1995; Kelly and 

Rothenberg, 1985a) for isolated Sps pulses. 

As for many of the models developed for PLAD, their extension to ps pulse 

lengths, and thus extremely high power densities on the target, is unsuccessful. Many 

models assume that the transfer of heat energy to the target is instantaneous which is 

no longer valid for ps pulse lengths. There are several problems facing the models 

used for calculating droplet sizes in the ps regime. 

With the model presented by Kelly and Rothenberg (1985a) the thermal 

expansion of asperities (equation 2.12) is not valid in the ps regime. We have shown 

that the ps pulses do not contribute significantly to the heating of the target and thus 

to the thermal expansion of forming asperities upon which this model is based. 

Furthermore, in the case of an isolated ps pulse the time scale upon which thermal 

expansion takes place is much greater than the pulse length. Hence any model 

involving thermal expansion in the formation of droplets cannot describe the ps 

regime. 
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The model presented in section 2.4.1.1, which follows Bennett et al. (1985) 

also struggles to describe ablation by ps pulses. The model relies on calculating 

acceleration of the melt. However the ps pulses do not playa significant role in 

heating and thus melting of the target, therefore determining an acceleration for ps 

pUlses is meaningless. 

There are a wide range of models in the literature predicting the removal of 

material from the target surface, some of which are summarised by Chan and 

Mazumder (1987). The most satisfactory explanation for the evolution of droplets in 

the ps pulse configurations is the movement of molten material as a result of the 

plasma on the molten surface, for example Brailovsky et al. (1995). However any 

extension of this model must be carried out with caution, since ideally at shorter pulse 

lengths the problem of melting and therefore droplet production may be eradicated 

completely. Similar problems are faced when trying to extend other droplet models. 

From the point of view of the work presented here the ps profile ablation consists of 

Contributions from the ns and ps pulse elements. To apply these both to droplet 

models is difficult. In addition, the assumptions made for ns ablation, i.e., that the 

heating of the target is instantaneous with respect to the pulse length, is not valid. At 

shorter pulse lengths the transfer of energy to the target as heat may not occur within 

the duration of the pulse. A further limitation of droplet models when extended to ps 

pulses is that they do not correctly predict the number of droplets that are formed. 

Other work (Muller et al., 1993) investigating the particulates on silicon and 

copper films deposited using 500fs pulses show that for silicon the films are smoother 

than those deposited using ns pulses. However for copper the film quality is 

described as consisting of many sub-micron granules when deposited with 500fs 

pulses and is smoother when deposited with ns pulses. This may indicate that for 

pulse lengths shorter than the electron-phonon relaxation time the ablation of metals is 

accompanied by particulates breaking off from the target, i.e. by exfoliation (Kelly and 

Miotello, 1994), rather than the expulsion of molten droplets as in the hydrodynamic 

model (Kelly and Rothenberg, 1985a). 
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5.8.1.3 Targetfeatures 

Figures 5.27 and 5.28 show two silver targets ablated using single ps pulses 

and ns pulses respectively. It is clear that more turbulence occurred on the target 

irradiated with the ps pulse profile. This occurs because of the superposition of ps 

pulses onto a molten surface and is due to the increased ablation pressure predicted by 

Phipps, Jr., et al. (1988). Developing features on this target correspond to smaller 

droplets being emitted. 

5.9 Uniform Laser Beam Profile 

The results presented in this section were obtained from experiments 

performed at Exitech using the PLAD system described in section 4.4.3. 

This section addresses whether a uniform beam profile results in the 

elimination of droplets in the PLAD process. Comments seen in the literature 

(Scheibe et al., 1990) suggest that a uniform beam profile prevents hot spots arising 

on the target and thus reduces the possibility of instabilities in the laser-target 

interaction giving rise to droplets. The work presented in this thesis shows gold films 

that have been deposited with uniform and non-uniform beam profiles. Figures 5.29 

and 5.30 show gold films deposited using the uniform and non-uniform profiles in 

figures 4.3 and 4.4 respectively. The production of these profiles is discussed in 

section 4.4.3. The films thickness are 14±2nm and 10±2nm, deposited with fluences 

of8.7J/cm2 and 3.6J/cm2 respectively. Droplets are present on both films. The 

differences between the deposition conditions of these films makes it difficult to 

Compare directly the droplet numbers on the films. For example figure 5.30 was 

deposited at a lower fluence which is generally considered to give fewer droplets in 

metals (Blank et al., 1992). These films are sho'wn however to draw attention to the 

fact that a uniform beam profile does not eliminate droplets in the PLAD process as 

suggested by some authors. 

Despite the fact that droplets may not be completely eradicated from the 

PLAD process by a uniform beam profile, it may be true that a uniform profile is still 

desirable to achieve reproducible deposition conditions. There is a distinct difference 
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Figure 5.27 Damage caused on a silver bulk target by single ps pulses. 

Figure 5.28 Damage caused on a silver bulk target by ns pulses. 



Figure 5.29 Au film deposited with a uniform beam profile at a fluence of8.7J/cm2 to _ 

a thickness of 14nm. A=308nm, Tp=20ns. 

Figure 5.30 Au film deposited with a non-uniform beam profile at a fluence of 

3.6J/cm2 to a thickness of IOnm. A=308nm, Tp=20ns. 



between the focused spot profile and the uniform beam profile. The latter involves 

imaging the beam at an aperture onto the target using optics to obtain a significant 

de-magnification to achieve a high enough energy density for ablation. This differs 

from a focused beam which has a Gaussian profile. On the target the energy tails of 

the Gaussian profile result in lower fluence edges of the spot. 

5.9.1 Discussion 

Documentation of the effects of using uniform energy density laser beam 

profiles in PLAD and the production of droplets is limited. Comments concerning the 

effects of a uniform beam are usually brief statements within the context of a larger 

subject and are not well substantiated. Private communication, PLAD Workshop 

(1997), has not brought to light well documented evidence for the advantages of a 

uniform beam profile. The origin of the comments pertaining to the advantages of 

uniform beam profiles for the reduction of droplets are shrouded in mystery despite 

the fact that the use of a uniform beam profile for reducing droplets is as well known 

to the PLAD community as translating the target, which in contrast is well 

documented (van de Riet et al., 1993b). 

To illustrate the problem we consider the comments made by Green et al. 

(1996). 

'A homogenous uniform laser output is required for good-quality deposition 

work. Hot spots and deviations from uniformity should be avoided as much as 

Possible. This is especially important when working with multi component deposition 

targets. Poor beam quality can result in non-stoichiometric films as well as 

undesirable droplet formation.' 

These comments are followed by a discussion of the factors affecting beam 

uniformity and do not cite literature supporting claims for the improved film quality 

reSUlting from a uniform beam. This paragraph does however point to the reasoning 

behind using a uniform beam, the avoidance of hot spots. The presence of hot spots 

is likely to cause some areas of the target to ablate and heat more than others thus 

causing pressure gradients which disturb the molten surface (Brailovsky et al., 1995). 
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In the case of metal ablation this would allow instabilities to form at the molten 

surface encouraging droplet emission. However Bennett et al. (1995) show that 

despite the use of a uniform beam ridge formations still develop on gold which lead to 

the production of droplets. Such droplet and ridge formations are evident on gold 

targets at near-threshold fluences in the absence of a plasma. The surface topography 

increases with the angle of incidence of the laser beam and with an increased number 

of laser pulses. The decision to use a uniform beam arises from the results presented 

by van de Riet et al. (1 993b ), which shows an increase in the number of droplets 

emitted at low fluences. Van de Riet et al. made use ofa homogenous beam profile 

to avoid low fluence edges of the ablation spot which were shown to emit a greater 

volume percentage of droplets in FeSiGaRu and a range of other metals including 

alUminium, cobalt, iron and titanium. The increased number of droplets was due to 

the development of a columnar structure on the target surface. However in the case 

of copper and gold van de Riet et al. found that this type of roughening did not occur. 

:By comparison the copper and gold targets were flat. Despite showing less 

roughening at the target it was found that copper emitted few droplets whilst gold 

emitted many. This is in agreement with Bennett et al. (1995), which shows wavelike 

structures occurring on gold targets that emit droplets even when using a uniform 

beam profile. Therefore it is not clear whether the use of a uniform beam profile does 

lead to the reduction of droplets numbers in metal deposition. 

Scheibe et al. (1990) ascribe the lack of clusters present on diamond like 

carbon films to the uniform power distribution on the target. This is in comparison to 

Sato et al. (1987) who focus the laser beam directly onto the carbon target and thus 

report graphite particles on the diamond like carbon films. 

The work presented here adds to the literature relating to beam uniformity. 

The results for gold are in agreement with Bennett et al. (1995) and van de Riet et al. 

(1 993b ) showing that droplet production in gold is not prevented by a uniform laser 

profile. It appears that in the case of metals, surface features develop irrespective of 

hot spots, although the elimination of hot spots may help to reduce numbers. This 
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suggests that the effect of the pressure exerted on the molten surface of the target by 

the developing plume contributes most widely to the development of instabilities at 

the target surface that give rise to droplets. Despite this it is recognised that a 

Uniform beam profile provides increased reproducibility in the ablation process which 

is necessary for PLAD to be developed as a reliable, repeatable process, (Svendsen et 

al., 1996). 

5.10 Tape Target in PLAD 

The results presented in this section were obtained from experiments 

performed at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory using the PLAD system described 

in section 4.4.4. • 

In general a bulk target is used in PLAD. However some problems are 

associated with bulk targets in particular the roughening of the target leading to 

enhanced droplet emission. It has been demonstrated (van de Riet, 1993b) that the 

damage to the target surface increases with the number of pulses on that area. This 

problem has led many to translate the target either to reduce the number of shots on a 

particular area of the target or to ensure a new area is always exposed to the laser 

pulse. 

Thus a method for introducing a clean target area for every laser pulse was 

Suggested by Turcu (private communication). It was proposed that by using a tape 

target spooled throughout the ablation process that the number of droplets could be 

reduced. Thus a PLAD system was adapted to use a spooled copper tape as the 

target. In addition to having a new area available to each laser pulse, each pulse was 

also sufficient to punch a hole through the tape and thus expelled some material 

backwards through the hole. However the results show that molten material is still 

expelled from the tape in the direction of the substrate thus depositing droplets onto 

the films. 

Figure 5.31 shows a copper film deposited using this method. The experiment 

Was carried out using the ps pulse train temporal profile. The fluence of the individual 

ps pulses in the ps pulse train were 3. Ox 10-4 J/cm2 and the fluence of the background 
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Figure 5.31 A 16nm copper film deposited using the tape target and ps pulse train 

temporal profile. The individual ps pulse fluence was 3.0x l0-4J/cm2 and ns 

background fluence was O.3J/cm2. A=248nm. 

Figure 5.32 Damage to a 25~m eu tape by a ps pulse train envelope. 



O.3J/cm2. The deposition rate was O.625nm1cm2/pulse which is high compared to the 

ps pulse train on a bulk target. The film is covered in large droplets which are 

obviously molten in origin. Figure 5.32 shows the damaged region of the tape. There 

is evidence of melting as for the bulk material and that the removal of molten material 

is a violent process. As the tape is 25 J.lm in thickness this is far greater than the 

dOminant optical absorption length, a-1-15nm for copper at 248nm and also the 

thermal diffusion length, Lth-l J.lm associated with the 25ns background in the ps 

pulse train. On the time scale for producing a hole in the tape target there is sufficient 

time for the surface to melt, for a plume to form and exert a pressure on the tape 

expelling molten material as for the bulk target. • Bostanjoglo et al. (1994) show that 

the ejection of the melt is complete within 5ns which is relatively fast when compared 

with the 25ns pulse envelope. 

5.11 Conclusions 

In conclusion we see that the elimination of droplets in metal ablation is not 

. achieved by using the ps pulse profile or by altering the laser wavelength. However 

careful choice of laser parameters and homogenous beam profile may go some way to 

reducing droplet numbers and increasing the control available for deposition via the 

PLAn technique. 
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Chapter 6 

6 A Comparison of Metallic Multilayer Samples Deposited 

Using Different Deposition Methods. 

6.1 Introduction 

This chapter compares and contrasts a series of platinum (pt) and nickel-iron 

permalloy (Py) multilayer systems deposited by two pulsed laser ablation deposition 

(PLAn) systems and RF sputtering. The three techniques are discussed in detail in 

sections 4.5.1,4.5.2 and 4.5.3 respectively. The comparative study was an initiative 

arising from the present work and lead to a request to Andrei Zer1kevich and co 

workers at the Moscow Engineering Physics Institute, Department of Solid State 

Physics for a supply ofPtlPy multilayer samples by their Nd:YAG PLAD system and 

to the Centre for Data Storage Materials group at the University of Coventry for the 

supply of a series of sputtered PtlPy multilayer samples. 

The layer structures are based on the approach by Parkin and Rabedeau 

(1996) which reports resistance changes per unit field of>10%/mT in multilayers of 

Py and Au. Such values make these materials potentially important for sensitive 

magnetoresistance devices. The use of transition metals, including the noble metals, 

in metallic multilayers is discussed by Parkin (1991) and here we have extended the 

investigation to use Pt. Parkin (1991) and related work are discussed in detail in 

Section 1.1.3: 

A series of multilayers were deposited by the three methods mentioned above. 

A selection of samples which show a range of magnetoresistance behaviour were 

analysed. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was used to characterise the surface 

finish of the samples, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) to examine the layer 

structure and x-ray reflectivity to study the uniformity of the layers and give an 

indication of the extent of roughness between them. In addition magnetisation curves 

for some of the samples were also measured. 
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6.2 PylPt Multilayer Samples 

Table 6.1 shows the samples that are compared in this chapter. The intended 

growth structures are summarised for each specimen. The real structures of these 

samples are investigated throughout this chapter and are used to assess the suitability 

of the three deposition methods for metallic multilayer preparation. The sputtered 

samples were deposited without knowing the exact deposition rates and thus the 

precise thickness of the layers being deposited was unknown. The results presented 

later in this chapter suggest what the actual structures are. In addition the 

magnetoresistance (MR.) measurements of these samples are presented. These results 

are correlated with the information from the characterisation of the multilayer 

structures. 

-
Sample Name Deposition Substrate Growth Structure 

Technique 
m6 PLADmos Si (1.5nm Py/1.5nm Pt >20 

I-

nm25 Sputtering Glass TaI(py/Pt)20 .,. 
f-. 

nm23 Sputtering Glass TaI(Py/Ptho'l' 

PyPt4 PLADwar Si 3nmPtI(3nm Py/0.5nm Ptho/ 
3nm Py/4nm Pt 

PYPt3 PLADwar Si 3nmPtI(3nm PylInm Ptho/ 
3nm Py/4nm Pt 

-
PYPt2 PLADwar Si 3nmPtI(3nm Py/l.Snm Ptho/ 

3nm Py/4nm Pt 
10-. 

Table 6.1 Shows the intended structures ofPylPt multilayer specimens compared in 

this chapter. The preparation of all the samples is summarised in section 4.5. The 

subscripts 'war' and 'mos' denote the different PLAD systems described in sections 

4.5.1 and 4.5.2 respectively. * The thicknesses of these layers are unknown. 
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6.3 Multilayer Structure 

In this section the multilayer structures of the samples listed in Table 6.1 are 

investigated. The aim is to see how the uniformity of samples compares for the 

different deposition techniques. The results obtained for the sample thicknesses using 

TEM and x-ray reflectivity are summarised in Table 6.2. 

Errors in the film thickness determined from the x-ray reflectivity data is taken 

as the square root of the standard deviation of the range of values obtained for the 

interference fringe separations. The error in the bilayer thickness is based on the full 

width half maximum of the n=1 Bragg peak. The errors in the dimensions obtained 

from the TEM micrographs are given as the error in taking measurements from the 

micrographs. 

Sample nm25 nm23 m6 PyPt4 PyPt2 
Film thickness from 68±7 39±5 75±10 55±8 not known 
x-ray reflectivity (nm) 

Bilayer thickness from 3.40±O.O5 1.72±.O.O2 3.0±O.1 not not known 
x-ray reflectivity (nm) determined 

Thickness from TEM 48±4 not known 63±4 59±4 82±4 
micrographs (nm) 

Bilayer thickness from 2.4±O.2 not known 3.2±O.2 2.7±O.2 3.9±O.2 
TEM micrographs (nm) 

Table 6.2 A summary of the total and bilayer repeat thicknesses obtained for a series 

of samples using x-ray reflectivity and TEM micrographs. 

6.3.1 X-ray reflectivity data 

The reflectivity data presented in this section give information about the 

Uniformity of the multilayer structures deposited. The data obtained from the samples 

investigated in this thesis show broadened peaks and a reduction in x-ray intensities. 

This makes precise determination of peak positions more difficult and increases the 

error in the thicknesses obtained. Thus the data are used to give an indication of the 
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total thickness and bilayer thickness of the multilayer samples. The data shown, 

support observations about the uniformity of the multilayers seen in micrographs in 

the next section. A comprehensive analysis of the diffusion and roughness of the 

multilayers in not performed since this requires detailed computer modelling. For the 

PUrposes of this work the variation in the x-ray intensities and peak broadening is 

sufficient to allow a qualitative comparison of samples to determine which deposition 

technique gives the most discrete layering. Furthermore the broadening of the peaks 

does not allow computer modelling to determine the layer and film dimensions more 

precisely. Details of the analysis of x-ray reflectivity data are given in section 4.7. 

6.3.1.1 X-ray reflectivity of films mUlti/ayers deposited by RF sputtering at the 

University of Coventry 

Figure 6.1 shows the x-ray reflectivity data for sample nm25. The feature of 

particular importance is the n=1 Bragg peak and the regular spacing of the 

interference fringes superimposed. These features are related to the bilayer 

periodicity of the multilayer and the total thickness of the sample respectively, as 

discussed in section 4.7. Thus using these features the layer thickness and total 

sample thickness for nm25 can be determined. The values obtained are summarised in 

Table 6.2. For example the n=1 Bragg peak position is 8=1.30±0.02°. Using 

equation 4.6 this gives a bilayer repeat distance of3.40±0.05nm. From the deposition 

conditions it is expected that up to two thirds of this bilayer is Py, i.e., -2.3nm Py and 

l.lnm ofPt. 'This is in agreement with the MR results obtained in section 6.4.1 with 

the strongest AMR effect being present in sample nm25, which has the most Py in the 

sample. From the separation of the interference fringes, taken as 58=0.065°, the total 

layer thickness is calculated, using equation 4.6, as -68nm. The error arising from the 

differences in the interference fringe separations is as much as 7nm. These values are 

in good agreement with 20 bilayer thicknesses being equal to the total thickness 

determined from the spectrum, figure 6.1, i.e., 20x3.4nm=68nm. 

For sample nm23, figure 6.2, interference fringes related to the total thickness 

and the n=1 Bragg peak related to the bilayer repeat distance of the sample are 
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Figure 6.1 X-ray reflectivity data for sample nm25. 
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evident. Since the information at the beginning of the spectrum is not used for this 

analysis, the spectrum starts at 8=0.5°. Thus for the n=l Bragg peak at 8=2.56±0.02° 

the repeat layer thickness is 1.72±0.02nm. A total sample thickness of 39±5nm was 

determined from the interference fringe separation of 68=0.114°. From the 

determined bilayer thickness, the total thickness is estimated as 34.4nm. This value is 

within the errors of the total thickness of the sample determined from the interference 

fringe separation. We also see from Table 6.2 that a tantalum layer is deposited 

initially before the multilayer sample which will also account for some differences in 

the total thickness obtained via the two measurements. 

6.3.1.2 X-ray reflectivity datafor multilayersdeposited by the PLAD system at the 

Moscow Institute of Engineering PhYSics 

Figure 6.3 shows the x-ray reflectivity data for multilayer m6. The n=1 Bragg 

peak position for m6 is 8=1.45±0.03° giving a bilayer repeat distance of3.0±0.lnm. 

This corresponds to the expected repeat layer thickness of3.0nm, i.e., 1.5nm Py and 

I.Snm Pt. From the separation of the interference fringes, taken as 68=0.118°, the 

total layer thickness is calculated as 7S±10nm. This is slightly higher than anticipated 

from the growth conditions and from twenty times the repeat distance determined 

from the Bragg peak positions, i.e., -60nm. However the broadening decreases the 

precision in determining the Bragg peak position as well as indicating roughness in the 

sample (Kim et al., 1997), thus we see that sample m6 does not have layers as well 

defined as sample nm25. In addition there is a 'hump' in the range 8=0.8°-1 ° before 

the n=l Bragg peak. The shape of this feature is not reminiscent ofa Bragg peak and 

is therefore not attributed as one. It suggests that there are other underlying features 

in the m6 multilayer. 

6.3.1.3 X-ray reflectivity data for multilayers deposited by the PLAD system at the 

University of Warwick department of Physics 

For sample PyPt4, figures 6.4(a) and 6.4(b), and sample PyPt2, figure 6.5, 

features of the x-ray data are less pronounced. This suggests that there is more 

roughness in these samples than the samples already presented. In figure 6.4(a) some 
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Figure 6.3 X-ray reflectivity data for sample m6. 
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periodicity related to the sample thickness is present although the intensities of these 

features is severely reduced compared to the data discussed in preceding sections. No 

Bragg peak is present in the spectrum. This is somewhat unexpected since the growth 

conditions show that the periodicity is expected to be -3.5nm, i.e., 3.0nm Py, 0.5nm 

Pt. For a bilayer thickness of3.5nm a Bragg peak is expected at 8=1.26° which is not 

evident in figure 6.4(a). From this bilayer thickness we would expect a total sample 

thickness of -73.5nm, however the total sample thickness from the interference 

fringes is -5Snm. This suggests that the deposition conditions for PyPt4 were not 

maintained and that the bilayer thickness is in fact less than 3.5nm and is closer to 

2.7nm. From the TEM results in section 6.3.2 the total thickness could be a little as 

SO±10nm. From this the repeat layer thickness could be a low as 2.S±O.5nm. This 

would give an expected Bragg peak position of 1.8±0.So. In figure 6.4 (b) reflectivity 

measurements were extended beyond 8=2° however a Bragg peak was still not 

evident. It appears that the lack of uniformity of the layering was sufficient to 

obscure the presence ofa Bragg peak, which was expected at around 1.8°. 

For sample PyPt2 we see that the x-ray reflectivity data in figure 6.5 shows 

little indication of uniformity, Le., there are no interference fringes visible and no 

obvious Bragg Peaks. The lack of uniformity interferes with the regular reflectivity 

characteristics seen in the previous data. With the lack of interference fringes it is 

impossible to determine the total layer thickness. From the TEM data presented in 

the next section the thickness of the sample is estimated at 82±4nm which would give 

interference fringes ofa separation ofO.054±0.003°. These are clearly not present in 

the spectrum. If 1I20th of the total thickness from TEM is used, i.e., 4.1nm, a Bragg 

peak would be present at 8=1.08°, which is also not seen. The non-uniformity in the 

bilayer spacing means that a clear Bragg peak position is not seen in the data. The 

expected deposition structure would have given an interference fringe separation of 

0.044nm and the n=l Bragg peak at 0.98°, which are not visible in the spectrum 

either. 
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6.3.1.4 Discussion of X-rcry reflectivity data 

Not only can x-ray reflectivity data be used to determine multilayer dimensions 

it also gives an indication of the roughness and uniformity of the layers. As discussed 

in section 4.7, roughness of the layers and the substrate causes the intensity of the 

x-ray reflectivity data to fall off more rapidly with increasing angle. The fringes can 

become indistinguishable if the roughness is as small as 3nm (Kim et al., 1997). The 

effects of roughness are evident in figure 6.4(a), 6.5 and to some extent in figure 6.3. 

In particular we see that the intensity of the interference fringes in figure 6.4(a) falls 

off rapidly in comparison to the data obtained for samples nm25, nm23 and m6, 

figures 6.2, 6.1 and 6.3 respectively. 

Thus the results of the x-ray reflectivity data suggest that the smoothest layers 

are deposited by sputtering, since the definition of the interference fringes is clearer 

than for the PLADwar samples in particular. In addition the broadening of the Bragg 

peak is less than that seen in sample m6 deposited by PLADmos. Sample PyPt2 in 

particular indicates that it is difficult to obtain good control in the PLADwar 

deposition process at these layer thicknesses, i.e., -1-2nm. This is supported by the 

fall off in the intensity for sample PyPt4, which indicates roughness in the multilayer. 

6.3.2 TEM micrographs of multilayer samples 

The TEM micrographs shown in this section support the x-ray reflectivity data 

in section 6.3.1. These micrographs show a series of light and dark layers. The dark 

layers correspond to Pt and the lighter layers to the Py, related to density, as 

discussed in section 4.6.2. Thicknesses of the samples are estimated from TEM 

images. However the scale marker was found to be 15% longer than expected at 

250kX magnification which gives thicknesses smaller than expected from the 

micrographs. The corrected values are given in Table 6.2, along with the associated 

bilayer thickness. 

Figures 6.6 shows sample nm25. Two areas A and B are indicated showing 

that uniform layers are present in the sample, as expected from the x-ray reflectivity 

data. Problems were experienced in ion beam thinning samples deposited on glass. 
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Figure 6.6 A TEM micrograph of sample nm25 . Labels A and B indicate uniform 

areas of layering. 



Graduated thin areas were difficult to achieve which meant that images were not easy 

to analyse by TEM. Disruption in the centre of the image is related to the thinning of 

the sample. The thickness shown works out to be 48±4nm, taking into account the 

15% error due to the scale marker. This is less than the total thickness of 68±7nm 

determined from the n=1 Bragg peak. It appears that the area shown is not the total 

thickness of the multilayer and therefore the TEM value is less than anticipated. The 

difficulties with thinning samples deposited on glass meant that micrographs of sample 

nm23 were not obtained. 

Figure 6.7 also shows the uniform layer structure of sample m6, which is 

indicated by the x-ray reflectivity data in figure 6.3. The sample thickness from the 

micrograph is determined as 63±4nm. The value obtained from the x-ray reflectivity 

data is 75±10nm. Therefore at the extremes of the error ranges these values are 

consistent. 

The reflectivity data of samples PyPt4 and PyPt2, in figures 6.4(a), 6.4 (b) and 

6.5 show less uniformity in their layering than samples nm25, nm23 and m6. This is 

confirmed in the TEM micrographs where the darker layers are of different 

thicknesses. For example in figure 6.8, a TEM micrograph of sample PyPt4, the lack 

of uniformity is particularly evident near the surface of the sample, where the layers 

are not clearly defined. 

For sample PyPt4 the TEM micrograph and x-ray data correspond well giving 

a total film thickness in the region of 55-59nm. From this the bilayer thickness is 

estimated as 2.7nm. However the x-ray reflectivity data does not show the 

corresponding Bragg peak at 9=1.64°. Neither is there a Bragg peak at 1.26° 

corresponding to the bilayer thickness of 3. 5nm given in Table 6.1. Therefore it is 

concluded that roughness in the sample over the area of the x-ray beam and the non

uniformity of the bilayer thicknesses are sufficient to obscure periodicity and mask the 

n= 1 Bragg peak. 

In figure 6.9(b) we see in the enlarged area that non-uniformity in the layering 

is visible. From the reflectivity data we might expect that the layering would appear 
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Figure 6.7 A TEM micrograph of sample m6 showing uniform layering. 



-X25BI 29n~ 

Figure 6.8 A TEM micrograph of sample PyPt4. The non-uniformity of the layers is 

evident at the film surface. 



(a) 

(b) 

Figure 6.9 (a) A TEM micrograph of sample PyPt2. (b) An enlarged area clearly 

showing non-uniformity in the layers. 



more distorted, however the sensitivity of the x-ray reflectivity may show details that 

are not clearly evident on the micrographs. One must remember that only small 

portions of the sample, approximately 5 xl 0-9mm2, are analysed in TEM in 

comparison to the beam size in x-ray reflectivity of the order 10mm2. The x-ray 

reflectivity data from PyPt2 and PyPt4 suggest that roughness is present in the 

samples. To see roughness of the order ofless than a nanometer requires 

magnifications close to the resolution of the microscope. Therefore it is difficult to 

ascertain details of the layer interfaces directly. In addition, ion beaming of the 

sample whilst thinning can lead to a mottled effect that may be mistaken as roughness 

in the TEM micrographs. 

6.3.3 Surface characteristics of multilayer sample 

Figures 6.10 and 6.11 show that droplets are present on the surfaces of 

samples m6 and PyPt4. Fewer droplets are present on m6 than PyPt4. SEM 

micrographs of sputtered multilayer samples show no droplet like features. The 

surface appears relatively smooth. This implies that some of the roughness evident in 

the x-ray reflectivity data for samples deposited using PLADwar and PLADmos arise 

from droplets, with the most roughness being found in sample PyPt4 with the largest 

droplets, and less roughness arising in sample m6 which generally has smaller 

droplets. 

The presence of droplets is detrimental for multilayer devices. With droplets 

being of the order of microns they are large enough to protrude through a number of 

layers, thus distorting the conduction through the magnetic and non-magnetic layering 

which gives rise to the GMR effect. 

6.4 Magnetoresistance Measurements of PylPt Multilayers 

In section 4.8 of the experimental procedures we see that to measure 

magnetoresistance (MR) the sample undergoes a cycle whereby the magnetic field is 

swept to a maximum value and back to zero and then again to maximum field where 

the cycle starts. This implies that virgin curves for these samples are not obtained. 

The maximum applied magnetic field is 0.88kAlm, which is equivalent to J.loH=1.1 T. 
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Figure 6.10 A SEM micrograph showing droplets on sample m6. 



Figure 6.11 A SEM micrograph showing droplets on sample PyPt4. 



The saturation ofPy occurs at 1.08T (Landolt Bomstein, 1986). Thus the resistance 

at saturation is used to calculate the MR ratios. 

For all the data there is some drift in the start and end point of the cycle. The 

drift amounts to 0.05% on the MR figure and is seen in both directions. This amounts 

to a change in the resistance of 0.005.0 in a film of 10.0. This change is equivalent to 

a change in temperature of the sample of the order ofO.1°C, where the temperature 

coefficient of resistance is 6x 10-3nJK for Ni (Ohanian, 1994). Over the 10 minute 

period required to collect data the multilayer temperature might be heated by the 2mA 

CUrrent in the sample. However this source would only explain a drift upwards in the 

resistance. Changes in room temperature of several degrees, and hence in the sample 

by a fraction of this, could explain a drift downward in the data. In either direction 

the drift does not exceed 0.05% which is not sufficient to obscure or invalidate the 

results of the MR data. 

The magnetoresistance measurements of the samples outlined in section 6.4 

are shown in figures 6.12,6.13,6.16,6.17 and 6.18. They are given as a percentage 

of the MR ratio from equation 3.1, which is the usual representation of this type of 

data. 

6.4.1 MR of films deposited by RF sputtering 

The magnetoresistance of samples nm25 and nm23[1) deposited by RF 

Sputtering are shown in figures 6.12 and 6.13. The figures show the current parallel 

and orthogonal to the applied magnetic field, respectively. For sample nm25 we see 

that as the magnetic field increases the resistance of the sample decreases, except at 

very low applied magnetic field. The magnitude of this change in resistivity is -0.13% 

irrespective of the geometry of the current and applied magnetic field. At low 

magnetic fields however there is a sharp variation in the resistance. The actual value 

of the resistance falls below the resistance of the sample at maximum field. These 

[l)These samples were supplied by the Centre for Data Storage at the 

University of Coventry. 
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sharp resistance features occur in a field range of±1000e. This is indicative of the 

AMR effect as discussed by Smit (1951) who shows similar features below 500e. 

This change is -0.5% when the current is perpendicular to the magnetic field and 

'" -0.5% with the current parallel to the magnetic field. Hence the resistance of the 

sample at low field is dependent on the relationship of the current to applied magnetic 

field as for the AMR effect. Figures 6.12 and 6.13 do not strictly give the AMR 

percentage defined in equation 3.3, instead the individual geometries are shown 

separately using the MR percentage defined in equation 3.1. The AMR percentage is 

shown in figure 6.14. We see that the values of the AMR percentage are of the same 

order as the MR percentage. According to the schematic representation of the change 

in resistance of a ferromagnetic alloy in a magnetic field, figure 3.1, this sharp 

decrease in resistance is possible. It shows that at low field the resistance of the 

sample in the parallel geometry initially increases as the magnetic field is applied. This 

is then followed by a decrease in resistance at a slower rate at higher fields. This 

schematic representation can also account for the sharp decrease in the resistance of 

the sample seen in the transverse geometry. The resistances of sample nm25 in the 

parallel and perpendicular geometries are shown in figure 6.15 and show the same 

features as those discussed by Smit, figure 3.1. Thus we attribute these sharp features 

at low field to AMR. We also see that the variation at high field is similar in both 

geometries. This is expected since the change in resistance with magnetic field at high 

values is equal in both geometries. 

One might expect the parallel measurements of MR to be slightly lower since 

the absolute resistance value of the sample at high field is higher than in the transverse 

geometry, thus the MR ratio would be smaller since the resistance at the maximum 

applied field is used in the calculation. This is borne out when comparing the parallel 

and perpendicular geometries for sample nm25, figures 6.12 and 6.13 respectively, 

where the MR percentage at around IloH=O.OIT, i.e., before the sharp change in 

resistance, is slightly lower in the parallel geometry. 
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If we look on the enlarged scales for the parallel and perpendicular geometries 

We see that the effect at low field is more pronounced in the forward direction, i.e., 

with the field sweeping from maximum negative field through zero to maximum 

positive field than in the reverse sense, i.e., from maximum positive field to maximum 

negative field, for both geometries. If we look at the density of points around the 

zero field measurement we see that the peak is defined by the data point taken closest 

to zero field in both directions. Ideally a higher density of points is required to plot 

the behaviour around zero field more precisely. On might also expect hysteresis to be 

observed in the low field measurements as a result of the 'resistance' of magnetic 

domains to rotate by 1800 once the applied magnetic field is reversed. At low fields 

there is some evidence that the peak changes in resistance do not coincide, however 

the data are not consistent. This is also due to the distribution of data points at low 

field which obscure the true magneto resistance behaviour. 

Sample nm23 shows no variation in resistance with applied magnetic field, 

thus there is no evidence of AMR or GMR. The lack of the AMR effect can be 

explained by the smaller amount ofPy present in the sample compared to sample 

11m25. The sputtering conditions suggest that the ratio ofPy:Pt is less for sample 

11m23 than sample nm25. The results from x-ray reflectivity for sample nm23, 

discussed in section 6.3.1.1, show that the bilayer thickness is 1.72±O.02nm. Of this 

measured bilayer thickness the deposition conditions suggest that the amount of Py is 

mUch less than the amount of Pt. In addition energy dispersive x-ray analysis used in 

scanning electron microscopy showed that Py accounted for only 20% of sample 

11m23. This is equivalent to 0.3nm layers ofPy, hence we might expect that there is 

too little Py present to show a strong AMR response. 
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6.4.2 MR of films deposited by the PLAD system at the Moscow Institute of 

Engineering Physics 

Some of the aspects of the MR behaviour in samplenm25 are seen in sample 

md
21

, figures 6.16 and 6.17. Over the entire applied magnetic field range a 

background change in the resistance of -0.07% is observed in the parallel alignment 

and -0.09% in the perpendicular alignment. This difference in the alignment is as 

expected and is observed in other samples. We see that for sample m6 in the parallel 

COnfiguration, figure 6.16, that a data point was missed close to zero field in the 

reverse direction therefore giving the impression that the AMR effect does not occur. 

This again is due to the data point density around zero field. 

6.4.3 MR of films deposited by the PLAD system at the University of Warwick 

Physics Department 

For the samples deposited by PLAD using the Warwick system, a change in 

resistance is observed over the range of the applied magnetic field, figure 6.18. For 

sample PyPt4 the change is -0.1 % and for sample PyPt2 it is --0.02%. These 

samples show the effect of decreasing the Pt spacer layer thickness, thus increasing 

the percentage ofPy in the multilayer sample. The intended ratio ofPy:Pt layer 

thickness is 30:5 in PyPt4, 30: 10 in PyPt3 and 30: 15 in PyPt2. This reduction in the 

ratio is accompanied by a reduction in the effect of the magnetic field on the 

resistance of the samples. It could be considered that the OMR effect resulting from 

the increasing amount ofPt in the sample is working against the AMR effects from 

the Py. In these PLAD samples no sharp change in the resistance is observed at low 

field thus implying that the AMR effects are not as pronounced. Since the AMR 

effect is not so pronounced only the MR data in the parallel geometry is shown. 

[Z]This sample was supplied by the Moscow Engineering Physics Institute, 

Department of Solid State Physics. 
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Figure 6.16 Magnetoresistance of multilayer sample m6 with current parallel to Field. 
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Figure 6.17 Magnetoresistance of multilayer sample m6 with current perpendicular to field. 
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6.4.3. J MR of a permalloy film 

The MR of a permalloy film deposited using the Warwick system in shown in 

figure 6.19. We see that the change in resistivity is -0.06%, except at low fields 

Where the changes are -0.02% in the parallel geometry and -0.01% in the 

perpendicular geometry. This gives actual MR values of -0.085% and -0.04% in the 

parallel and perpendicular geometries respectively. The characteristics are similar to 

those seen in the multilayer samples, although the changes in MR near zero field 

appear to be less than those measured in some of the multilayer samples. However if 

We note the field value at which the data point closest to zero field was taken, we can 

see that the true change in MR may be higher. For example, in figure 6.19 the data 

point closest to zero field is taken at 0.0045T with a corresponding change in MR of 

-0.085%. Ifwe compare this with the closest 'zero' points in figure 6.16 of 

0.00015T, figure 6.13 ofO.0001T and figure 6.12 of -0.00015T we see that the 

corresponding changes in MR are greater than the values taken at slightly higher fields 

for the permalloy film. Thus if values slightly closer to zero field were presented for 

the permalloy film we would expect the MR values at zero field to be higher. 

Therefore we see that the distribution of the data points can account for some of the 

differences in the AMR effects seen throughout the multilayer samples. We can also 

conclude that the MR response of the multilayer samples is the same as that seen in 

the permalloy film and confirm that the AMR effect is the most pronounced in the MR 

measurements of most of the samples presented here. 

6.4.4 Discussion of MR measurements 

The magnetoresistance measurements ofPy/Pt multilayers suggest that they 

are not suitable for sensitive MR device applications. We see that at high fields the 

resistance of the samples decreases with increasing field strength. Although this trend 

is seen in GMR it seems that the effects are not strong enough to favour this 

explanation over the AMR effects. The dependence of the resistivities on the current 

and applied magnetic field orientation points conclusively to AMR as the predominant 

effect. Thus, unlike Parker and Rabedeau (1996), GMR effects are not observed in 
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multilayer samples of permalloy and platinum, despite the conclusions from Parkin 

(1991) that platinum would provide a weaker coupling between magnetic layers 

resulting in a more sensitive change in resistance at low fields. The change in 

resistance due to AMR observed in sample nm25 was of the order ofO.005%IOe 

which is three orders of magnitude less than for the Pt/ Au multiIayers reported by 

Parkin and Rabedeau (1996). In addition to the samples discussed here the 

magnetoresistance ofa wider variety ofPylPt and Py/Au multilayers were also 

measured. The results were much the same as shown here with AMR effects 

dominating and no GMR being observed. However it was pointed out by Parker and 

Rabedeau (1996) that the Py/Au samples were very sensitive to deposition conditions 

and spacer layer thickness. Thus it is difficult to ascertain whether it is the sample 

structure or the difficulty in obtaining the correct deposition conditions that is the 

origin of the lack ofGMR. The x-ray reflectivity and TEM results of the multilayer 

structures show that the best uniformity of layers is achieved via sputtering, followed 

by the PLADmos technique. This suggests that where good structures were obtained 

the lack of GMR could be attributed to deposition conditions. In the case of the 

samples deposited using the PLADwar system significant difficulties arose in 

depositing uniform layers compounding the difficulties of depositing a successful 

GMRdevice. 

6.5 Magnetisation Curves of Samples PyPt2, PyPt3 and PyPt4 

The magnetoresistance of samples PyPt2, PyPt3 and PyPt4, in figure 6.18, 

does not show a marked change in value near zero field due to AMR as for the other 

samples. This suggests that these samples are not ferromagnetic, thus magnetisation 

curves were measured for these samples. The raw data, moment vs JloH, is shown in 

figure 6.20(a). Above ±0.2ST we see that there is a linear decrease in the moment. 

This is due to the diamagnetic response of the silicon substrate, the platinum in the 

multilayer sample and the rod holding the sample. However the diamagnetic response 

of the platinum in the sample can be ignored since the amount of platinum is negligible 

compared to the silicon substrate and the sample holder (see section 4.9). 
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Figure 6.20(c) 
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Igure 6.20 (a) shows the measured moments for samples PyPt2, PyPt3 and PyPt4. (b) 

Shows the data corrected using the diamagnetic response measured for a piece of silicon. 

(c) shows the diamagnetic response calculated from equation 4.7. 



Correcting for the diamagnetic response was not simple. Firstly the 

diamagnetic response of a piece of silicon was measured in the vsm. From the data 

the moment per silicon atom was determined. This value was used to remove the 

moment due to the silicon substrates of the samples. The results of this correction are 

shown in figure 6.20(b). We see that the correction was not sufficient since the 

moment still decreases above 0.2ST. This is probably due to the response of the 

. sample rod, which was not measured independently. Thus the moment per silicon 

atom determined from the vsm measurement is not correct. 

Another correction was attempted by estimating the diamagnetic response of 

the silicon substrate using the expression in equation 4.7. The results of this 

correction are shown in figure 6.20(c). We see that the raw data are over corrected. 

The over correction is greater than the errors incurred in calculating the diamagnetic 

moment from the overall mass of the sample. Again this method does not take into 

account the diamagnetic response of the sample rod which is part of the raw data. 

The difficulty in correcting these data is due to the small amount of 

ferromagnetic material present in the sample. In many cases the diamagnetic response 

of the sample rod is negligible compared to the size of the sample under investigation. 

In view of these difficulties the data were corrected by fitting a line above 0.2ST. 

From this fit the slope was subtracted from the raw data. The corrected values for 

moment were then converted to magnetisation. These corrected results are presented 

in figure 6~21 which shows the volume magnetisation calculated for samples PyPt2, 

PyPt3 and PyPt4. The shapes of these magnetisation curves suggest that these 

samples are in fact ferromagnetic. There are however some discrepancies between the 

saturation magnetisation values seen in Figure 6.21 and reported bulk saturation 

magnetisation values. Crangle and Hallam (1963) show that the average moment per 

alloy atom ofNio.sFeo.2 is 1.08~B. Table 6.3 summarises the saturation magnetisation 

values determined from figure 6.magnetisation and the equivalent saturation 

magnetisation determined using the Crangle and Hallam (1963) value. 
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Saturation 
Magnetisation 

(Aim) x 103 

PyPt2 

74 

PyPt3 

82 

PyPt4 

144 

Reported Value 
(Crangle and Hallam, 

1963) 

903 

Table 6.3 Shows the saturation magnetisation values for PyPt2, PyPt3 and PyPt4 

determined from figure 6.21 and the value determined from the moment/atom of 

Nio.sFeo.2 given by Crangle and Hallam (1963). 

There are two points to notice regarding the saturation magnetisation values. 

Firstly the values for PyPt2, PyPt3 and PYPt4 should all be the same. Secondly the 

value for the saturation magnetisation determined from Crangle and Hallam (1963) is 

an order of magnitude greater than the measured saturation magnetisations. Both of 

these points suggest that the determination of the magnetisation values from the 

measured moments is subject to large errors. The error arises in determining the 

amount ofPy deposited on each multilayer sample. The volume of material was taken 

as the surface area of the sample multiplied by the intended thickness of the Py layers, 

i.e. 21 x3nm. The error associated with measuring the surface area of the samples is 

up to 10% and does not account for the factor of 10 difference in the magnetisation 

values from figure 6.21 with the reported value. Thus the other source of the error 

must be the thickness of the Py layers in the samples. 

We have already seen from the x-ray reflectivity data, section 6.3.1, and from 

rEM, section 6.3.2, that the actual thicknesses of layers deposited in the samples does 

not correspond with the intended thicknesses given in Table 6.2. Thus the reported 

saturation magnetisation values were used to work backwards to determine the 

amount ofPy required to give the measured moment. This gave individual Py 

thicknesses ofO.25±0.2nm in samples PyPt2 and PyPt3 and 0.50±0.05nm in sample 

PyPt4. These values are very much smaller than the intended thicknesses for Py of 

3nm. For sample PyPt2 an estimate for the bilayer thickness from the TEM 
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micrograph in figure 6.9(a) was 3.9nm. The expected bilayer thickness from the 

growth conditions was 4.5nm. This would imply that the thickness of the Py layer 

Was less than 3nm but not as thin as suggested from the magnetisation calculation. 

Similarly for sample PyPt4, the estimated bilayer thickness was 2.7nm compared to 

the intended bilayer thickness of3.5nm. Again this implies that the bilayer thickness is 

thinner than anticipated but not as thin as determined from the magnetisation 

calculation. The results of the x-ray reflectivity and TEM suggest that the deposition 

of material via the Warwick PLAD system is not well controlled. The results of the 

magnetisation data also suggest that the deposition of the layers is less than intended. 

However the difference observed in the magnetisation data is significantly less than 

seen from the TEM and x-ray reflectivity data.. In order to evaluate these differences 

further magnetisation curves ofPy layers of different thicknesses would be required. 

Despite some of the discrepancies arising from the magnetisation data it does 

show that samples PyPt2, PyPt3 and PyPt4 are ferromagnetic. The estimation of the 

amount of Py present in these samples from the reported saturation magnetisation is 

small. This suggests that the amount ofPy present in the samples may not be enough 

to show the AMR effect in figure 6.18 and consequently the OMR effect may be 

significant as the amount of platinum increases from sample PyPt4 through to PyPt2. 

This could account for the changes in the MR results from sample PyPt4 to PyPt2. 

6.6 An Evaluation of the Different Deposition Techniques 

The data in this chapter suggest that the smoothest muItiIayers are deposited 

Using RF sputtering. This is supported by the x-ray reflectivity data which shows 

interference fringes and n=l Bragg peak suggesting smooth well defined layers. An 

increased amount of roughness in seen for the PLADmos samples, and the most 

roughness is seen in the PLADwar samples. Thus the conclusions of this work are 

that there is less control for depositing thin metallic layers for multilayer systems using 

PLAD techniques. This conclusion is supported by the characterisation of the 

muItilayers investigated in this chapter. For example the AMR features are most 

pronounced in sample nm25 which is deposited by sputtering followed by sample m6. 
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The structure of these samples from x-ray reflectivity suggest that they have relatively 

large bilayer thickness. For nm25 it appears from TEM that there is a significant 

amount ofPy in the sample, which is estimated at 2.3nm. In the case ofm6 we expect 

that the thickness of the Py layer is 1.5nm per layer and accounts for 50% of the layer 

structure. Samples PyPt2, PyPt3 and PyPt4 show very little evidence of AMR. The 

sharp features associated with AMR near zero field were not pronounced despite the 

fact that all the samples were intended to have -3nm Py per bilayer which is more 

than for both m6 and nm25. Thus we might have expected a more pronounced AMR 

effect in all the PLADwar multilayers. Magnetisation curves for samples PyPt2, PyPt3 

and PyPt4 suggest that the amount ofPy present in the samples is significantly less 

than expected. This might account for the differences in the magneto resistance results 

of these samples compared to the others. The magnetisation results again suggest 

that there is a lack of control in the deposition by PLAD which is apparent because 

the actual thicknesses of the multilayer samples do not correspond with the intended 

thicknesses. However we do see that samples PyPt2, PyPt3 and PyPt4 are 

ferromagnetic. 

The reflectivity data further confirms the lack of control over deposition. The 

interference fringes arising from the total thickness of the samples are not as clearly 

defined as for the sputtered samples. In addition the anticipated Bragg peak for 

sample PyPt4 is obscured by the lack of uniformity in the sample. This illustrates that 

non-uniformity is a problem in the multilayers deposited by PLADwar' 

The range ofinterlayer thicknesses is 0.5-1.5nm for the samples discussed 

here. Parkin and Rabedeau (1995) show that the oscillatory nature of the GMR effect 

is of the order of Inm. In which case it might be expected that GMR would be seen 

in these samples. Thus the lack of GMR can be mostly attributed to the difficulty in 

depositing the layers. We see instead a range of AMR and OMR characteristics. In 

the case of sputtering we see that the layer thickness and quality can be controlled 

more precisely. For the PLADmos system there is still a fair amount of control for 

layer thickness, although an increased amount of roughness is present. The presence 
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of droplets provides one source of this roughness. Finally films deposited by 

PLADwar show a high degree of non-uniformity and roughness. The presence of 

droplets again contributes to the roughness. Some difficulty in maintaining deposition 

rates is also experienced. This shows insufficient control of metal deposition for 

multilayer purposes. 
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Chapter 7 

7 Conclusions and Further Work 

The literature review shows that there is still a shortage of published work 

quantifying the effect ofPLAD parameters on droplet numbers. This is particularly 

true in the case of metal deposition. The literature also reveals that the inherent 

droplet problem prevents the widespread use ofPLAD for the production of metallic 

multilayer samples. Thus this thesis addresses the droplet problem and assesses the 

suitability of using PLAD for the deposition of novel PylPt multilayer structures by 

comparing samples prepared by two different PLAD techniques and RF sputtering. 

7.1 Conclusions to Chapter 5 

Chapter 5 investigated the effects of laser wavelength and the temporal profile 

of the laser pulse on the deposition rates of nickel and silver and the production of 

droplets during the deposition of films. In addition the effects of a uniform beam 

profile and a continuously spooled tape target on droplet numbers were also reported. 

Firstly the deposition rates of nickel and silver were investigated. The results 

showed that the deposition rates of silver tended to saturate at wavelengths of 193, 

248 and 351nm. Sputtering of the depositing films by incoming energetic species in 

the plasma was proposed as the origin of the saturation phenomenon. In addition to 

this it appeared that the deposition rate also depended on the film that had previously 

been deposited onto the quartz crystal monitor. By looking in detail at the deposition 

measurements performed it was concluded that self sputtering was the likely cause of 

the deposition rate characteristics observed with silver. The sputtering yield also 

accounted for the deposition rate showing a dependence on the thickness of material 

previously deposited onto the crystal quartz monitor, as shown by figure 5.5. 

In contrast to silver the deposition rates of nickel did not show the saturation 

phenomenon so convincingly. In figure 2.2 we saw that the sputtering yield for nickel 

Was less than that of silver and thus we might have expected this to be the case. In 
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order to investigate the effects of sputtering on nickel deposition, fluences above the 

maximum fluence available of20J/cm2 would be required. 

The threshold fluences measured for nickel and silver decreased with 

decreasing laser wavelength, in accordance with equation 2.6, which shows 

wavelength dependence. However the values calculated using this equation were high 

in comparison to the measured values. Other models which take into account 

absorption of the laser pulse, are able to predict threshold fluences closer to those 

measured in this thesis and elsewhere, see for example Lunney and Jordan (1998). 

This shows that only a simple ablation model was presented here. 

The saturation of the deposition rates of silver occurred at lower fluences for 

shorter wavelengths. In addition the deposition rates at shorter wavelengths were 

initially higher. We saw, from figure 5.8, that the average energy of the ions in the 

plasma was less at shorter wavelengths. Lower energy ions result in less sputtering 

and therefore deposition rates were initially higher at shorter wavelengths. As the 

fluence was increased we expected that the average ion energy increased, thus leading 

to the saturation of the deposition rates . 

. The results of this work suggest that the phenomenon of self sputtering was a 

viable explanation for the deposition rate characteristics observed. Deposition rate 

measurements showed some dependence upon the thickness and type of material 

previously deposited and upon the energy of incoming ions. Further work could be 

performed to substantiate the sputtering theory more fully. For example, the 

deposition rate curves for both nickel and silver could be repeated to provide more 

data points. In both cases deposition rate measurements should be made onto the 

same thickness of material each time. For example, IOOnm of silver should be present 

initially on the quartz crystal monitor to minimise the effect that previously deposited 

material could have upon the deposition rates measured. In addition higher fluences 

are required to investigate the deposition characteristics of nickel. Another set of 

deposition rates on to a range offilms of different thicknesses, for example 25nm, . 

SOnrn, 7Snm and lOOnm of silver and of nickel, would also add data to figures S.5 and 
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5.6. Further measurements might include measuring ion energies in the plasma and 

correlating these energies with deposition rates to obtain a quantitative evaluation of 

Sputtering at the substrate. 

Ablation rates for nickel and silver were compared with values calculated 

using equation 2.12. The values measured from the targets were higher than 

determined from equation 2.12. From this it was concluded that the model does not 

extend well to higher temperatures and pressures. The values from the model were 

calculated using boiling point temperatures and 1 atmosphere of pressure. These 

values are lower than the actual surface temperatures and pressures that occur during 

ablation and thus we expect the calculated values to be lower than the measured 

values. An attempt was made to use higher temperatures and pressures in the model 

however the values obtained for the ablation rates were not sensible. Other models 

such as Phipps et al. (1988) and Boardman et al. (1996) are found to give ablation 

rates closer to measured values. These models take into account processes for 

material removal other than just evaporation. 

The effect of laser wavelength on the number of droplets produced during the 

deposition of nickel and silver was also investigated. The results showed that there 

might be some dependence of droplet number on laser wavelength although any 

dependence was nowhere near as marked as seen in oxides. This was because for 

metals the thermal diffusion length, defined in equation 2.1, is larger than the optical 

absorption, defined in equation 2.2. In addition to the effect of wavelength on droplet 

numbers the effect of the number of pulses was also investigated. The results did not 

give a convincing correlation between the number of pulses used to deposit a film and 

the number of droplets seen on that film. Thus further work would be required to 

ascertain whether pulse number has any effect on droplet numbers and also to decide 

Whether this effect is stronger than that of laser wavelength. In order to do this some 

additional aspects of droplet production need to be clarified first. For example, the 

effect that polished targets and damaged targets have on the production of droplets 

needs to be investigated. It has been shown (van de Riet et al., 1993b) that damaged 
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targets tend to produce more droplets. If this were the case then we would expect the 

average number of droplets to increase for longer depositions. To ascertain whether 

or not this occurs, films deposited using the same number of pulses from polished and 

damaged targets need to be compared. One would hope to show that the use of the 

lens wobbler would minimise damage to the target and thus there would be no 

significant change in the number of droplets per pulse at high pulse numbers. In 

addition the effect that increasing laser fluence has on droplet numbers needs to be 

established. Some authors have found that droplet numbers increase with laser 

fluence (Weaver, 1998; Blank et 01., 1992) and others have found that they decrease 

with increasing laser fluence (van de Riet etal., 1993b; Guilfoyle et 01., 1997). In 

general the latter appears to be true for the films deposited in this thesis. Once these 

trends have been established films deposited with different pulse numbers can be 

investigated along with more films deposited using different laser wavelengths. To 

improve upon the results presented in this thesis it would be desirable to increase the 

counting statistics by depositing more films for comparison. Also, in order to make 

comparisons more valid similar spot sizes should be used on the targets to avoid 

differences in the plasma expansion and where possible films of similar thickness 

should be compared. 

When looking at the features on the nickel and silver targets there appeared to 

be more melting on the silver target than on the nickel target. The melt depths of the 

nickel and silver targets subject to 200 pulses were estimated using equation 5.3. The 

calculated values were 5J.1m and 19J.1m respectively. This confirmed that for the same 

fluence more melting occurred on the silver target which corresponded with more 

droplets being present on silver films than on nickel films. We also saw that droplet 

sizes given in Table 2.2 corresponded well with both the droplet sizes seen on the 

deposited films and the size of the asperities formed on the silver target. 

Difficulties with achieving isolated picosecond pulses were experienced in the 

section relating to the effects of the laser pulse profile on deposition rates and droplet 

production. The calculation in section 5.7.1 showed that the energy associated with 
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the picosecond part of the pulse profiles was less than 0.1 % of the nanosecond 

background of the pulse profile. Thus the results did not truly investigate the effects 

of isolated picosecond pulses as intended. This point was borne in mind when 

interpreting the corresponding data. 

For the deposition rates measured using the single ps pulse profile we saw that 

the ns background appeared to have most effect on the values obtained. For example, 

the magnitude of the deposition rates was of the same order as observed for the ns 

pulses in the previous sections. A wide spread in the silver deposition rates was also 

observed and it was likely that this was due to sputtering at the substrate, although 

further measurements of silver deposition nites would be required to confirm this. We 

also saw that for the nanosecond fluence of 10J/cm2 the silver deposition rate started 

to saturate. This compared with the nanosecond data and was also attributed to 

Sputtering. For the nickel deposition rates, again the presence of saturation was not 

conclusive. 

For the ps pulse train profile we saw that the deposition rates were again 

dominated by the ns background. However, the deposition rate data did not show any 

sign of saturation. 

The deposition rates for both the single ps pulse profile and the ps pulse train 

profile illustrated the difficulties experienced in deconvolving the ps and ns parts of 

the profiles to assess the results properly. The evidence suggested that the ns 

background was dominant in the ablation process. However all of the deposition rate 

data would benefit from further experimentation to identify conclusively the 

deposition rate characteristics of both nickel and silver using these two pulse profiles. 

In order to investigate individual ps pulses a laser system that does not have a ns 

background associated with the pulse profile would be required. Again particular care 

concerning the amount of material previously deposited onto the quartz crystal 

monitor would also be required. 

The dominance of the ns background was also apparent for the threshold 

fluences measured for nickel and silver. The values of threshold fluence were similar 
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to those observed for the ns pulse profiles. This again confirmed that the fluences 

associated with the ps pulses were less than the values associated with the ns 

background. It was shown in table 5.7 that the heating of the target by the ps part of 

the pulse profile was negligible compared to the ns background. Thus one would 

expect that the ablation characteristics would be similar to that of the ns ablation 

characteristics. As for the ns ablation the values for threshold fluence predicted by 

equation 2.12 were higher than the measured values. 

Ablation rates using the ps pulse train profile were determined from the target 

and were found to be higher than the calculated values. Again the model predicting 

ablation rates was limited to temperatures and pressures much lower than those 

actually experienced by the target during ablation. We also saw that the ablation rate 

calculated for an isolated ps pulse was negligible compared to that of the ns pulse. 

This was due to the fact that at shorter pulse lengths the assumption that heat transfer 

to the target occurs instantaneously is no longer valid. 

A comparison of films deposited using either the single ps pulse profile or the 

ps pulse train profile with films deposited using ns pulses revealed that more droplets 

were present on films deposited using the former profiles. This suggested that melting 

still occurred when using the ps pulse profiles. This was confirmed by equation 5.3, 

which showed that the melting was due to the ns background. It was then proposed 

that an increase in pressure was exerted on the molten surface by the superimposed ps 

pulses. This increase in pressure exerted by the ps pulses was supported by the 

Phipps et al. (1988) model which showed that the ablation pressure for ps pulses was 

greater than for ns pulses. Although the conditions pushed the model to the limit, this 

did give a qualitative explanation for the origin of the increase in droplet numbers 

using the ps pulse profiles . 

. The models used to predict the droplet sizes were unsuccessful at shorter 

pulse lengths, since the ps pulses did not contribute significantly to the heating of the 

target. For example, the lack of heating due to the ps pulses meant that the thermal 

expansion of asperities in the Kelly and Rothenberg model (1985a) was also 
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insignificant. In addition the time scale for thermal expansion is far greater than the 

5ps pulse length. Similarly the contribution of the ps pulses to the acceleration of the 

melt as used by the Bennett et al. (1985) model, was also insignificant. Thus the 

extension of these models to shorter pulse lengths was unsuccessful. Difficulties also 

arose in deconvoluting the ns and ps contributions of the pulse, which further 

complicated the calculation of the droplet sizes. The BraiIovsky et al. (1995) model 

may be more satisfactory since it looks at the effects of the plasma on the molten 

surface and there is some indication from the Phipps et al. (1988) model that the 

effects of the plasma are important for describing ablation. 

The results presented here show that further work is necessary to ascertain the 

effects of using individual ps pulses on the production of droplets. If ps pulses were 

used to deposit films, instantaneous heat transfer would no longer be valid and 

therefore one might expect the mechanism for droplet formation via the hydrodynamic 

model, discussed in this thesis, to change. Thus an investigation into the 

characteristics of particulates and the features on the targets would be required to 

elucidate some of these changes that might occur in the ablation process at shorter 

pulse lengths. 

Further investigations into the effects of a uniform energy beam profile and the 

Use of a continuously spooled tape target on the production of droplets were 

performed. For the uniform beam profile droplets were still present on the films 

deposited. However more films would be required in order to make a statistically 

valid statement about a correlation of droplet numbers and uniform energy profiles. 

In the case of the tape target it was found that many droplets were still present 

on the deposited films. This implied that the expulsion of material from the tape 

occurred before a hole was punched through it and that melting still occurred at the 

target. It was shown by Bostanjoglo et al. (1994) that the ejection of molten material 

occurs within 5ns which is fast when compared with the 25ns pulse envelope. Thus 

the presence of droplets was not surprising. Further work photographing material 

removed from the tape target at different times could confirm this process. 
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In conclusion we saw that sputtering of the depositing film was a problem for 

PLAD. We also saw that the elimination of droplets was not simple. The kinetic 

model, which described the removal of material from the target, covered temperatures 

and pressures well below values that occur during ablation. Other models that take 

into account absorption of the laser beam by the plasma and the effect of the 

developing plasma on the target surface give a more successful description of 

ablation. 

Improvements to the results presented here could be made. Firstly for the 

deposition rate data, more data points are required to confirm the reproducibility of 

the results already obtained. Secondly for the counting of droplet numbers more films 

are required to improve the counting statistics and to provide more films for 

comparison. 

7.2 Conclusions to Chapter 6 

In chapter 6 the comparison ofPy/Pt multilayers deposited using three 

different deposition systems were described. These were two PLAD systems and RF 

sputtering. The suitability of these techniques for depositing multiIayers was assessed 

in terms of the uniformity achieved in the samples and the magnetoresistance results. 

The uniformity of the layers was assessed using x-ray reflectivity and cross 

sectional TEM. Starting with the sputtered samples nm23 and nm25, the x-ray 

reflectivity suggested well-defined samples. The interference fringes related to the 

thickness of the sample were clearly visible and the intensity did not faU off compared 

to the other samples, thus indicating smooth layers. The n=l Bragg peak was present 

in the data for both of the samples and was used to determine the bilayer thickness. 

The TEM image of sample nm25 confirmed the uniformity suggested by the x-ray 

reflectivity data. 

Sample m6 was deposited using the Moscow PLAD system. The x-ray 

reflectivity showed the interference fringes clearly and the n= 1 Bragg peak was also 

present. However the interference fringes were not as well defined as for the 

sputtered samples and the Bragg peak was slightly broader. In addition a 'hump' was 
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observed in the data which was not attributed as a Bragg peak. All of these variations 

in the features indicated that there was a slight decrease is uniformity present in this 

sample. From the TEM micrographs the layers appeared uniform in thickness thus the 

non-uniformity in the samples could have been due to roughness between the layers 

and the presence of droplets. The resolution of the TEM prevented the roughness 

between layers from being investigated more fully. 

Samples PyPt2, PyPt3 and PyPt4 were deposited using the Warwick PLAn 

system. Samples PyPt2 and PyPt4 were investigated by x-ray reflectivity and TEM. 

The x-ray reflectivity data for PyPt4 did show some interference fringes although the 

intensity of these fringes was reduced significantly at higher angles. This suggested 

that the roughness of this sample was more than for the other samples already 

discussed. Furthermore the uniformity of the layers was not sufficient to give a Bragg 

peak. This was confirmed by the TEM micrographs of sample PyPt4 which showed 

that the layering was not uniform. In sample PyPt2 the x-ray reflectivity curves did 

not even show interference fringes, thus making any determination of the sample 

dimensions impossible. Again the TEM micrographs confirmed that the layers were 

not uniform. 

SEM micrographs of the surfaces of the samples revealed that droplets were 

present on the samples deposited using both the Moscow and Warwick PLAn 

systems, whilst the RF sputtered samples were relatively smooth. The presence of 

droplets was a likely contribution to the decrease in uniformity observed in sample m6 

deposited using the Moscow PLAn system compared to the sputtered samples nm23 

and nm25. 

From the structural analysis of these multilayer samples it was shown that the 

samples produced using RF sputtering had the most uniform layers. We saw that for 

the Warwick PLAn system problems occurred in successfully depositing uniform 

multilayers. Even samples deposited at lower fluences using the Moscow PLAD 

system did not match the uniformity of the samples deposited by RF sputtering. 
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The work of Parkin (1991) suggested that Pt would give weaker coupling 

between magnetic layers resulting in a more sensitive giant magneto resistance effect 

of multilayer samples at low magnetic fields. However this was not established. Only 

the anisotropic magneto resistance effect was measured in the samples, no giant 

magneto resistance was observed. 

The magneto resistance data of the sputtered films showed the characteristic 

features of AMR as seen in figure 3.1. The largest change in resistance occurred near 

zero field and was dependent upon the orientation of the field and the current. The 

largest change of 0.5% in the perpendicular geometry and -0.5% in the parallel 

geometry was seen in sample nm25. For the data presented, however, the true 

characteristics around zero field were not shown. The results showed that the AMR 

behaviour could have been precisely determined if a higher density of data points were 

taken around zero field. This problem of the density of data points might also have 

obscured hysteresis of the sample that might be expected but not observed. In 

Contrast to sample nm25, sample nm23 showed no characteristic AMR behaviour. 

From the x-ray reflectivity measurements it was suggested that the thickness ofPy in 

sample nm23 was less than 0.3nm. This might have been insufficient to give a larger 

effect than the ordinary magnetoresistance due to the Pt present in the sample. 

The magnetoresistance data for sample m6 were much the same as for sample 

nm25. Again the true values of the MR percentage close to zero field were obscured 

by the insufficient number of data points. 

Samples PyPt2, PyPt3 and PyPt4 showed a range of behaviour. Samples 

PyPt3 and PyPt4 showed a decrease in resistance with increasing field however they 

did not show the characteristic AMR behaviour as observed in samples m6 and nm25. 

Sample PyPt2 showed MR data characteristic of the ordinary magnetoresistance 

effect. Sample PyPt2 was intended to have the highest amount of Pt compared to Py 

in it and thus it might be expected that the OMR effect from the Pt was larger than the 

AMR effect from the Py. However further measurements ofmultilayers with different 

thicknesses ofPt and Py would be required to confirm this. 
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The MR results for a Py film deposited using the Warwick PLAD system 

confirmed the AMR characteristics observed in samples nm25 and m6. Once again 

the magnitude of the MR% was obscured by the lack of data points around zero field. 

Magnetisation loops were measured for samples PyPt2, PyPt3 and PyPt4 to 

establish whether they were ferromagnetic or not. The results showed that the films 

were ferromagnetic and further calculations showed that the amount ofPy present in 

the samples was much less than anticipated. This could account for the lack of AMR 

behaviour in these samples. The magnetisation data provided useful information 

regarding the thickness ofPy in samples PyPt2, PyPt3 and PyPt4. Further 

measurements of this sort could be used to'establish whether a relationship exists 

between the magnetoresistance characteristics and the thickness ofPy and Pt present 

in the multilayer samples. 

The results showed only AMR and OMR behaviour in the PylPt multilayer 

samples. This highlighted the difficulties involved in achieving the correct structure 

and deposition conditions necessary to make multilayers that show the GMR effect. 

However the suggestion by Parkin (1991) that this system might give sensitive GMR 

characteristics make it worthwhile pursuing this multilayer structure. 

The differences in uniformity between the samples deposited using sputtering 

and PLAD might be due to the energy of the species in the deposition plasma. As 

discussed in chapter 4, self sputtering is a problem for PLAD where the average 

kinetic energy of the depositing species is higher than for sputtering. This may also 

have implications for the definition of boundaries between layers in the multilayer 

samples. The results of chapter 6 suggest that least uniformity was achieved using the 

Warwick PLAD system. This system was likely to produce higher average kinetic 

energy deposition species than the Moscow PLAD system because higher fluences 

Were used during deposition. In order to test this out, the energy of the species for 

each of the systems used would need to be measured and this could be correlated with 

sample uniformity measured using x-ray reflectivity. This might then provide 

evidence for the suggested difference between the multilayer samples. 
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7.3 Final Comments 

From the work presented in this thesis it is concluded that ifPLAD is to 

become a competitive alternative to deposition by sputtering further work would be 

required to increase the control and reproducibility of metal deposition. As 

highlighted in this thesis the reduction in droplet numbers and increase in the 

uniformity of the deposition process are two aspects that need to be improved upon. 

In my opinion the best way to do this would be to improve the beam delivery system 

so that the laser spot is reproducible on the target. In addition fluctuations in the laser 

pulse energy should be minimised. This would involve using an excimer laser capable 

of delivering a pulse energy of at least 500mJ/pulse. With a higher pulse energy the 

beam could be imaged onto the target, rather than focused, and still maintain a high 

enough fluence for ablation. The laser would be operated at it's maximum energy and 

the fluence would be adjusted by attenuating the laser beam. By operating the laser in 

it's optimum conditions this would ensure that the fluctuations between pulses were 

minimised. Attenuating the laser beam would enable the spot to be kept the same at 

all times, thus reducing the effects that changing spot dimensions might have upon the 

plasma expansion and thus the film deposition. This would minimise the variables in 

film deposition and increase the chances of producing films that could be sensibly 

compared. 

The laser parameters must be chosen to optimise the deposition of films. The 

fluence at the target must be chosen to avoid the problem of sputtering at the 

substrate by energetic species in the plume. This might then minimise roughness 

developing in multilayer samples and thus improve the uniformity of layered samples. 

A compromise between high fluences, which give higher deposition rates and possibly 

more droplet, and lower fluences, which give lower deposition rates and possibly 

fewer droplets, needs to be established. The use of a higher power laser would enable 

larger spot dimensions to be used to counteract the problem of lower deposition rates 

at lower fluences. A system to filter droplets might also be used without 

compromising deposition rates. Contamination problems must also be addressed. To 
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prevent contamination of metallic layers deposited by PLAD vacuum conditions must 

at least match those of sputtering, i.e., lxlO·7mbar. A vacuum loading system should 

also be considered to prevent contamination. 

Although some of the issues raised in this section were not addressed directly 

in this thesis they have come about as a result of the experience and problems 

encountered in using a PLAD system and provide useful comments for future systems 

being set up. From the problems that have been highlighted in this thesis it is clear 

that further work is required ifPLAD is to compete successfully with sputtering for 

the deposition of metallic films. 
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Appendix A 

Order Fluence Deposition rates Thickness Accumulated Thickness 

(J/cm2) (nm/pulse/cm2) Deposited (nm) On Quartz Monitor (nml 

Series New Crystal 

193nm 

1 5.5 0.11 5.8 5.8 (Ni) 

2 18 0.16 9.0 9.0 (Ag) 

3 18 0.39 22 22 (Ni) 

4 12 0.20 11 33 (Ni) 

5 12 0.13 7.3 7.3(Ag) 

6 3.6 0.085 4.5 11.7 (Ag) 

7 3.6 0.032 1.8 1.8{Ni) 

8 1.3 0.021 5.6 5.6 (Ag) 

9 1.3 0.021 5.4 11.0 (Ag) 

10 1.3 0.021 5.2 16.2 (Ag) 

11 3.8 0.11 4.7 20.9 (Ag) 

12 8.1 0.11 12 32.9 (Ag) 

13 3.8 0.11 12 44.9 (Ag) 

Table A.I The nickel and silver deposition measurements at A=193nm shown in 

figures 5.1 and 5.4. 
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Order Fluence Deposition rates Thickness Accumulated Thickness 

(J/cm2) (nm/pulse/cm2) Deposited (nm) On Quartz Monitor (nml 

Series New Crystal 

Ni 248 

1 2.1 0.0002 0.1 0.1 (Ni) 

2 3.3 0.0083 1.9 2.0 (ND 

3 2.4 0.0016 0.6 2.6Q!J) 

4 9.2 0.56 125 127.6 (Ni) 

5 8.6 0.47 
• 

105 232.6JN!l 

6 8.4 0.11 24 256.6 (Ni) 

7 11 0.22 50 306.6Qffi 

Table A.2 The nickel deposition measurements at A=248nm shown in figure 5.4. 
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Order Fluence Deposition rates Thickness Accumulated Thickness 

(J/cm2) _(nm/pulse/cm2) De~osited (nm) On Quartz Monitor inm) 

Series New Crystal 

351nm 

1 16 0.46 42 42 (Ni) . 
2 3.3 0.02 2.0 2.0 (Ag) 

3 3.5 0.01 l.8 l.8 !Nil 

1-4 18 0.33 3D 30iA~ 

5 16 0.30 27 57 (Ag) 

6 16 0.27 24 24 (Ni) 

1-7 9.7 0.04 3.6 27.6@ 

.... 8 9.7 0.15 13 13 (Ag} 

Table A.3 The nickel and silver deposition measurements at ...t=351nm shown in 

figure 5.1 and 5.4. 
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Order Fluence Deposition rates Thickness Accumulated Thickness 

(J/cm2
) (nm/pulse/ cm2

) Deposited (nm) On Quartz Monitor (nm) 
Series J New crystal 

1 2.0 0.093 4.9 4.9 (Ni) 

2 2.0 0.093 9.2 14.1 (Ni) 

3 6.2 0.36 36 50.1~ 

4 3.1 0.17 17 67.1 (Ni) 

1--5 4.7 0.26 26 93.1 (Nil 

6 11 0.47 47 140.l~ 

7 5.3 0.28 28 167.7 (Ni) 

~eries 2 168.1@ 

1 12 0.47 47 215.1m}) 

2 14 0.47 47 262.1 (Ni) 

3 14 0.47 47 309. 1 i1"ill 
1--4 5.0 0.13 12 321.1 (Ni) 

2 7.8 0.28 28 349.1 (ND 

6 11 0.36 36 385.lJNi) 

:J.. 16 0.40 40 425.1 (Ni) 

8 2.7 0.029 2.9 428 (Ni) 

Continued ... 
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Series 3 103 i~g} 

1 IS 0.31 31 31m!} 

2 IS 0.32 32 63m!} 

3 9.7 0.26 26 89m!} 

4 4.9 0.17 16 lOS1ND 

S 6.8 0.20 17 122(Ni) 

6 l.S O.OOS O.S 122.Sm!} 

7 2.3 0.041 4.3 126.8 (Ni) 

8 • 
IS7.8m!} IS 0.31 31 

Table A.4 The nickel deposition measurements of series I, 2, and 3 shown in figure 

5.3. A=248nm. 
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Order Fluence Deposition Thickness Accumulated Thickness 

(ps/ns pulses) rates Deposited (nm) On Quartz Monitor (nm) 

(J/cm2
) (nm/pulse/cm:t 

Nickel ps ns New Crystal 

ps train 

1 0.006 6.0 0.045 56 56 (Ni) 

2 0.004 3.7 0.023 28 84~ 

3 0.002 2.1 0.015 19 103 (Ni) 

4 • 
140JNil 0.004 3.7 0.030 37 

5 0.001 l.1 0.003 4.4 144.4~ 

Silver 144.4 (Ni) 

.l!...s train 

1 0.003 2.7 0.044 54 54JAEl 

2 0.002 l.6 0.032 40 94 (Ag) 

3 0.001 l.1 0.015 19 113(Ag) 

4 5e-4 0.53 0.001 1.8 114.8JA~ 

Table A.5 The nickel and silver deposition measurements shown in figure 5.18. 

A.=248nm. 
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